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ABSTRACT 

For nearly 150 years, Canada’s Indian Act has been an impetus of assimilation, 

dispossession, and cultural genocide of First Nations peoples. Today it continues its 

reign as the arbiter of First Nation-Settler Canadian relationships despite its sordid 

history of upholding racist asymmetrical power dynamics. Vexingly, in the absence of 

original governance order, the Indian Act’s legitimacy is also upheld by the very First 

Nations it has oppressed. Using Participatory Action Research, this dissertation 

explores community support of a customary governance structure that departs from the 

Indian Act. Quantitative data collected from a survey produced in partnership with the 

Chippewas of the Thames First Nation (Deshkan Ziibiing) Governance Committee 

showed that a majority of respondents support customary dodemiwan (clan system) 

governance. Using logistic regression to analyze support for custom governance on full, 

female, and male models, this research finds that those with higher reported 

Anishinaabe Values are more likely to support dodemiwan governance, making an 

inextricable link between lived Anishinaabe ways of life and Anishinaabe political order. 

Qualitative data collected from participants in Deshkan Ziibiing’s 2016 Clan Gathering 

art table features a selection of diverse perspectives showing the rich expressions that 

dodemiwan resurgence invokes. 
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GLOSSARY 

This is a list of the commonly used Anishinaabemowin kidwenan (Anishinaabe language 

words/terms) in this dissertation. Other authors may use different spellings of the same 

words according to their dialects and teachings, or they may define them differently. I’ve 

learned these words in my community from my teachers Betsy Kechego and Brenda 

Rivers, and where the words are used from another person’s context, they are cited in 

the text. Any mistakes here are my own.   

Aadzokanan: Ancient Anishinaabe knowledge sometimes in narrative form, “bones of 

self-knowing”, “canon” 

Aanjigone: Principle of non-interference 

Aki: Land 

Ando-bawajigeyin: To seek a vision  

Anishinaabe: “From whence lowered” referring to the moment humans descended on 

the Earth 

Anishinaabe aadziwin: Anishinaabe way of life 

Anishinaabeg: plural of Anishinaabe 

Anishinaabekwe: Anishinaabe woman, femme 

Anishinaabemowin: Anishinaabe language 

Biskaabiiyang: To come back around, “decolonize” 

Chibimoodaywin: The great walk, the great migration 

Dibaajmowin(an): Narrative(s) of a personal or community nature 

Deshkan Ziibiing: Antler River (Chippewas of the Thames First Nation) 

Dodem: Clan 

Dodemiwan: Clan system 

Gikendaasiwin: Anishinaabe ways of knowing 

Gimaa: Leader, “chief” usually hereditary and dodem-based 

Gimaadaasamin: We are counting/accountable for 

Gimaawin: Anishinaabe governance 

Kwe: Woman 

Mno bmaadziwin: Good way of living 

Niijaansinaanig: Our children 
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Nini: Man  

Oshkimaadiziig: New people, people of the eighth fire (people who re-center 

Anishinaabe aadziwin) 

Semaa: tobacco 

Zhaagnash: Originally meaning English people, now refers to white Canadians 

Zhaagnashimowin: English Language 

Zhaagnashiyaadzi: Colonized 
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CHAPTER 1 // INTRODUCTION 

We have responsibility within each of our dodem to activate that memory. 
To begin to know and share with those young ones, with the children who 
are being raised. Because they’re paying attention to everything and they 
will remember. They’ll remember; our part is just to ensure that we give 
them what they need and then they will do it. And they will do what we 

model. Doesn’t matter what we say. We can’t just say it. We have to live it 
for them. –Mary E. Deleary 

 
I want to believe that this is a time when we let go of the Indian Act and we 
find our way back to our true governance, to our true communities of who 
we are. And that we align ourselves with the animals, so that we can walk 
those sacred trails again. That’s gotta be the next part of the story for us. 

But it’s going to take courage. It’s going to take people to actually say, you 
know what? I’m done with the Indian Act! –Bomgiizhik (Isaac Murdoch) 

 
N’daanis, my daughter and I were getting ready to walk to the river Deshkan 

Ziibiing for a quick visit after supper. As we were putting on our shoes, I said, “Aambe, 

c’mon, let’s go take a look at the river,” to which she responded, “What river?” Papa, my 

dad who was visiting from his many travels, exclaimed, “You don’t know the river, girl? 

Your great-grandfathers and great-great grandfathers walked this land all the time when 

they were your age!” My mom, beloved Nokomis, chimed in, “And your great-

grandmothers and great-great grandmothers,” and I added, “And all your ancestors 

before them—so it’s important you know this river and where you come from.” N’daanis, 

zipping up her hoodie, bounced out of the house saying, “Oh yeah, I remember now!” 

I live on the former grounds of Mount Elgin Indian Industrial School on the 

Chippewas of the Thames First Nation reserve located in what is now southern Ontario. 

The grounds are adjacent to what is now called the Thames River. The fertile farming 

land made the model school, a pilot project for Canada’s residential schools, an ideal 

location to teach the Anishinaabe, Haudenosaunee, and Lenni-Lenape in this territory 

an agrarian lifestyle (United Church of Canada archives website). The goal, of course, 
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was to indoctrinate Indigenous communities with Methodist Christian values in order to 

facilitate the assimilation process, as these Nations were already quite adept at 

agriculture. 100 years ago, four generations from me and five from my daughter, my 

great-great grandparents Enoch Hill and Gussie Green, from Oneida and Six Nations 

respectively, lived at the school; the same place from which I write today. They were 

among the first generation of those who would later become known as survivors of the 

residential schools. In a 1920 report 10 years after the first attendees graduated from 

the school, Reverend Samuel McVitty set out on a research project for his report to 

Government officials, which would be used to confirm the efficacy of assimilation. Enoch 

and Gussie, among others, were heralded by McVitty as “good Christians, good 

farmers, and good parents”, as evidenced by the fact that three of their children (one of 

which was my great-grandmother Gladys Hill) were also at the Institute (Graham, 1997, 

p. 288). McVitty collected data and interpreted the results of the first cohort as a 

success. For McVitty and the settler colonial state, my great-great grandparents were 

fine people as a result of the Indian Act’s assimilation practices, and were evidence that 

the project must continue. On my father’s paternal side, Enoch and Gussie were the first 

of three consecutive generations to attend residential school. On my mother’s maternal 

and paternal side I know of two consecutive generations that attended Mt. Elgin Indian 

Industrial School, Mohawk Institute in Brantford, Ontario, or Shingwauk Institute in Sault 

Ste. Marie, Ontario—and likely more ancestors beyond those of whom I am unaware. 

These ancestors who attended residential schools experienced first-hand the disruption 

of Anishinaabe and Haudenosaunee original kinship order (the building blocks of 
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original governance systems) from Canada’s violent settler-colonialism, institutionalism, 

and biopower. 

This project (which focuses on the Anishinaabe part of my lineage) is conducted 

on the very same territory where the assimilation project of residential schools was 

piloted, and will seek to understand how our Anishinaabe ways of knowing persist 

despite the colonial violence of the Indian Act. It is a resistance to those niceties that 

settler-colonial institutional authority once wrote about my ancestors’ worthiness and 

virtues only when they reflected their likeness back to them…it is a revenge of the 

ordered and tabulated numbers that convey our assimilation and facilitate power over 

our bodies, kinships, and social systems. 

Chippewas of the Thames First Nation Profile  

Situated in the Great Lakes region, Anishinaabeg are one of the largest 

Indigenous Nations on Turtle Island, though originally from the eastern seaboard of 

what is now called North America. Oral history tells us that epic migration, called 

Chibimoodaywin (variations include Gchi-Bimoodegoziwin) (Simpson, 2011, p. 67), 

occurred around 1100 years ago when the Anishinaabeg were advised by spiritual 

prophecy and vision to move westward toward the manoomin, “food growing on the 

water” (Wild Rice found as far west as Minnesota) or be destroyed. Along this epic 

migration, there were 7 stopping places in which bands of Anishinaabeg awaited further 

spiritual guidance to continue. In some of these stopping places, bands of Anishinaabeg 

settled and have remained ever since. Deshkan Ziibiing is a smaller band of 

Wawayatanong Anishinaabeg, or the Round Lake Anishinaabeg—those that are 

situated around present day Lake St. Clair, between Lakes Huron and Erie. Our sister 
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bands in this area are Aamjiwnaang (Chippewas of Sarnia), Bkejwanong (Walpole 

Island), Wiiwkwedong/Aazhoodena (Kettle & Stony Point), and Caldwell First Nation. 

Together we compose the Anishinaabeg who remained in the 3rd stopping place of 

Chibimoodaywin.  

Chippewas of the Thames First Nation, of which I am a member, is an 

Anishinaabe community of Ojibway and Potawatomi peoples located on the Thames 

River, which we call Deshkan Ziibiing. This term refers to antlers or horns, which some 

believe is due to the fact that the river forks and resembles antlers, while original 

knowledge tells us it is so named for the water spirit that lives there. Our ancestors are 

from all around southern Ontario, moving with seasonal life between fishing and water 

life on Lake Huron, Lake Erie, Lake St. Clair, the sugar bush and harvesting of inland 

life, and everywhere in-between. Our ancestors were from several smaller bands 

located in different areas throughout southern Ontario, Michigan, and even Ohio, but 

were forced to settle on the small plot of land that forms the current reserve boundaries.  

Community governance discussions informing this work. 

I was first immersed in governance work in my community as I began my 

graduate degree in Indigenous Governance. My first involvement with the Chippewas of 

the Thames First Nation Governance Committee was in 2011, when I was a graduate 

student working on dodemiwan (original Anishinaabe governance system based in 

clans) as a governance structure for Bidassigewak Native Way School. As a student, I 

was keen on being involved directly in my Nation’s well-established community 

governance discussions, particularly as they were leaning toward “customary 

governance” development. I define customary governance as the formal or informal 
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structures that emerge within a specific Indigenous community with practices that are 

informed by localized culture and knowledge ways. For Deshkan Ziibiing Anishinaabeg, 

“customary governance” means dodemiwan, though I use the term customary 

governance in the research to better communicate this idea to people who may not 

otherwise know Anishinaabemowin terms. In customary governance, culture and 

knowledge ways may be a mixture of original (traditional) knowledge and contemporary 

community culture. In my experience, much of the work of developing customary 

governance has been concerned with imagining a reality—that is, a future (and past) 

free from the Indian Act by engaging in exploratory discussions of what a contemporary 

dodemiwan would look like. For many years, we have dreamed and conversed about a 

return to Anishinaabe dodemiwan, and by extension, gimaawin: Anishinaabe 

governance leadership practice (discussed further in chapter 2). Cultivating and 

reinvigorating this system requires a holistic approach that many hands on deck in the 

community are already addressing: researching what knowledge already exists in the 

community, ensuring Anishinaabemowin is revitalized, constructing the legal and justice 

systems that will support dodemiwan, genealogy work to determine dodem for families 

who are uncertain of theirs, ceremonial work to re-establish dodem relationships, and 

this work: determining community support for dodemiwan and understanding 

dodemiwan in contemporary expression. 

Every two years the Indian Act leadership is elected, which results in a high 

turnover rate of leadership and contributes to a lag in long-term strategy as each council 

orients to the political climate of the moment. This creates a situation wherein Indian Act 

governance is often reactionary and sometimes ill equipped to respond to the complex, 
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systemic, long-standing issues our Nation faces. I want to be clear that my critique of 

the Indian Act in this work is of the system itself—there have been some remarkable 

leaders that, despite this system, have done great things for the community.  

In the fall of 2016, the Governance Committee activated a community-wide 

awareness campaign around Dodem governance knowledge in order to advance some 

of the necessary discussions that had been proposed in earlier community dialogue. 

The first was a poster campaign entitled “Everyone has a clan, what’s your clan?” 

(Appendix D) with imagery of the seven original clans as is described in The Mishomis 

Book (Benton-Banai, 1979). This was meant to prompt discussions within families about 

lineage and clan knowledge. The use of the English term “clan” instead of “dodem” was 

meant to ease the community into a dialogue, with future campaign posters using 

Anishinaabemowin instead of English. 

The awareness campaign was launched before the 2016 Clan Gathering to 

generate community interest in the discussion of dodem governance. The Clan 

Gathering agenda featured teachings by Elders Jim Dumont (Onaubinasay) and Mary 

E. Deleary, and Bomgiizhik (Isaac Murdoch), a Clan colour workshop, Feast of the 

Clans, and an art table where people could gather to create while they listened to the 

teachings (data from which is featured in chapter 6). Memorabilia of the event was 

gifted to all participants. This gathering was important to foster the conversation within 

community and our dodem relatives about the responsibilities we hold in dodemiwan, 

and further, it raised questions and inspiration that would lead to the development of our 

Governance Survey. This gathering provided us with a sense of what the community 
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was saying in relation to their current dodem knowledge, and helped us to think about 

our inquiries to the community-at-large. 

Study Scope and Question 

In Deshkan Ziibiing, despite the Indian Act, governance is understood as 

integrated with Anishinaabe culture. In my experience living in and later and working in 

my community, learning about our inherent rights always gave me the impression that 

our original political systems are much more powerful than the parameters of the Indian 

Act. Based on what I have heard expressed in conversations, presentations, lectures, 

and community meetings, others in my community seemed to feel this way as well. 

When we started to think about constructing customary governance systems, the 

natural starting point for the Governance Committee was to look to the dodemiwan, 

which is still intact and practiced in ceremonial spaces. Yet, paradoxically, there was 

doubt about this way of governance. In the same breath as talking about the mighty 

dodemiwan, I would hear people in community dismiss it by saying “ah, it’ll never 

happen,” for perceived reasons such as a) nobody would support it, b) nobody knows 

their dodem anymore, c) people are too colonized and d) our off-reserve membership 

just simply wouldn’t go for it. As Indian status has become the more powerful 

expression of our Anishinaabe identity and the way in which we have accessed our 

rights, they have become very enmeshed in the minds of many of our people. It has 

come to the point that we center Indian Act as a “technology of governance” (Million, 

2011) and doubt our own.  

This research asks: do members of Chippewas of the Thames First Nation 

support customary governance? If so, which factors have an effect on the likelihood for 
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support of customary governance? What can we learn from dodemiwan teachings and 

individual artistic expressions of a collectively experienced moment of resurgence? The 

sub-questions of this research ask: what do we need to consider in our resurgence of 

dodemiwan? What factors might act as a barrier to dodemiwan resurgence? What are 

the causes of apprehension for dodemiwan resurgence? In what ways does colonialism 

and its impacts on our knowledge systems affect our work of dodemiwan resurgence? 

Methodologically, what are some of the factors to consider in employing the tools that 

are featured in this research? Throughout this dissertation, I address these questions. 

I want to be clear about what this research is not: it is not an exercise in 

developing the actual dodemiwan system. That task is not mine and must be based in a 

community-led process without the academy. That is a task that must occur in our own 

spaces in the presence of ceremony. This research was conducted as an offering to 

those who work with members of our community who may have doubts of its viability or 

support. In fact, the results of this study have already been used by the Governance 

Committee, and its effects have implications on the existing trajectory of resurgence 

ongoing or in development such as: the Justice Department’s Clan House of Balance, a 

dispute resolution framework based on dodemiwan; Neejawnisag Leadership Initiative, 

which provides access to Anishinaabe aadziwin (including dodem teachings) to children 

at Antler River Elementary School (ARES) through a teaching lodge; Paswe A’atigok, 

an Anishinaabemowin language movement based in Deshkan Ziibiing where a cohort of 

individuals are training to become Anishinaabemowin teachers; and beginning in 2020, 

Enji-Maajtaawaad, our child care centre, will become a full immersion “feeder” program 

into ARES which is also moving toward immersion. These are but a few of the 
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resurgence movements in Deshkan Ziibiing, and it is not an exhaustive list, but they are 

the movements for which we sought to produce meaningful and supportive data. 

Mixing methods. 

 This dissertation utilizes Participatory Action Research Methodology, which I 

discuss further in chapter 4. I conducted and designed this research with and for my 

community of Deshkan Ziibiing. My community then reciprocated this gesture by giving 

me permission to include the findings in my dissertation with the understanding that the 

results would be present in the Western academy, but also that the research would be 

beneficial to the overall Nation’s vision (see Band Council Resolution, Appendix A). In 

this way, my community supported my goals in attaining my doctorate, and I hope that 

I’ve been able to support my Nation’s goals of Nation-building.  

In this dissertation, I use a mixed methods approach and employ both 

quantitative and qualitative research to explore a) frequency of support for custom 

governance—namely a dodemiwan system—amongst a sample of Chippewas of the 

Thames First Nation members, b) factors that contribute to Chippewas of the Thames 

First Nation members’ support for custom governance, and c) expressions of what it 

means to practice dodemiwan collected from the 2016 Clan Gathering event held at 

Chippewas of the Thames First Nation. Mixing methods in a way that honours both 

processes continues to be an area of development and improvement in my work, and I 

acknowledge that in this dissertation, the triangulation of both data sets into a cohesive 

discussion is limited. However, in presenting both data sets as representations of 

community dodemiwan knowledges, there are themes present within and between the 

two that will continue to be important topics in my future research. 
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A note on terminology 

 This dissertation makes use of Anishinaabemowin, and a list of frequently used 

terms can be found in the glossary. I use Deshkan Ziibiing as much as possible to refer 

to Chippewas of the Thames First Nation (COTTFN), though I may at times use the 

English name of our community if referring to specific events, committees, or references 

that use the term COTTFN. Dodemiwan is a term that refers to the clan system, 

whereas dodem refers to a specific clan. Gimaa refers to a leader, whereas gimaawin 

refers to Anishinaabe governance as it pertains to leadership, and while my focus is not 

so much on leadership, it is implicated in certain areas throughout this dissertation 

(which I specify). Gimaadaasamin is a word used to describe a methodological process 

of counting the people, accounting for the people, and being accountable to the people, 

and contains notions of governance and leadership within the term.  

Chapter Outlines 

In chapter 2, I outline my literature review for the study by bringing aadzokanan 

(teachings) into conversation with Anishinaabe Studies literature and important themes 

that are current in Indigenous Studies discourse. Then, I explore dodemiwan with a 

gender analysis by bringing teachings of Mary E. Deleary into conversation with 

Anishinaabe historian Cary Miller and other scholars. I discuss resurgence via 

biskaabiiyaang, and outline the role of consent in Anishinaabe governance. 

In chapter 3 I describe my theoretical approach and considerations. I call upon 

fourth world theory, felt theory, and social institutionalist theory to structure my approach 

to my research. I then discuss biopower as an acknowledgement of the implications in 

employing a quantitative method, and discuss examples of Indigenous quantitative 
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research and strategies for conceptualizing an Anishinaabe quantitative methodology. 

In the theoretical considerations, I discuss what it means to use quantitative methods 

via Two-Eyed seeing and the story of Gezhizhwazh. 

Chapter 4 provides an overview methodology, positionality, and my choice of 

mixed methods. Here, I outline my experience working in my community and with 

healing movements that gave rise to this research in a Participatory Action Research 

approach. 

Chapter 5 introduces Gimaadaasamin, an Anishinaabe quantitative methodology, 

as well as data from the Governance Survey. I outline the process and method of 

creating the Governance Survey. This chapter features descriptive data, conducts factor 

analysis to create composite measures, and conducts a binomial logistic regression on 

three models in the data. I produce a gendered analysis of the data and provide insight 

on the findings. 

Chapter 6 features arts-based qualitative data, starting with a discussion of 

teachings from respected elders and knowledge keepers Onaubinasay, Mary E. 

Deleary, and Bomgiizhik at the 2016 Clan Gathering in Deshkan Ziibiing, as well as 

visual data and testimonies from participants at the event’s art table. 

In Chapter 7, I provide some concluding thoughts about the findings, as well as 

the journey of conducting resurgence research in Deshkan Ziibiing using mixing 

methods. 
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CHAPTER 2 // LITERATURE REVIEW 

Let’s gather together the pieces of memory we have, let’s put it together, that small 
bundle. Let’s nurture it to grow. Let’s feed our relatives. Let’s feed our dodem. Give 

them food. Tell them we may not know much yet, but we want to know. We want to be 
Anishinaabe. And they will respond. –Mary E. Deleary 

 

In this chapter I present four themes of Anishinaabe Studies literature and 

teachings that influence my study, and bring them into conversation with teachings that 

were recorded and transcribed with the permission of Mary E. Deleary.  

As an Anishinaabe scholar from an Indigenous Studies and Indigenous 

Governance background in the field of Social Sciences, I view social theory with 

Anishinaabe perspective, and in this research I understand theory as it emerges and 

applies in a specific Anishinaabe context. I am particularly interested in presenting 

theory and literature as it pertains to original Anishinaabe systems of governance, 

power, and political authority. In a contemporary world, these systems of power operate 

in a complex context for our Nation. On the one hand, there are ancient, inherent, and 

continuing knowledge ways that speak from the strength of Anishinaabe aadziwin 

(Anishinaabe ways of living, being, and experiencing1). These knowledge ways inform 

the visioning in this research. Yet, our reality is taut with a colonial past and present that 

disrupts our original life orders and enacts an enduring violence on our Nations, which I 

discuss using social theory and critical analysis. Despite this colonial violence, 

                                            

1 In Our Knowledge is Not Primitive (2009), Wendy Makoons Geniusz provides a glossary of words 
frequently used in her research, which includes Anishinaabe aadziwin, gikendaasowin, aadzokaan(an), 
and dibaajmowin(an) (p. 11) 
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Indigenous scholarship articulates resurgence strategies through fourth world theory, 

intense dreaming, re-centering, and refusals.  

Like Cindy Peltier (2012, p. 35), I use the term “an” Anishinaabe 

perspective/context to clarify that my theoretical approach is indicative of my own 

position, experience, and relationship with my inquiry and my specific community of 

Deshkan Ziibiing. Peltier uses “an” as a qualifier to point out that while general 

similarities may exist among Anishinaabeg knowledge ways, not all share exact details. 

Within the implication of plurality, the nuances of place and locality are acknowledged in 

an Anishinaabe research design. I apply this concept to my theoretical framework as 

well—my work is informed by an Anishinaabe ontology and epistemology that draws 

from the dynamic knowledge and theory of Anishinaabe aadziwin (life ways and 

experience), gikendaasowin (Anishinaabe knowledge), and aadzokanan (the “bones of 

self-knowing” as described by Anishinaabe poet and scholar Margaret Noodin [2014], or 

Anishinaabe “canon”)—all as specific to the place from which I speak as Deshkan 

Ziibiing Anishinaabekwe. 

Anishinaabe Studies 

In Anishinaabe aadziwin, knowledge flows from our relationship to land/place and 

spirit—in some cases they are not exclusive from one another. Referring to the life-

giving and sustaining properties of water, Anishinaabe scholar Deborah McGregor 

writes that “[s]uch basic understandings, from an Anishinaabek perspective, provide the 

foundation for what is referred to as ‘natural law,’ which is derived from fundamental 

experiences and ‘observations of the natural world’” (2013, p. 71). Much of our 

Anishinaabe knowledge, and by extension, “natural law” is established in the origin 
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story, the first of many aadzokanan. In introducing his dodemiwan teachings at the 2016 

Clan Gathering in Deshkan Ziibiing, Onaubinasay remarked, “I have to resist telling the 

whole creation story, the beginning of the beginning, and all the prophecies of the 

future” (Dumont, 2016). Onaubinasay was illuminating the importance of this original 

narrative, the natural law it contains, and the context it provides in our Anishinaabe 

onto-epistemology. 

Within Indigenous Studies, Anishinaabe Studies is a rich and growing field of 

scholarship that is specific to the broad cultural similarities and concerns that 

Anishinaabe Nations share. What is compelling about Anishinaabe Studies literature is 

that it reflects a unique way of expressing both the generalities of Anishinaabe 

aadzokanan as well as the nuances and localization that are inherent in Anishinaabe 

gikendaasowin. In Anishinaabe aadziwin, one is encouraged to consider their own being 

in the world as unique of divine origin, and to also afford this same respect to others 

who no doubt have a right to their own life journey. This occurs very clearly in Peltier’s 

careful articulation of her own localized research positionality that emanates from her 

specific experience as Anishinaabekwe (2012). Peltier expresses that research, inquiry, 

and findings are a product of one’s own perspective and worldview (p. 32). While many 

others have made similar points on this topic of positionality and reflexivity (particularly 

feminist researchers, some of whom include hooks, 1984; St. Louis & Barton, 2002; 

Mauthner & Doucet, 2003), Peltier does so with direct links to Anishinaabe aadziwin 

through principles of individual autonomy and experience. 

In his teachings, Onaubinasay invites us to imagine ourselves as the actual 

subject of aadzokan, in particular the descending human in the origin story of 
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Anishinaabe (Simpson, 2011). This not only provides each of us with an important 

personal connection to our origin stories, but it requires us to actually embody our 

aadzokan, both in a moment of experiencing teachings and proceeding in life 

responsibly. This aspect of Anishinaabe pedagogy encourages all of us to experience 

and connect to our original ways of knowing, while also understanding that each one of 

our experiences are unique, purposeful, and never duplicated. In an interview featured 

in Pitawanakwat’s “Anishinaabeg Studies: Creative, Critical, Ethical, and Reflexive”, 

prolific Anishinaabe intellectual Basil Johnston remembers learning from Sam 

Osawamick: “He’d never say you were wrong. You don’t say that. What he said was, 

’Bkaan so genii ngiizhiiminik gzhemindoo jinzidminaa’, you know the Great Mystery has 

given me a different understanding” (Pitawanakwat in Doerfler et al., 2013).  

This sense of plurality undoubtedly stems from the role of inward knowing to 

general knowledge in Anishinaabe aadziwin. When one begins their journey beyond the 

stage of life called the good life (childhood), they seek to find their path on a journey of 

inwardness. For women, this occurs with ceremony on their first moon, and then 

monthly with cycles of renewal throughout their lives. For men, this must be induced via 

visioning and ceremony. Basil Johnston’s discusses the purpose of visioning for 

Anishinaabe men in understanding their role in life: 

[I]t was almost mandatory for a man to seek a vision….For women there was no such 
comparable obligation to seek a vision. Any obligation that might have pre-existed was 
removed by the first of mothers, who gave birth to men and completed the cycle of life 
and time, creation, destruction and re-creation. By this act, a woman was complete in 
herself. A woman, by giving life, fulfilled the first portion and requisite of being; man had 
to give meaning to that gift of life. But a woman was free to quest for a vision (Johnston, 
1976, p. 121) 

 

As Johnston points out, finding our purpose or role in life is an important aspect of our 

journey as Anishinaabeg, and is respected as an integral part of our knowing and being.  
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In Dancing on our Turtle’s Back (2011), Simpson describes aanjigone, an 

Anishinaabe principle of non-interference, as “a concept that promotes the framing of 

Nishnaabeg values and ethics in the positive” (p. 54). In Simpson’s teachings, “there is 

no need to criticize or be angry with the perpetrators [of colonial destruction] because 

they will pay the price for their destructive action, one way or another, and this will be 

mediated by the Spiritual world.” Yet, Simpson expresses that aanjigone as a principle 

is also about resisting and stopping the violence against our bodies and land; that which 

threatens our autonomy and right to live our Anishinaabe aadziwin, by actually 

constructing the positive, Anishinaabe-centered alternatives that will take the place of 

colonial violence. In this, Simpson explains that while Anishinaabe ways of knowing are 

indeed based in the understanding that we live our lives with autonomy, they also 

presume we live in that autonomy with Anishinaabe mores; respect for each other, the 

land, place, and spirits.  

It is clear in the Anishinaabe Studies literature that Anishinaabe aadziwin 

expresses the values and ethics which tie us together, while making space and 

celebrating our autonomy in the meta spheres of Nation, community, dodem, family, 

and individual. In our collective work of creating balance and justice for Anishinaabeg 

peoples, centering the principle of aanjigone in this sense can mean constructing the 

alternatives and pathways for Anishinaabe aadziwin to flourish, all the while 

understanding that we each contribute to this work using our own strengths. For 

example, my work in this research specifically is to assist in the collective movement of 

resurgence in Deshkan Ziibiing by collecting and analyzing information on community 

support to prepare and strategize for the resurgence and increasing presence of our 
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dodemiwan. It will necessarily look different from someone else’s contribution to 

resurgence. 

Seven-generation knowledge. 

In his research paper “Seven Generations, Seven Teachings: Ending the Indian 

Act”, Neyaashiinigimiing Anishinaabe legal scholar John Borrows points out that it’s 

been seven generations since the Indian Act has been implemented (2008), an 

observation that invokes the 7 Fires Prophecy. In the prophecy (a version of which can 

be found in Eddie Benton-Banai’s The Mishomis Book), seven prophets come to the 

Anishinaabeg with predictions for the future (Benton-Banai, 1988, p. 89). Each prophet 

referred to a “fire”, or an era of time in the future. The first three prophecies induced the 

great migration to the Great Lakes from the eastern seaboard by urging the 

Anishinaabeg to move or be destroyed by what was coming (p. 94). Details of where to 

go and when to stop are contained in these first fires. The fourth fire foretold the coming 

of a light-skinned people who would extend a hand of friendship or death (both 

appearing similar) a caution to the Anishinaabeg about the risks of this first encounter 

(p. 91). The fifth and sixth fires told of a time of great struggle and forgetting amongst 

Anishinaabe people, the latter of which would be known to begin when the children of 

the deceived Anishinaabeg would be taken from the teachings of their elders—signaling 

the rise of residential schools as interpreted by Benton-Banai (p. 90), and for my 

discussion here, describing the beginning of the Indian Act’s attacks on our ways of life. 

But the Seventh Prophet foretold a fire of hope, that in the seventh fire, the 

Anishinaabeg would remember and return to the ways of Anishinaabe aadziwin (p. 93).  
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The descendants of those who remember would become the Oshkimaadiziig, 

(the New People) who Simpson describes as those who will “revive the language, 

philosophies, political and economic traditions, our ways of knowing, and our 

culture…Oshkimaadiziig are responsible for decolonizing, for rebuilding our nation, and 

for forging new relationships with other nations by returning to original Nishnaabeg 

visions of peace and justice” (p. 14, 2008).  

In the Seven Grandfather teachings, it is clear that Anishinaabe people have 

always been a visioning people, our prophecies and stories preparing future 

generations for what’s to come. As Simpson states: “Chibimoodaywin was a social 

movement that was inspired by a spiritual vision, debated and planned by spiritual 

leaders, intellectuals and political leadership, and ultimately carried out by our families… 

our Elders estimate it took five hundred years to complete ten generations of 

Nishnaabeg people” (p. 67). Anishinaabeg have always used strategy and vision to 

determine our future. As Simpson puts it, the contemporary practice of storying is 

decolonization at its core, “because it is a process of remembering, visioning, and 

creating a just reality where Nishnaabeg live as both Nishnaabeg and peoples” 

(emphasis in original) (Simpson, 2011, p. 33).  

For Anishinaabeg, revitalizing our governance practices is a profound gesture 

that links us to our ancestors’ visioning of this moment. In doing so, we are urged by our 

elders and knowledge keepers to embody our land, teachings, and languages. Thus, 

the task of resurging dodemiwan is necessarily a collective endeavor that requires 

visioning in the same way our ancestors did, an act I’ll explore further in intense 

dreaming. 
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Returning & refusal. 

Resurgence, the return to and re-centering of our Anishinaabe ways of being, is 

coupled with processes of decolonization. In their collection, For Indigenous Minds 

Only: A Decolonization Handbook, Waziyatawin and Michael Yellow Bird define 

decolonization as: 

[Th]e meaningful and active resistance to the forces of colonialism that perpetuate the 
subjugation and/or exploitation of our minds, bodies and lands. Decolonization is 
engaged for the ultimate purpose of overturning the colonial structure and realizing 
Indigenous liberation” (2012, p. 3).  
 

Decolonization is a contemporary practice for a present and future of 

dodemiwan. Wendy Makoons Geniusz expresses decolonization in an Anishinaabe 

context as Biskaabiiyaang (2009). Biskaabiiyaang—which Geniusz describes as 

“returning to ourselves”—is a process wherein Anishinaabe “evaluate how they 

personally have been affected by colonization, rid themselves of the emotional and 

psychological baggage they carry from this process, and then return to their ancestral 

traditions” (p. 9). For contemporary Anishinaabeg, this task is a consistent reflexivity 

and action exercise. 

In Dancing on our Turtle’s Back, Simpson expands on Geniusz’ articulation of 

Biskaabiiyaang by asserting that this process is not an essentialist reversion—it is not 

just to “go back”; it is about centering Anishinaabe gikendaasowin, which is very much 

applicable in a contemporary world. Biskaabiiyaang, then, also comes with the 

implication of resistance (the “ridding of” to which Geniusz alluded) to the continual 

violation of Anishinaabe aadziwin: “…that means we need to act against political 

processes that undermine our traditional forms of governance, our political cultures, our 

intellectual traditions, the occupation and destruction of our lands, violence against our 
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children and women, and a host of many other issues” (Simpson, p. 52-3). In the 

process of Biskaabiiyaang, whether through ridding or resisting, when we re-center 

dodemiwan, we refuse settler colonial order and the Indian Act. 

For this, I turn to Kanien’kehá:ka scholar Audra Simpson’s description of the 

politics of refusal in her home community of Kahnawake as Mohawk Interruptus (2014): 

“a cartography of refusal, one that takes shape in the invocation of the prior experience 

of sovereignty and nationhood, and their labor in the present”. For Simpson, refusal 

demonstrates  

“[T]he fundamentally interrupted and interruptive capacity of that life within settler society. 
Their political consciousness and actions upend the perception that colonization, 
elimination and settlement are situations of the past. Kahnawa’kehró:non are not settled; 
they are not done; they are not gone.” (p. 33) 
 

In the words of McGranahan, refusal is generative (2016): “the ending of one 

thing is often the generation of something new”. In explicit rejection of settler colonial 

order, we prioritize imagining a future outside of the hierarchical Canadian state, a 

future not yet experienced, but not necessarily entirely unknown if we employ the 

process of Biskaabiiyang to resurge Anishinaabe dodemiwan. When we enact the 

politics of refusal in rejecting the Indian Act; the state and our subjugation within it is not 

presupposed as a given—we move away from the current presumed probability of 

settler colonial futurity and center our communities toward the possible of Anishinaabe 

aadziwin through Anishinaabe dodemiwan. 

Gender & dodemiwan. 

In Biskaabiiyaang, Geniusz calls upon Anishinaabe researchers to examine the 

effects of colonization in our lives. Of particular importance in my work with my 

community is to recognize and address the ways that heteropatriarchy, facilitated 
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through colonial violence, has impacted our understanding of gender, and how this 

might affect our resurgence of dodemiwan. In this section, I bring Anishinaabe 

gikendaasowin as given in teachings by knowledge keeper Mary E. Deleary2 into 

conversation with Indigenous literature on gender to inform my gender-based analysis 

in chapter 5. 

Dodemiwan, the Anishinaabe governance system, is defined by kinship 

relationships. It is without a doubt a system that relies on gendered responsibilities. 

Dodemiwan is patrilineal, meaning that dodem is inherited from one’s father’s lineage. 

However, to define dodemiwan only by its patrilineal nature would be to ignore its 

complexity. As Onaubinasay has said many times in his teachings, “Anishinaabe are 

patrilineal, but we are not patriarchal. There is a difference”. Dodemiwan is a dynamic 

system composed of the same values present throughout the ethico-onto-epistemology 

of Anishinaabe aadziwin (some of which are discussed further in this chapter and in the 

next), namely that which Simpson describes as “our foundational ethics of consent, 

noninterference, respect for self-determination, and diversity” (2017, p. 140), and which 

McGregor describes as “love, kindness and generosity…principles that have enabled us 

to thrive for millennia” (2013, p. 71). For dodemiwan, the patrilineal feature is not rooted 

in the implication that men are hierarchically positioned over women.  

                                            

2 The COTTFN Governance Committee passed semaa to Mary E. Deleary and asked her to provide 
dodem teachings from an Anishinaabekwe perspective at the 2016 Clan Gathering. Mary is Wolf clan, 
and is a revered teacher, elder, and Midewiwin (Anishinaabe medicine society) knowledge keeper 
originally from Kitigan Ziibi. She is well respected among our Deshkan Ziibiing community, and is a 
relative of our Nation through her children and grandchildren. In my past scholarship on dodemiwan, I 
worked closely with Mary as we developed a framework of dodemiwan organizational governance. I 
approached her and asked if I could include her teachings in my dissertation work, and she thankfully 
agreed.  
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In a community governance lecture hosted by Deshkan Ziibiing, Anishinaabe 

historian Alan Corbiere said, “Binoonjiinyag nooswan daapna’an dodemiwan—they [the 

children] always took their father’s clan. Not their mother’s clan” (Apr 22 2017).  

Anishinaabe historian William Warren wrote, “[T]he Dodaim (Totem, as it has been most 

commonly written), descends invariably in the male line” (1885, p. 17). Further, in 

Chippewa Child Life, anthropologist M. Inez Hilger wrote, “Informants on all reservations 

were agreed that the dō’dåm was patrilinear” (1951, p. 153). How one is included and 

recognized by others within a dodem is through paternal lineage, but it is not the only 

way Anishinaabe recognize dodem kinship, as Mary described in her lecture: 

In our way as Anishinaabe we know that our dodem comes from the father’s line. So that 
means that the children born from Anishinaabekwe will carry their father’s clan. [But] 
also… they are born of their mother. I carried my children—they are Loon clan, because 
of their father, however, they also have to acknowledge their mother’s clan. So my wolf 
relatives are their relatives too (Oct 29 2018). 

 

While dodem identity is inherited from the paternal line, there is an acknowledgement of 

the maternal dodem that widens kinships beyond recognition of just one particular 

dodem belonging, a feature of the large extended families that are common amongst 

Anishinaabe peoples (see Figure 1: Traditional Ojibwe Kinship). 

The gendered nature of dodemiwan reflects responsibilities as they relate to and 

emerge from land-based life/knowing. Meissner & Whyte point to this in “Theorizing 

Indigeneity, Gender, and Settler Colonialism”:  

[The Ojibwe] gender system positioned men and women differently as stewards of key 
environmental resources with gendered knowledge as well as gendered connection to 
the landscape—but also admitted of fluidities that are impermissible in some more rigid 
gender systems” (2017).  
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Mary illuminates the same complementary relationship that reflect Anishinaabe 

understandings of gender interconnectedness, and the purpose of paternal lineage in 

dodemiwan: 

[O]ne of our great teachers…Akiwinini—a beautiful Anishinaabe teacher…talked about 
the father’s clan. The father bring[s] the clan and giv[es] his clan to that new being that is 
being formed. [Akiwinini] said, “Anishinaabenini carries the spark, the fire. And gives that 
spark from his fire to his child. Anishinaabekwe, she is creating that child of water and is 
giving all that is carried in water to that new being that is being created.” We hear that 
often—that man, Anishinaabenini—[in order] to understand their responsibilities, it’s 
about understanding the fire of creation and what that means. And for Anishinaabekwe, 
to understand her responsibilities in creation is to understand about the water and all that 
the water carries. (Oct 29 2018) 

 

In order to appreciate the depth of Mary’s teaching as it relates to dodemiwan, it is 

important to understand that in Anishinaabe gikendaasowin, water is a sentient being 

(McGregor, 2013, p. 72) capable of retaining memory and transferring knowledge. 

Specifically, the water in which a woman carries her child during pregnancy is likened to 

the water that sustains us in our life on earth. Venne describes this in further detail in a 

treaty rights context in “Treaties Made in Good Faith” (2011): “I remember the Elders 

stating that the Treaty will last ‘as long as the sun shines, the waters flow, and the grass 

grows’ The words ‘the waters flow’ refer, not to a body of water like the North 

Saskatchewan River, but to the water that breaks when a woman gives birth.” In this 

way, life giving and sustaining powers of both women and water/earth/land are revered 

as necessary for the continuation of life. In her teachings, Mary referred to aadzokanan 

wherein the Anishinaabe received the dodemiwan from the spirit beings at the water, 

which Benton-Banai also writes, “After the Clan System was given to the people, the 

Seven Grandfathers sent seven spiritual beings to Earth to clarify how the Clan System 

was to be used…[t]he beings came to the people out of the water” (1988, p. 78). The 
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importance that these teachings take place near water is discussed further in Mary’s 

teachings: 

In that water, is the memory of everything that was said; all of what was given for the 
clans to carry and do is in the water, because water holds our memory. And how is a new 
human being formed? It’s formed through water. Carried in the water. All of the memory 
is what [kwe] are responsible for. The memory to ensure the transmission to the next 
generation, just like in that beginning time for the clans when they gathered around that 
great lake of water together. And all of that was put forward. From that time forward, [clan 
knowledge] is carried in the water and given to woman to hold the memory of. 

 

Here, the responsibilities that women have in dodemiwan are more clearly illuminated. 

Mary describes that in dodemiwan, while men have the onus to keep the fire of life and 

ability to pass on “their spark” through dodem identity, women’s responsibility for water 

and life comes with the ability to transfer the “memory of the waters”, or the dodemiwan 

system as populated by Anishinaabe. In another instance, Mary relates an example of 

how this has occurred in her own experience with her grandmother: 

You know, my grandmother, she would sit for hours with me and she would be sewing. 
She did lots of creating. And I would sit with her, and she would relay the lineage of our 
community. That’s what she would do. I didn’t know that’s what she was doing, when I 
was 3, 4, 5, 6, 7 years old. I just knew she would tell me all these stories about all these 
people, and who is related to who and where they came from, and who their 
grandparents were, and who they married. And after years of listening, years, I knew the 
story. I knew the lineage within my community. I knew who the families were. I knew who 
was related to who, I knew which nations came from other nations and what happened 
there, I knew all of it. That’s this part of life too that woman are responsible for. We’re to 
know the lineage, not just of our own clan, but all the other clan families.  

 

Mary’s compelling narrative describes how women’s knowledge of relationships, 

kinships, and families are integral to the strength and governance of the dodemiwan 

itself. Similarly, Goeman writes, “On a daily basis, women in all of our variously 

conceived communities strive to keep the connections among family, stories, histories, 

and the land alive and well” (2013, p. 206). As dodemiwan is a kinship system, 
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maintaining a detailed knowing of the system’s parts avoids intermarriage, which 

ensures its healthy future for generations to come, which Mary denotes further:  

There comes a time where it’s really important in life to know who all of your cousins 
are… And it goes back to knowing who our relatives, [asking]: “who am I related to? Not 
just on my clan family’s side, who am I related to on my mother’s side? Where did those 
intermarriages happen? Who are my cousins?” So that’s a role for us…we need to start 
raising our children that way to know their lineage, to know their complete lineage. That’s 
the memory that Anishinaabekwe carries, that’s our responsibility. 

 

Resurging Anishinaabe dodemiwan would require a firm understanding of the 

complex kinships that it is composed of, a thought that Alan Corbiere shared in his 

lecture when presenting the following table of Ojibwe kinships: “Here’s where the 

complex part is when you’re trying to teach this governance—this clan based stuff—[it’s] 

intimately tied to kin.” In this table developed by linguist Rand Valentine, we see that 

Anishinaabe relational structure is much more extensive compared to a typical settler 

nuclear family unit. Those who are considered parallel first cousins in a European model 

(mother’s sisters children, father’s brothers children) would actually be considered 

siblings to the subject in an Anishinaabe model. Further, each member of one’s dodem 

is considered an immediate relative.  
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Figure 1: Traditional Ojibwe Kinship by Rand Valentine, 2001 

 

Under this system, kinships are expanded in a way that is more explicitly tight-knit than 

many of our communities are currently living—while Indigenous communities remain 

highly relationship-based, there are still many ways that our kinships have been 

influenced by the settler-colonial nuclear family. Implementing dodemiwan would require 

more sophisticated understanding of relationships, and in reference to Mary’s teachings, 

an extensive memory of lineages. As Alan stated, “We no longer follow this [kinship 
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system]…. To us this looks all complicated, but when you were actually living it, it wasn’t 

complicated at all—you just knew it, you just lived it”. 

Too often, history poorly portrays Indigenous peoples as simple hunter-

gatherers, with emphasis placed on the importance of hunting, traditionally seen as a 

man’s activity. Yet recent research amongst mainstream anthropologists suggests that 

women, particularly older women, or grandmothers, had more important roles in the 

survival of land-based Nations not only in gathering plant and medicinal sustenance, but 

by the transference of the interpersonal skills necessary for complex social relationships 

(i.e. governance) such as cooperation and negotiation (Poole, 2018). Miller notes this 

similar sentiment when describing the influence that Anishinaabe women had 

historically: “While women had more visible authority in matrilineal societies, the Ojibwe 

still recognized and honored women for their generative power as mothers of the nation 

and their ability to grow crops” (emphasis added) (2010, p. 67). Further, feminized roles 

such as raising children and keeping kinships are not considered a lesser occupation as 

is in Western societies, but a necessity to the continuity of governance, dodemiwan, and 

Anishinaabe aadziwin.  

While one’s dodem identity is inherited from paternal lineage, to assume this is 

akin to patriarchy would be to misunderstand Anishinaabe dodemiwan—it is my sense 

that paternal lineage exists to provide space for masculine responsibilities in kinships—

the authority and control as defining factors of patriarchy are not present in paternal 

lineage of dodemiwan. Power and authority are not consolidated amongst men in 

Anishinaabe societies, nor are men considered to have more social power than women. 

In Ogimaag, Miller points to historical evidence that women held councils that had exact 
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parallel, in roles, power, and in function, to men’s councils. Gimaakwe spoke on behalf 

of women’s councils. According to Miller, women, like men, had the ability to receive 

respectful attention when they stood to voice their opinions, whether on behalf of council 

in a leadership role, or as an individual (2010, p. 67).  

It is my sense that upon developing first relationships with Anishinaabe, 

patriarchal Europeans barely gave women’s councils more than a glance and 

immediately perceived Anishinaabe men’s councils and their leaders to be more 

important. The problem with this, which Simpson comments on in her 2017 text As We 

Have Always Done, is that it has disproportionately benefitted Indigenous men:  

Gender violence is part of a long history of white men working strategically and 
persistently to make allies out of straight cisgendered Indigenous men, with clear rewards 
for those who come into white masculinity imbued with heteropatriarchy and violence, in 
order to infiltrate our communities and nations with heteropatriarchy and then to replicate 
it through the generations, with the purpose of destroying our nations and gaining easy 
access to our land. (p. 52) 

 

From this, colonial officials assumed diplomatic relationships with men’s councils, which 

may be why gimaawin amongst men endured the colonial era. As Mishuana Goeman 

states, “Colonization resulted in a sorting of space based on ideological premises of 

hierarchies and binaries, and Indigenous women did not fare well in these systems of 

inequity” (2013, p. 2). 

It is important to point to the cause and impacts of settler-colonial 

heteropatriarchal violence in our communities, which, in the words of Leanne Simpson, 

“has regulated the bodies of Indigenous women and 2SQ [2-spirit/queer] people, and 

trans people particularly, to death” (2017, p. 141). Gender and sexualized violence as it 

manifests in our communities today is a result of violent colonial tactics meant to a) 

superimpose Western hierarchical order in our Nations and b) sanitize what the church 
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and state saw as sexually deviant behaviour within Indigenous societies; where space, 

place, and relationship with gender and sexual expressions existed beyond the 

cishetero normative mode. Scott Morgenson writes, “Accounts of sexual and gender 

diversity appear most clearly when British, French, and U.S. explorers and traders 

participated in the fur trade or colonial expansion and met Native people whom they 

called berdache, ‘warrior women,’ or other terms of fascination or contempt” (2011, p. 

38).  Meissner & Whyte also refer to this diversity, “[M]any Indigenous peoples never 

had dualistic gender systems that privileged men and the small nuclear family” (2017). 

Resulting from these first colonial observances of diversity, among other things, Dian 

Million states that “Indians occupied a public imaginary that was intensely sexualized—

where a depraved sexuality could be assumed as a norm relating to Indians—men, 

women, and children” (p. 42). Part of this intense sexualization results from the Western 

colonial gaze upon powerful Indigenous female and non-binary bodies, who acted with 

autonomy and received the dignity they deserved in their respective societies.  

Christianization and by extension, residential schools, produced a moral 

hierarchy that elevated Western patriarchal social order and governance over 

Indigenous peoples. Million points to the church, enacted as the settler state’s moral 

compass, which “narrated its moral force through its control over Native bodies by 

characterizing and policing indigenous sexuality” (p. 43). Million writes that later, in the 

shift from church to state authority over Indigenous lives, “the Department of Indian 

Affairs had created a specific category for ‘Immorality on the Reserves,’ which made it 

the Indian agent’s role to monitor family, in particular women’s sexual morality” (p. 45). 

In policing women, Indian Agents (and later, social workers) had authority to apprehend 
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children from their mothers for “immoral” behaviours, some of which included divorce, 

location of dwelling, or attending night classes (Hanson, 2009). This compounded 

pressure on women to hold domestic roles in the home and to abandon not only their 

original roles as leaders and participants of robust councils, but also original 

Anishinaabe principles regarding their autonomy and self-fulfillment previously 

experienced prior to colonial invasion. What resulted was an inherited colonial practice 

within our communities of policing women and two-spirit/queer folx’ morality, as 

Simpson points out: 

I see the expression of heteropatriarchy in our communities all the time—with the 
perpetuation of rigid (colonial) gender roles, pressuring women to wear certain articles of 
clothing to ceremonies, the exclusion of LGBQ2 individuals from communities and 
ceremonies, the dominance of male-centered narratives regarding Indigenous 
experience, the lack of recognition for women and LGBQ2’s voices, experiences, 
contributions and leadership, and narrow interpretations of tradition used to control the 
contributions of women in ceremony, politics, and leadership, to name a few. (2012) 

 

Mary was clear in describing the difference between roles and responsibilities, the 

former of which has an implication of rigidity: “I don’t like to talk about it like roles, 

because it’s responsibilities that we have, and those intertwine. They’re not, ‘A kwe will 

never do that, a nini can never do that’. It’s dependent upon many things and what’s 

necessary”. For me, this illuminates the fluidity of gender in Anishinaabe aadziwin, as 

opposed to the binaries that emerge in a colonial context.  

Understanding the source of gender violence and interrupting it, as well as 

making the fluidity of Anishinaabe aadziwin clear and explicit is our responsibility in 

resurgence practice. Re-centering Anishinaabe dodemiwan through biskaabiiyang is not 

possible if we are replicating the heteropatriarchal order of colonialism within our 

resurgence, as Simpson states, “This simply cannot be a part of our nation-building 

work. This is not resurgence” (2012). Anishinaabe gimaawin (a necessary companion 
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to/with dodemiwan) in particular runs the risk of replicating gender violence because of 

its close association with settler conceptions of authority and power modes, which in 

patriarchal systems, are dominated by men. If we are not critical and active in 

interrupting the ways that colonial violence has impacted our understanding of gender in 

our communities, it’s entirely possible we could replicate this same harm in our (not so) 

resurgent practices. 

Consent. 

In a keynote lecture at the 2018 Anishinaabe Inendomowin Research 

Symposium at Algoma University (26 January 2018), Dr. Jerry Fontaine described 

gimaawin: the lived, embodied, order of leadership that is central to governance. In 

Anishinaabemowin, a leader or chief is described as gimaa (with a hereditary 

connotation, according to Miller). Gimaawin, then, describes the practice of leadership. 

In community practice, inclusionary dialogue that acknowledges the diversity of 

understandings, experiences, and perspectives that naturally emerge in a community of 

people is required in the work of constructing governance alternatives that center 

Anishinaabe dodemiwan. Making space for this to occur is the work of gimaawin.  

Leanne Simpson describes Anishinaabe knowledge as requiring “complex, 

committed, consensual engagement” (emphasis in original) (2014, p. 15). Anishinaabe 

governance forms, particularly gimaawin, are based in consent—ensuring that all 

aspects of a decision are clearly understood by all those who will be affected by the 

decision. Where decisions are to be made, the people are consulted and their concerns 

accounted for, whether that means adjusting the action or abandoning it altogether. 

Cary Miller’s Ogimaag (2010) details the complexities of Anishinaabe leadership 
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specifically in the years 1760-1845. Miller remarks that the term chief, which is often the 

Zhaagnashimowin (English) translation of Gimaa,  

…refers to someone with direct authority, one who is a leader, as in chief of police, 
commander in chief, or chief executive officer. In these cases the term carries with it an 
implication of solitary decision-making power, coercive authority, and obligatory 
obedience that is entirely absent from Anishinaabeg conceptions of leadership (p.74). 
 

Gimaawin, like all aspects of life for Anishinaabeg people, centered consent as the most 

important core principle for gimaa, which, as Miller notes, is in direct opposition to 

Western conceptions of governance and leadership. According to Miller, Basil Johnston 

emphasizes that “ogimaag never asked their people to take risks they themselves did 

not bear…if ogimaag became too reckless and took risks that endangered village 

members or even caused loss of life, they lost influence and followers” (Miller, p. 75). 

For gimaa, the risk of violating the consent of the people they represent in decision-

making is too great to bear. Consent as a principle of gimaawin, emerging from Seven-

Generation teachings, is also present in treaty making. A clause of renewal ensures that 

each generation can voice for themselves the terms of their inherited engagement. 

Stark points to this renewal aspect of treaty in “Respect, responsibility, and renewal: 

The foundations of Anishinaabe Treaty Making with the United States and Canada”:  

Anishinaabe leader Ma-ghe-ga-bo also expressed the principle of renewal at the 1837 
treaty negotiations with the United States by stating, ‘If you offer us money and goods, 
we will take both. You see me count upon my fingers (counting six)[.] Every finger counts 
ten. For so many years we wish you to secure to us the payment of an annuity. At the 
end of that time our grandchildren, who will have grown up, can speak to you for 
themselves’ (2010, p. 156).  

 

In gimaawin, consent extends beyond the temporal moment that is the present; it 

accounts for the generations to come who will be affected by the decisions. Not only is 

consent extended to the right of an individual for autonomy, it is for gimaa to ensure that 

collective consent is achieved. Miller describes how gimaawin practices would 
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communicate the brevity of a decision by gimaag: “The giigidowinini [speakers] thereby 

reminded the leaders of the living history of which they were also a part and also that, 

as the latest carriers of traditions, their decision would impact the next seven 

generations—as their fathers’ decision to follow the prophecies westward had shaped 

their own” (Miller, p. 109).  

Other historical accounts of the ways in which consent occurs in Anishinaabe 

aadziwin include seeking consent and making treaty with animal and star Nations, as 

seen in the treaty with the Beaver Nation in Stark (2010). Seeking consent occurs when 

gathering medicines, as seen in the phrase “Semaa tam3” (tobacco first): “It is important 

to ask a plant’s permission before collecting it because if one does not ask that being’s 

permission, he or she will not get that being’s spiritual healing.” (Geniusz, 2009, p. 61). 

Simpson expresses how Anishinaabe aadziwin instills consent from childhood, 

“Nishnaabewin…is designed to create self-motivated, self-directed, community-minded, 

inter-dependent, brilliant, loving citizens, who at their core uphold our ideals around 

community and nationhood by valuing their intelligences, their diversity, their desires 

and gifts and their lived experiences…It encourages children to value consent” 

(Simpson, 2014, p. 23). In his novel Ogimawkwe Mitigwaki, originally published in 1899, 

Pokagon’s main character Simon seeks consent from his love interest, Lonidaw: 

“Lonidaw, I am no gagiewin dodamowin (ogler), but boldly speak my honest heart’s 

desire. If you can not now consent, tell me, fair girl, if there is room for hope“ (2011, p. 

136).  

                                            

3 In the sharing portion of a session on Anishinaabe medicines at the 2018 Anishinaabemowin-teg 
conference, a young woman stood up and said “Semaa tam” when referring to the gestures of offering 
before gathering. 
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Conversely, the violence of colonialism propagates non-consent en masse over 

Anishinaabe bodies, particularly women’s bodies, non-binary bodies, children’s bodies, 

and land bodies. Today, this continues through neoliberalism, the settler-colonial state’s 

practice of free market capitalism that relies wholly on the co-optation of Indigenous 

peoples leading to the abandonment of Indigenous land-based ethics, and non-

consensual exploitation of Indigenous lands (Kuokkanen, 2011). Capitalism is in many 

ways the antithesis of consent for Indigenous peoples. In the extensive report “Violence 

on the land, violence on our bodies”, the Native Youth Sexual Health Network links the 

web of capitalistic extractive industries (which comprise most of Canada’s revenue) and 

the violence as it occurs on/to our lands and bodies, which wreaks social havoc in our 

communities (2016). Coulthard reminds us that capitalism, like heteropatriarchy, is 

incommensurate with Indigenous resurgence movements for this reason: “[w]ithout such 

a massive transformation in the political economy of contemporary settler-colonialism, 

any efforts to rebuild our nations will remain parasitic on capitalism, and thus on the 

perpetual exploitation of our lands and labour” (Coulthard, 2013).  

In our resurgence efforts, similar to confronting heteropatriarchy, capitalism, 

colonialism, and its impacts in our communities, it is important to pay particular attention 

to the ways that we embody and practice consent. Consent stems from the grandfather 

teaching mnadendomowin (respect), the basic human decency that Anishinaabe are 

taught to expect and impart in all of their relationships. This research centers consent as 

a principle of understanding support and effects on support for dodemiwan in Deshkan 

Ziibiing. 
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In this chapter I outlined the Anishinaabe teachings and aadzokanan that informs 

this work, as well as the Anishinaabe Studies literature on which this work is founded. In 

the next chapter, I discuss my theoretical approach and theoretical considerations that I 

have in this work. 
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CHAPTER 3 // THEORETICAL APPROACH & CONSIDERATIONS 

It became clear to me that how we live, how we organize, how we engage in the 
world—the process—not only frames the outcome, it is the transformation. How molds 

and then gives birth to the present. The how changes us. How is the theoretical 
intervention. –Leanne Betasamosake Simpson 

 
 In this chapter I discuss the genealogy of my scholarship—the influences on my 

thought and study that form the theoretical underpinnings of this research. I present 

theory that informs my study’s hypotheses. I then discuss the social theory literature of 

the Indian Act and its enduring presence in First Nations today. In chapter 5, I analyze 

both a full4 and gendered model of independent variables ranging from demographics 

(sex, age, on-reserve/off-reserve location, household size) to the presence of 

Anishinaabe aadziwin (language engagement, Anishinaabe values; frequency of 

cultural, ceremonial, and land-based activity, and clan certainty) can better predict the 

odds of support for custom governance. In this section I make theoretical connections to 

the hypotheses tested in chapter 5. 

Fourth World Theory 

During his travels as President of the World Council of Indigenous Peoples 

(Sherwood, 2016), Shuswap leader George Manuel met Indigenous peoples from 

around the world. Inspired by the similarities of their experiences to his own, Manuel 

with Posluns expressed the commonalities of being Indigenous within a settler-colonial 

state in their book, The Fourth World (1974). Here, Manuel and Posluns coin the term 

that would give rise to Fourth World theory—explications that link Indigeneity, 

autonomy, and a right to political distinction. Underlying this theory is the political 

                                            

4 I use “full model” to mean all respondents to the Governance survey. 
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subjugation and resistance that Indigenous peoples in so-called “First World” countries 

have similarly experienced, with the added assertion that these Indigenous peoples 

subsumed by settler states are defined first by their stance as Nations despite colonial 

invasion. Cast in language indicative of its Cold War era emergence, Sherwood 

explains, 

[T]the first world has assigned to itself an identity of capitalist development; the second 
world, in opposition, embodies the figure of socialist development; the third World, 
racialized and defined by both the first and second as ‘undeveloped,’ has yet to choose 
its route. The Fourth World, in this instance, refuses racialization, the development 
narrative, and foregrounds that the first, second, and third Worlds depend on the 
extraction from and oppression of a host world. (2016, p. 19) 

 
Manuel and Posluns envisioned a system of Fourth World Indigenous Nations, an 

endeavor they thought was quite practical:  

Our hopes for the Fourth World are at least as credible as the belief in a Canadian nation 
with nearly autonomous provinces, a diversity of languages and cultures, and a mutual 
respect for one another’s view of the world. Indian institutions are as capable of growth 
and adaptation as any others (p. 216). 
 

In the book’s narrative, Manuel and Posluns recount the Indian Act’s effect on life 

in Manuel’s community, with particular attention to the cultural and political impacts of its 

enforced dependence. Manuel and Posluns’ early articulations of strategizing 

Indigenous political survival in a settler state operationalized schematics such as 

seeking recognition from the state (p. 222) (later problematized by Coulthard, 2014) and 

hints at the possibility of needing to adapt for palatability to a neoliberal state (p. 221) 

(problematized by Million, 2011). These are no doubt a reflection of the time in which 

they were writing. What I take from Fourth World theory is the articulation of a 

contemporary possibility where Indigenous peoples are Nations by their own right, allied 

by their commonalities and land-based values, yet understood to be distinct by locality. 

Manuel and Posluns thought deeply about what it meant to strengthen Nations in a 
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colonial reality. At its core, Fourth World theory first expressed the desire and rights of 

autonomous Indigenous Nations to produce their own systems without coercion or 

meddling from a paternalistic colonial state: “The Fourth World is not, after all, a Final 

Solution. It is not even a destination. It is a right to travel freely, not only on our road but 

in our own vehicles” (p. 217). As Million states, “Manuel and Posluns offer indigenism as 

a positive cultural and intellectual tactic that opposes culture as deficit” (2013, p. 86). 

Fourth World theory caught the eye of white anthropologists who saw it as a 

robust theory that could accurately express the type of relationship that “liberal” 

countries (read: settler colonial) seemed to share in their treatment of Indigenous 

peoples (Dyck, 1985). Fourth World theory as it appeared in the edited volume 

Indigenous Peoples and the Nation-State: ‘Fourth-World’ politics in Canada, Australia, 

and Norway was loaded with classic anthropological practice, such as the need to 

comment with authority on Indigenous experiences globally, particularly without 

positionality. Yet Dyck was able to surmise Fourth World in at least one instance by 

stating, “The notion of a Fourth World, like the assertion of indigenous status, denies the 

assumptions of the nation-state” (p. 22). 

Some 20 years later after Manuel and Posluns’ first writings on The Fourth 

World, Nietschmann expanded on Fourth World theory using a geopolitical lens and 

declaring that Fourth World theory “seeks to change the world, not just describe and 

publish an article about it” (1994, p. 225). Nietschmann’s contribution to Fourth World 

theory is definitive; it flips the script of colonial rhetorics to re-center meaning for 

peoples as Nations and states as an imperial function of political power (p. 231). In the 

Fourth World, peoples/Nations share ancestry and language, are bound geographically, 
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and claim complex relational systems of kinships and political customs. Nations, in the 

Fourth World, are self-identifying and self-recognized.   

As an Anishinaabe nationalist5 I inherit from my ancestors the duty to reject the 

colonial borders and authority of settler states imposing over pre-existing Anishinaabe 

Nation territory. What Fourth World theory offers to my work is the ability to articulate 

and redefine the Zhaagnaashimowin (English) political terms in which I write, while also 

problematizing a settler state’s supposed political authority. Lastly, I pair Fourth World 

theory’s urgency to Nations to recover what it means to be autonomous and politically 

distinct in their own right, with Hokowhitu’s assertion that “’glocal’ Indigenous 

positioning” means that there can be no “Indigeneity”, no common Indigenous definition, 

without roots in locality (p. 103, 2009). 

Intense Dreaming and Felt Theory 

This research is a result of collective dreaming. It entails intense dreaming as 

described by Million (2011), not only in its becoming, but also in its continuation. As a 

research project for resurgence in Deshkan Ziibiing, this work is generative in that it 

seeks to support the return of systems and ways of life that have survived colonialism’s 

attempt at our erasure. As I state more at length elsewhere, my contribution to 

resurgence in Deshkan Ziibiing has been to assist my community with strategic 

information to think about what will be helpful in our endeavor to re-center Anishinaabe 

dodemiwan as a governance system. On one hand, there is a quantitative aspect to this 

work (discussed further in this chapter), and on the other there is a qualitative aspect. 

                                            

5 The term nationalism has been co-opted by white supremacists (who also took the word clan) to refer to 
protecting white power in their “nation” (which is actually a settler-state). In Fourth World theory, a 
Nationalist is “the recognition and defense of one’s homeland” (Nietschmann, p. 231). As white 
supremacists are not Indigenous and cannot claim this land as homelands, it cannot apply to them. 
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Both are technical and strategic methodologies that contribute complementary 

perspectives and considerations of resurgence that are important for Biskaabiiyaang. In 

this section I’ll review literature that supports the qualitative data in my research, which 

are individual artistic expressions of a collectively experienced moment. I discuss 

Million’s intense dreaming and felt theory as ideas with which to view the affective 

resurgence of dodemiwan in these pieces. Further, I will point to some of the concerns 

regarding resurgence work that are illuminated in the literature. 

Intense dreaming for what our Nations will be is work that is political, strategic, 

and affective. It invokes the non-linear cyclical nature of resurgence, of prophecy and 

Biskaabiiyaang, akin to Kanaka Maoli scholar Manu Meyer’s “radical remembering of 

the future” (Meyer in Smith, 2010). For Anishinaabe, it is a politically charged and 

profoundly felt act to hope and make for a world that niijaansinaanig—our children—will 

thrive in, particularly when our futures are compromised by settler-colonial Indian policy. 

For Million, “Dreaming…is the effort to make sense of relations in the worlds we live, 

dreaming and empathizing intensely our relations with past and present and the future 

without the boundaries of linear time” (2011, p. 315).  

For Anishinaabeg, intense dreaming is an epistemological act. In this work, 

intense dreaming intends to strategize what is needed to bring Anishinaabe dodemiwan 

closer into re-centered being. In this sense, intense dreaming becomes a tactical act 

that imagines Anishinaabe aadziwin and all of the systems, ethics, and knowledge ways 

upon which it relies. As described in the Seven Fire prophecy earlier in chapter 2, 

intense dreaming is a both a contemporary movement and ancient practice employed to 
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respectively resurge and preserve; it is the hopeful action of determining a future of 

Anishinaabe citizens referred to in aadzokanan as Oshkimaadiziig.  

In this research, intense dreaming is individual and collective—it occurs 

autonomously and in shared spaces. It is an affective exercise, particularly since 

collective intense dreaming relies on affect for effect; that is, it relies on the felt 

experience of peoples to widely support mobilization and realization. Earlier in this 

chapter, I alluded to the seven-generation teaching, for which intense dreaming could 

be employed as a methodology. In Anishinaabemowin, ando-bawajigeyan, to seek a 

dream or purpose (Stark in Doerfler et al., 2013, p. xxv) is an important method of 

producing knowledge, which informs action, which impacts the future. An ethico-onto-

epistemology is implied in this work (Doucet, 2018). Ando-bawajigeyan, like intense 

dreaming, urges us to widen our knowledge to something greater than our own subject 

and immediacy. Ando-bawajigeyan and intense dreaming remind us that those who 

used the same epistemology seven generations ago have impacted our present, in a 

cyclical sense, as Noodin points to in Bawaajimo as: “[t]he Anishinaabe tradition of 

studying ideas across time and dimension, creating cycles of ideas instead of 

chronologies” (2014, p. 27). It is an invitation to conceptualize the non-linear nature of 

our lives and generations—our ancestors and descendants all in one. It is a way of 

remembering for the futures that will come, experiencing for the pasts that have been, 

while understanding all of these generational impacts on our present. After the 

legendary prophets came to the Anishinaabe thousands of years ago, perhaps our 

ancestors utilized intense dreaming methodologies to produce visions of the future of us 

and were urged to act. In the resulting action (and inaction, for some), multiple streams 
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of realities were produced from the choices of our ancestors so many years ago. In this 

way, for Anishinaabeg, affect and intense dreaming have also impacted this moment.  

Despite the abstract and sometimes nebulous state it can occupy, dreaming is 

political. For Indigenous peoples, imagining and realizing a reality outside of the colonial 

state is a radical act. As Million points out, “we should be aware that we dance in a 

politically electrified field most of our lives”. Goeman points to the historical imaginative 

works of Indigenous women in Mark My Words: Native Women Mapping Our Nations:  

[T]he ‘imaginative’ creation of new possibilities… must happen through imaginative 
modes precisely because the ‘real’ of settler colonial society is built on the violent 
erasures of alternative modes of mapping and geographic understandings. (2013, p. 2) 
 

Goeman’s reference to Indigenous “alternative modes” become such under the 

hegemony of settler colonialism. To conceive of a futurity that centers Anishinaabe 

aadziwin is to challenge and disrupt the hegemony of settler colonialism in our lives, an 

action that in many ways requires a radical imagining of what our presence is and could 

be.  

Million discusses the “political stakes and epistemological issues” that are 

inherent in dreaming toward processes of change (2011, p. 314), namely: assuming that 

decolonization is a simple “peeling back layers” exercise, and that ongoing colonialism 

seeks to hegemonize and co-opt our movements. Million complicates the endeavor of 

resurgence and its generative companion dreaming by reminding us of the realities of 

continued colonial tactics intended to erase Indigenous futurities:  

Generally, any means to ‘know’ a Native past is bound up in the politics of that recovery 
or that contestation. Alternative ways of knowing are always contested; it is the nature of 
Western knowledge claims to either contest or extinguish rival knowledge claims. It is a 
particular field always in place to achieve a hegemony, to find consent to the truth claims 
of dominant popluations. This has to be imagined carefully, not as stark ‘power over.’ 
However, extinguishing or subjugating other ways of knowing is never devoid of violence 
(p. 318) 
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Much of resurgence discussion and activity is either implicated or catalyzed by healing 

movements, which appear benevolent in our communities, particularly in a Truth and 

Reconciliation era where Justin Trudeau’s Liberal Government takes on the task of 

addressing the rhetoric in action. Yet, as Million aptly describes throughout Therapeutic 

Nations, healing rhetorics can become another colonial trap when used as a 

prerequisite to recognition and self-determination—and when healing means becoming 

well-adjusted to a neoliberal state. Clark, in citing Million, Simpson, and Coulthard 

asserts that “sovereignty and the future health of Indigenous nations will not be found 

through state recognition…the ‘processes of engagement’ including state recognition, 

and the resulting discourses of healing, can and will replicate the very harms of 

colonialism” (2016).  

It is important to recognize systemically how healing as discourse becomes 

another tool of state power over Indigenous bodies. This is not to discount the important 

work that Indigenous communities are doing with the current attention to truth and with 

reconciliation resources. As Million states, “At the same time, there are multiple intense 

and meaningful ‘cultural’ activities, performances of culture in all aspects of Indigenous 

life, mobilized for many reasons and actions, many in the name of health and 

development” (2013, p. 164). In fact, this work emerged from healing discourse work, 

first within its frame, and then as a critical turn to its rhetoric.  

Million’s Felt Theory (2013) describes how Indigenous women in the 1980s 

articulated and expressed their affective realities through advocacy, literature, and 

testimonials. These works expressed felt knowledges that catalyzed political action. 

Million illuminates these felt experiences as collective and community knowledge (p. 57) 
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that became the first shocks of truth to ongoing colonial violence that propagated chaos 

in the private, domestic, spheres of Indigenous communities. “Our voices rock the boat, 

and perhaps the world. Our voices are dangerous. Knowing this, we must also seek to 

know how our Indigenous voices are mobilized in the global meshworks that are the 

larger spheres that inform us in which we take action. All of this becomes important in 

our ability to speak to ourselves, to inform ourselves and our generations, to counter 

and intervene in a constantly morphing colonial system.” (p. 57). I rely on Felt Theory 

and apply it in my research to provide insight into the affective nature of resurging 

dodemiwan, as explored further in chapter 6.  

Social theory & The Indian Act 

 The Indian Act has been the most destructive colonial legislation to Anishinaabe 

aadziwin, and specifically to dodemiwan. Enacted in 1876 as a consolidation of the 

Gradual Civilization Act and the Gradual Enfranchisement Act, it is hardly a secret that 

the Indian Act was, and still is, designed to eradicate Indigenous peoples, their inherent 

land ownership, and their original ways of life. Its cradle-to-grave policies that determine 

everything from individual identity and belonging, to governance, to economic access 

for First Nations peoples and communities is akin to (and some would assert the 

definition of) apartheid. The inequities within the act and in its application are shocking, 

affecting all areas of health and wellbeing for First Nations peoples. Its legacy has 

profoundly impacted Anishinaabe ways of life and has even contributed to climate 

change, by way of dispossessing Anishinaabe peoples of copious amounts of their 

original land bases, disrupting sustainable land practices, and inserting destructive land 

exploitation industries (Isaac Murdoch, Oct 28 2016). And yet it remains in place, and in 
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many ways we as Anishinaabeg continue to uphold it. In this section I’ll discuss this in 

further detail. 

Anishinaabe governance systems operated on principles of autonomy and 

consent, and made space for the varied practices that emerged from different levels of 

autonomy as well as the far reaches of Anishinaabe aki. Effectively, this made for a 

large diverse political body that was held together by common language, identity, 

dodem kinships and interrelationships through political alliance. Naturally, a large 

political alliance with several autonomous parts with their own inherent rights was 

difficult for a newly formed settler-state to control. Miller states that in early settler-

colonial relations and presence in Anishinaabe territories, there were several attempts 

to infiltrate and co-opt Anishinaabe governance systems to create “a compliant 

individual” who could/would dominate over these many autonomous Anishinaabe 

Nations, clans, and communities. Federal Indian policy was the impetus for settler 

colonial control over Anishinaabe governance systems—only when “the reservation 

system undermined the authority of ogimaag [chiefs] in land and resource allocation 

were outsiders able to begin to subvert the traditional political system” (p. 82), indicating 

the strong link between land, Anishinaabe aadziwin, and governance. While Miller 

speaks in the US context, her point illuminates how the reserve systems enforced 

through the Indian Act greatly subverted Anishinaabe governance authority by removing 

Anishinaabeg from original cyclical life patterns and resource stewardship to one 

permanent setting. Without the cyclical movement on the land, which was facilitated by 

the varied expertise and responsibility of dodemiwan and the leaders of these tasks 

(Meissner & White, 2017), Anishinaabe governance lost much of its context. Further, 
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Indian Agents acted as sole authority over the then-newly defined Indian bands under 

the Indian Act. In addition to providing surveillance to the state, these individuals often 

determined acceptable forms of governance in a community.  

A profound effect of the Indian Act was the attack on the diversity of kinships in 

Indigenous communities through an enforced Western normative social order as 

described by Million:  

“Canada’s Indian Act was an enveloping law that included the production and policing of 
Indian identity by recognizing certain conjugal relations over others, barring any 
nonmonogomous, non-heterosexual union. The category “Indian” is defined through state 
interference into the reproductive relations of Indigenous families and nations” (Million, p. 
43).  

 

Further, the construction of the “Indian” as Million mentions, is a departure from actual 

Anishinaabe modes of being, knowing, and relating. Indian is the misnomer of 

Anishinaabeg by the settler state, a name that despite repeated articulations and 

widespread understanding of the term’s mistruth, retains legitimacy for its foothold in 

Western legal thought and definitive “otherness”. It is, as Vizenor describes, part of a 

set of “manifest manners”, the “vernacular of racialism and continuous elaborations on 

the rights, responsibilities, and the dubious duties of dominance” (1994, p. 65). An 

“Indian” is the construct of settler-colonial imaginaries of what ought to be, but only in 

lesser relation to the settler-colonial hegemony, as Vizenor describes: 

The indian has no native ancestors; the original crease of that simulation is 
Columbian…[t]he indian is a simulation, the absence of natives; the indian transposes the 
real, and the simulation of the real has no referent, memories, or native stories. (p. 15, 
2000) 

 

Vizenor’s stylistic expression of the indian calls the term out for what it really is: a 

colonial simulation, a term of manifest manners. Its lowercase form explicitly indicates 

that it is subservient to settler hegemonic power, and Vizenor has no qualms about 
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“creasing” the word from a proper noun to reflect this grammatically. For Vizenor, the 

indian is the tragic victim of settler colonialism’s “necessary” dominance—it is but a 

counterfeit of actual Anishinaabeg in the imaginary of the colonizer. Vizenor elucidates 

the anomalies that colonialism creates in our lives as Anishinaabeg peoples through the 

creation of the indian, and that while some are in fact invested in being the indian, and 

who are caught in tension as postindians (those who “waver” over the remains of indian) 

Vizenor urges that we should not (and indeed, cannot) find a home in the indian, as it is 

in actuality, absence. Vizenor resists the “victimry” of absence, yet describes the 

absurdity and injustice of manifest manners. For Vizenor, it is in our true presence, our 

sovereignty, survival, resistance, and dynamic modes of continued being that our power 

as Anishinaabeg lives. Vizenor offers terms to describe these complex engagements 

with manifest manners: survivance, transmotion, and sovenance (2000, p. 15). 

Compellingly, Vizenor describes the in-between, ironic, spaces where the absent indian 

narrative and contemporary Anishinaabeg survivance engage as “trickster hermeneutics 

of liberation, the uncertain humor and shimmer of survivance that denies the obscure 

maneuvers of manifest manners”6 (1994, p. 65).  

What I take from Vizenor is his definitive work in articulating the complex 

experience of Indigenous presence in the face of ongoing colonialism. Vizenor suggests 

that manifest manners are obscure, coded, and normalized. Yet Indigenous peoples, 

employing trickster hermeneutics, are here—existing under the very legislation intended 

to eradicate them—to name Canada’s violence while surviving through it and within it. In 

this way, Indigenous peoples hold a role of resistance and remind Canada that its so-

                                            

6 I want to acknowledge Shelbi Nahwilet Meissner for pointing me toward trickster hermeneutics, as well 
as Brian Burkhart for inspiring me in his lecture on the topic at Michigan State University (6 Apr 2018). 
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called benevolent presence as a neoliberal settler state is much more sinister. Vizenor’s 

expression of trickster hermeneutics assists us to interpret our endurance and 

resistance in/to the Indian Act. Trickster hermeneutics darts around the harsh 

accusation of Indigenous complicity in this system, recalling for us that in order to 

survive in violent spaces, we make allowances to reduce the likelihood of our own 

erasure. Vizenor provides a kind of assurance in the chaos, to remind us of our trickster 

spirit relations who stay present, dynamic, and in transmotion to survive—oftentimes 

embodying contradictions to do so. There is no clear-cut surety in mitigating the 

upheaval of our Nations.  

It is widely understood that the Indian Act is the source of our continued 

oppression. It is not only deeply controversial in our own communities where it has 

become the legitimate form of power and representation (a point I’ll discuss later), but 

also for Canada who must exist with the agony that Indigenous peoples are subject to 

legislation akin to apartheid while it peddles moral authority on the world stage. Yet 

overturning it outright is met with skepticism and resistance from First Nations peoples. 

Aside from its genocidal design intended to dispossess Indigenous peoples from their 

territories, it has ironically maintained political distinction and what little remains of 

original land set aside for First Nations peoples (Turner, 2006, p. 18). Abolishing it 

outright, as the Liberals proposed to do so in the infamous 1969 White Paper, would 

abolish what little power First Nations retain as recognized by the state, a point that 

Harold Cardinal articulated in Unjust Society: 

We do not want the Indian Act retained because it is a good piece of legislation. It isn’t. It 
is discriminatory from start to finish…but we would rather continue to live in bondage 
under the inequitable Indian Act than surrender our sacred rights. (1969, p. 140) 
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Proposing to “get out of the Indian Act” is met with strong feelings, either in support or 

resistance to the idea. For example, in Deshkan Ziibiing, one respondent to the 

Governance Survey left the following feedback: “I think the ‘Indian Act’ should be 

revised to suit our purposes, it should not be abolished as there are also entrenched 

protections we should retain”, whereas another respondent stated that “The internal 

governance of COTTFN must/can not be mirrored after Western institutions… 

Indigenous institution must reflect the teaching of the Anishinaabe (people).” This 

tension that exists again illuminates the paradox that is our relationship with the Indian 

Act, and how it is understood to either violate or protect the rights of First Nations. 

Of the more robust theories regarding the stalemate that occurs with the grip that 

the Indian Act has, I look to Morden’s “Deconstructing the Resilience of the Indian Act” 

(2016). In describing the resilience of the Indian Act, Morden uses institutionalist 

theories in social, rational choice, historical, and discursive forms to explore the Indian 

Act’s ability to endure the modern era. Morden examines the asymmetrical, oppressive, 

colonial power relationship the Indian Act creates between Canada and First Nations to 

investigate why Canada continues enforcing legislation that is a gross violation of its 

dubious claims to being a global human rights leader, and why First Nations would 

settle for what is a mockery of their original political power systems.  

Morden describes an enduring institution as “informing behaviour not just by 

structuring incentives, but by reifying cultural norms and values and defining individual 

roles, scripts, and expectations” (p. 118). Morden states that this is not a logical case 

when applied to the Indian Act’s persistence as it assumes that all those involved have 

the same understanding of social appropriateness inherent to sociological 
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institutionalism (p. 118). From its first enactment, First Nations have seen the Indian Act 

as a transgression to their sovereignty. Morden states that just one view of 

institutionalist theory cannot fully express why First Nations continue to uphold the 

legislation. Morden brings several forms of institutionalist theory together to explicate 

the Indian Act’s persistence on Canada’s part. Each postulates partly how a) Canada’s 

core colonial values include oppressing Indigenous presence and violating Indigenous 

sovereignty and b) how changing legitimacy norms as a result of the Indian Act have 

actually reinforced the Indian Act for First Nations (p. 119). Morden points to situational 

elements that keep the Indian Act in place, such as limited governance capacity in First 

Nations which reinforces the importance of path dependent processes, and Canada’s 

preference for a unilateral legislation that is uniformly, albeit badly, applied.  

One point, among many, that Morden makes about the enduring nature of the 

Indian Act is that with the erosion of viable customary “orders of government” the Indian 

Act prevails in many communities as the most legitimate form of governance (p.123). Of 

importance to my discussion here, Morden’s discussion of discursive institutionalism as 

informing the Indian Act’s resilience via legitimacy norms (p.126)—that is to say, the 

legitimacy that these institutions have in our everyday actions, behaviours, and rhetorics 

around what governance means in our community have been so reinforced through our 

own practices and development of contemporary political traditions relevant to the 

Indian Act’s electoral process, that it sustains our contemporary cultural adherence to 

the Indian Act. In the absence of our original political systems, in the absence of an 

operating dodemiwan, we will continue to access this system that Morden describes as 

fortified via “path dependency and the reinforcing feedback mechanisms that preserve 
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institutions over time” (p. 122). Morden suggests that anyone with the legitimate ability 

to challenge the Indian Act is politically bound by the same system they would seek to 

dismantle, a discursive paradox “so profound as to sap the political capital of anyone 

working within it, including in the interest of changing it”  (p. 127). 

Aside from the violence that the Indian Act has caused for Indigenous peoples 

through devastating policies such as residential schools, institutional discrimination 

against Indigenous women, structural exclusion from economic and social freedom, and 

the systematic dismantling of Nations, the Indian Act—as maintained at its current 

rate—threatens the future of First Nations as state-recognized peoples through strict 

membership definitions and colonial processes that are outside of and antagonistic to 

Anishinaabe articulations of citizenship and Nationhood. Truly, the Indian Act is 

designed to be temporary until assimilation is complete (Ladner, 2009), as whiteness 

and white dominance was the intended futurity of this land (Smith, 2010). 

Audra Simpson (2014) states that colonialism causes apprehension to resurge 

our own systems of governance via the recognition/misrecognition dialectic. She 

gestures to the legitimacy trap Morden describes, and invokes the critique of recognition 

established by Coulthard (2013) which urges us to: “’turn away’ from the 

oppressor…avert one’s gaze and refuse the recognition itself” (Simpson, p. 24). 

Simpson accounts for the power asymmetry that occurs in the politics of refusal. For 

Simpson, asserting Haudenosaunee legitimacy is necessarily a political strategy rooted 

in the principle of Nationhood that has never been forgotten and asserted through acts 

of refusal to conform to the settler state: 

“‘This moment of turning away can turn us toward Haudenosaunee assertions, which in 
different ways tell a story about a territory of willingness, a willingness to ‘stay enslaved’. 
We could see this as a political strategy that is cognizant of an unequal relationship, 
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understands the terms of bondage, and chooses to stay within them in order to assert a 
greater principle: nationhood, sovereignty, jurisdiction by those who are deemed to lack 
that power, a power that is rooted in historical precedent but is conveniently forgotten or 
legislated away. Perhaps here we see a willingness to assert a greater principle and, in 
the assertion of this principle, to assert and be free whether this is apprehended as such 
or not. So in the Haudenosaunee political context it can mean recognition by another 
authoritative nexus (ones own?) and thereby call the other’s into question. This negates 
the authority of the other’s gaze. (2014, p. 24) 

 

Simpson points to the apprehension that becomes present in our communities when we 

employ refusal as a strategy—the refusal to conform to neoliberalism, the refusal to 

accept Indian status as the finality of our Nations. In response, Simpson turns the scope 

back on the settler governments, whose legitimacy and authority is consistently 

debunked in legal discussions (Borrows in Turner, 2006) and historical precedent—

indicating that remaining true to our own principles and recognizing our own assertions, 

legitimacy, and Nationhood are key to holding strong through the struggle of refusal and 

resurgence. 

Biopower/biopolitics. 

In this section I review literature regarding biopower and biopolitics, topics that 

are prompted by my use of community-based quantitative methods, or radical 

Indigenous statistics. Statistics are, of course, a methodological tool that presuppose 

biopower, the “western hegemonic power” (Million, 2013, p. 28) that is a necessary 

feature of the modern settler political state. For me, disentangling statistical approaches 

for our own community use means acknowledging and understanding their biopolitical 

implications as a methodology. My intent in this work, as I describe further in this 

section (as well as in chapter 5), is to strategically employ statistical methods, knowing 

that certain audiences read numerical results as having certain authority. In doing so, I 

run the risk of implicating the politics of recognition that Coulthard warns us about 
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(2014), but as I express in this work, we face shifted legitimacy norms that require many 

approaches to address in our work of resurgence. We know that statistics contribute to 

rhetorics that inform discourse, within our own communities as well—so I employ 

trickster hermeneutics deliberately to dart into these spaces; to amplify, support, and 

illuminate the reality of Anishinaabe resurgence using tools that are available to me. But 

it is important that when we take up these approaches, we are cognizant of the harms 

these methodologies have caused to our Nations. Understanding biopolitics and 

biopower in the use of statistical tools is like understanding the safe use of any tool, in 

this case it should serve to prevent the likelihood of reifying structures of violence. 

Foucault first described biopower in a lecture in 1974 and later in his 1976 book 

The History of Sexuality, Vol. 1 (Lemke, 2011, p. 34). Million states that “[Foucault] was 

interested in articulating the ‘technologies of governance’ never limited to a ‘single 

institution or profession’” (2013, p. 29). According to Lemke, Foucault applies and 

defines biopower in several different ways, though all of which are interconnected and 

reliant on one another to operate biopolitics. While Foucault uses biopower and 

biopolitics interchangeably, Lemke describes biopolitics as: 

[T]he emergence of a specific political knowledge and new disciplines such as statistics, 
demography, epidemiology, and biology. These disciplines make it possible to analyze 
processes of life on the level of populations and to ‘govern’ individuals and collectives by 
practices of correction, exclusion, normalization, disciplining, therapeutics, and 
optimization. (Lemke, 2011, 5) 

 

Lemke links biopolitics with the use of scientific disciplines that are concerned 

with measuring, and effectively, controlling bodies as an articulation of biopower. When 

Foucault gestures to “historical ruptures” in political thinking that gave rise to an 

“attempt to trace political processes and structures back to biological determinants” 
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(Lemke, p. 33), he is evoking Western imperialism, colonialism, and white supremacy. 

Biopower is the explicit structuring of the legitimacy norms described in Morden’s work; 

the hegemonic processes that pull on our existence and compare them to the modes, 

means, and medians that are collected from a “normal” population invested as 

“biopolitical citizens” of the state (Million, p. 149). For Indigenous peoples, this has 

meant being judged against white, Judeo-Christian, patriarchal, cishetero standards. 

Our failure to fit these standards is the intent of biopower; it creates criterion of being as 

peoples, as Nations, and justifies our marginalization by our immoral deviance from the 

norm—enumerated by statistics. 

Enumeration of Anishinaabeg dates back to early census data collected by 

settlers (Walter & Andersen, 2013, p. 30). Truly, it is an audacious act of self-appointed 

authority to show up in a place and enumerate the Nations there as “other” populations 

that signifies it as a specific hegemonic act of biopower. Yet, in partnership with 

churches, and later as settler states, early settlers collected information on Indigenous 

peoples. In doing so, they defined individuals under terms understood and recognized 

by their own Western values, marking down judgments regarding names, gender 

expressions, relationships, and sexual orientation (Meissner & White, 2017). When 

coupled with state biopower and the enforcement of Western social norms, these 

descriptions effectively erased Indigenous identity expressions. Official erasure of 

Indigenous identities also occurs more recently in the residential school era, where 

children were enumerated and assigned numbers as identities. Herrmann describes this 

practice as intentionally dehumanizing: “Where the name humanizes, the number 

dehumanizes, because while the former indicates a belonging to the community of 
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human beings, the latter stands for the marking of the non-human” (Herrmann in 

Kaufmann, et al., 2010, p. 144). Quinless also discusses the link of social statistics and 

Indigenous genocide via residential schools: 

[S]ocial statistics have been used for state building purposes as a mechanism for 
“governmentality” and as tools of social control for the populous and the site at which 
political power operates (Foucault, 1972). The way in which Indigenous peoples have 
encountered social statistics by the Canadian government is linked to the residential 
school system during colonization. For example, the findings of the Truth and 
Reconciliation Commission’s report (2015) points out that it was common practice that 
the moment indigenous children entered residential schools, their identities were stripped 
when their Aboriginal names were replaced with Euro-Canadian ones and each student 
was assigned a number (Sellers, 2013). Teachers would often refer to students only by 
their numbers (TRC, 2015, p. 40). These sorts of practices have raised concerns about 
who benefits from applied research and the use of social statistics (2017, p.176) 

 

Again, Quinless brings up the concern regarding social statistics and who benefits from 

their use, particularly when the history of their application to our Nations has legitimized 

our oppression. Walter & Andersen also point to the “justifiable suspicion” of quantitative 

methods (and, more broadly, research in general) (2013, p. 131). In the next section, I’ll 

bring forth a few examples of social statistics employed by Indigenous peoples to 

mitigate this apprehension. 

Indigenous statistics centering community strength. 

National statistics have a role in defining Indigenous peoples’ deficiencies, 

specifically in contemporary healing discourses. Walter & Andersen point to how 

Statistics Canada has definitively contributed to this phenomenon: 

[C]urrent census categories are employed not because they measure Indigenous 
‘identity’ better or more accurately than other alternative categories might, but because 
they better measure the kinds of knowledge required as evidence for deficit-based policy 
interventions (p. 112).  

 

Statistics Canada’s profiles and census categories developed on Indigenous peoples 

are used to predict and create ostensible policy futures that we as Indigenous 
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communities have little, if any, part. Statistics Canada is currently the only agency that 

is able to collect census information on First Nations in the country. The First Nation 

Statistical Institute (FNSI), formed in 2005 by Martin’s Liberal Government in 

conjunction with tax and fiscal agencies aimed at assisting First Nations with the 

capacity to better engage in neoliberal settler society, envisioned conducting censuses 

on First Nations to fill the “gap” that exists in data since many First Nations refuse to 

participate in Canada’s census (Chippewas of the Thames included). The conservatives 

axed FNSI before it even got off the ground (APTN, 2012). In its place, the First Nations 

Information Governance Centre (FNIGC), was formed in 2010 from which the term 

OCAP (Ownership, Control, Access, and Possession) comes. FNIGC works with the 

vision that each First Nation community will achieve data sovereignty. It does so by 

supporting Information Governance amongst First Nations with principles such as 

nation-to-nation relationship, free, prior, and informed consent, and recognition of 

unique distinctions between Nations (FNIGC Website, 2018). FNIGC seems to have 

resurrected similar aims of the former First Nations Statistical Institute, albeit focused in 

a wellness sphere, but unlike FNSI, FNIGC doesn’t appear to have the same capacity 

or vision to conduct censuses in First Nations as an alternative to Statistics Canada. 

Rather, FNIGC takes a sampling approach and conducts surveys regionally on topics of 

health, employment, and education. In my research on the topic, I had the curious 

thought that perhaps FNIGC’s principles of Nation-to-Nation relationship governance 

were a rights-discourse red herring intended to steer the focus away from an 

organization dedicated to an Indigenous-oriented census capable of producing powerful 

data from an Indigenous perspective (FNSI), toward a smaller, regional, survey focused 
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on health (FNIGC)—the very same topic that continues to produce portraits of 

deficiency. This is not to say that FNIGC doesn’t do important work—but one wonders 

about the potential of an organization with broader capacity. 

In this section I shift the conversation to an example of an Indigenous 

quantitative methodology and two examples in the field of psychology that illuminate the 

importance of Indigenous conceptions of well-being, that is, the presence of life-

sustaining practices that contribute to environments where holistic health is attainable 

for Indigenous peoples in our own right. This necessarily centers our communities’ 

strengths, values, and world-views, a direct contradiction to how statistics have been 

used as narratives of damage to illustrate our inadequacy and trauma. Our pre-requisite 

work to heal from this inherent trauma has been used to justify our inability to govern 

ourselves as Nations (Million, 2013, p. 147). Indigenous statistics—when quantitative 

methods are melded with Indigenous methodology—can create powerful narratives to 

inform our own discourse of resurgence, strengthening our own legitimacy norms and 

self-recognition. 

Firstly, Walter & Andersen articulate an Indigenous quantitative methodology as 

being imbued with Indigenous axiologies and ontologies to produce an Indigenous 

epistemology as it emerges from a quantitative method. In their work Indigenous 

Statistics, they describe the methodology nayri kati, “good numbers” in Palawa. In this 

example, Walter & Andersen turn their lens onto a settler population to examine non-

Indigenous values. In this way, Walter & Andersen compellingly provide an important 

perspective of that which is often taken for granted as the norm: settler conceptions of 

Indigenous peoples. They state, “We are knowers not just of Indigeneity, but of 
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colonizing settler whiteness as well” (emphasis in original) (2013, p. 77). Nayri kati’s 

ability to produce understanding of a settler population from an Indigenous lens 

interrupts and reclaims the “research terrain” of Indigenous worlds, while providing 

important insight of whiteness from an Indigenous lens so as to “disrupt its claims to 

normativity and universality” (Moreton-Robinson in Walter & Andersen, 2013). Nayri 

kati’s principles then are as follows: 

1. Privileges Indigenous voices, knowledges, and understandings; 

2. Does not take Euro-Australians or their accompanying value systems as 

the unacknowledged norm; 

3. Does not take a presumption of Indigenous deficit as its starting point. 

(Walter & Andersen, p. 86) 

It is clear that in constructing an Indigenous quantitative methodology that a local 

Indigenous lens is privileged, and in the context of collecting data regarding non-

Indigenous populations, to challenge the “hegemony of Indigenous statistical practice by 

exposing the standpoint from which it operates” (p. 86). As I understand this in my own 

practice, this is being explicit and clear about the positionality of who is producing the 

research. 

Biopolitics shape the modern identity and norms of an individual’s engagement in 

society, resulting in what Million calls the biopolitical citizen. The biopolitical citizen is an 

individual neoliberal construct, a participant in a capitalist system that is compelled 

toward individual improvement to better engage effective, productive behaviour (p. 149). 

First Nations, and specifically reserves, are sites where this mode is challenged at least 

in part. The lack of productivity and economy on reserves is viewed by the state as a 
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“gap” at best, and immoral at worst. Indeed, First Nations members themselves 

sometimes deem the reserve a hopeless place, but for arguably different reasons that 

point to the felt experience and reality of reserve life that can be chaotic due to the 

continuing conditions of colonialism. Yet, it is in many ways a place where our peoples 

persevered—an ironic space that, despite its intention to eradicate us, becomes a site 

of resurgence in the case of Deshkan Ziibiing. This is not to discount the important work 

of resurgence that occurs in urban spaces, it does not suggest the same has not 

happened “off-reserve” (all land in Canada is Indigenous), nor is it to suggest that a 

binary exists between on or off reserve individual action; it is simply my reflection on this 

specific research project. 

As I’ll describe further in the next chapter, much of this work began in the healing 

discourse on reserve, the very same discourse that Million critiques as currently 

targeting Indigenous communities to partake in a Truth and Reconciliation age. The 

healing discourse is not simply intended to mend the psychological wellbeing of 

Indigenous peoples—it assumes that to be well, we should be adjusted biopolitical 

citizens (p. 149). It becomes the pre-requisite for our Nationhood, an excuse on the part 

of settler states to “withhold” our sovereignty and self-determination, and keep it in trust 

while we get our houses “in order” (p. 151). But the order is participation in the capitalist 

state; and fluency in neoliberal modes of governance is required to communicate that 

order. Productivity is the marker by which the biopolitical citizen deems their worth. To 

invoke Coulthard’s urgency of self-recognition (2014), if we don’t recognize the ability of 

our own structures—such as kinship systems—to provide our way to liberation, our 

spaces, whether urban or reserve, will always be places marked by struggle and 
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poverty that can seemingly only be alleviated by participation in the capitalist system. Is 

a lack of economic engagement really the source of our hopelessness? I argue that it is 

the reduced value we have in our Anishinaabe aadziwin as purpose—that is, the shifted 

legitimacy norms held about our customary systems of governance, and about our land-

based life as Anishinaabe—that leads to the perception that the reserve is a site of 

despair. Million states that “[w]e should give attention to the biopolitical processes that 

are now abundantly available in the United States and Canada to ‘heal’ the Native from 

traumas that are actually outcomes of power relations that remain our relations with 

states” (p. 150). When much of the trauma Indigenous peoples live with are caused by 

the colonial grip and its impacts on our communities, healing discourse that is uncritical 

of ongoing structural issues is dangerous. These two studies with/by Indigenous 

peoples occur on reserves, and what makes them remarkable is that they focus on very 

real issues impacting Indigenous communities, yet do so in a way that centers strength, 

comments on colonial structures, avoids trauma narratives, and lifts up the role of self-

recognition in their methodologies and findings. 

In several studies on youth suicide in BC’s Indigenous communities, Chandler & 

Lalonde determined that where Nations are able to practice greater control over their 

governance structures, there were significantly lower youth suicide rates (Chandler & 

Lalonde, 2008, p. 242). Governance control essentially means control over funding, that 

is, where First Nations have self-government agreements. Self-government agreements 

in themselves are controversial in that they municipalize and subject First Nations to 

settler Canadian conceptions of governance. I am not in any way advocating for a 

municipal form of governance for Indigenous Nations. However, I do see the importance 
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of Chandler & Lalonde’s findings, which point to the direct relationship between 

Indigenous jurisdiction and youth well-being. Chandler & Lalonde effectively highlight 

how forms of Indigenous Nationhood actually contribute to literal Indigenous futurities in 

the form of surviving youth. 

Chandler & Lalonde constructed 4 original factors with which to measure youth 

suicide rates: 

(1) evidence that particular bands had taken steps to secure Aboriginal title to their 
traditional lands; (2) evidence of their having taken back from government agencies 
certain rights of self-government; (3) evidence of their having secured some degree of 
community control over educational services, police and fire services, and health-delivery 
services; and (4) evidence of their having established within their communities certain 
officially recognized “cultural facilities” to help preserve and enrich their cultural lives (p. 
238). 

 

In later research, Chandler & Lalonde added 2 additional factors: “(1) the participation of 

women in local governance – a measure that is seen to be particularly important within 

the historically matrilineal First Nations of the West Coast of Canada – and (2) the 

provision of child and family services within the community” (p. 238). Essentially, 

Chandler & Lalonde’s statistical work found that communities with greater command of 

governance tended to make expenditures that invested in areas that were culturally and 

politically significant such as cultural facilities and political advocacy in the form of land 

claims. Further, communities that exercised jurisdiction over key services such as 

education, health, police, and fire experienced fewer youth suicides, and communities 

with more women in leadership as well as greater control over child and family services 

also experienced lower youth suicide rates. Again, Chandler & Lalonde demonstrate 

how social statistics serve to explicate the important link between governance 

jurisdiction and health, illuminating the importance of culture, women’s leadership, and 

family well-being (p. 244), all of which are strengths of Indigenous societies. 
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Tulalip psychologist Stephanie Fryberg led a 2008 study exploring the impact of 

American Indian mascots on the self-esteem of Indigenous youth. Youth reported 

depressed rates of self-worth and community worth when exposed to images of 

American Indian mascots, and fictional stereotypes of American Indian figures such as 

Disney’s Pocahontas (Fryberg et al., p. 216). Further, when Indigenous youth were 

exposed to stereotypically negative statistics (high dropout rates, alcoholism, suicide, 

depression, and teen pregnancies), they were more likely to report depressed self-

esteem on levels similar to when they were exposed to fictional American Indian 

representations and mascots (p. 216). Not only does Fryberg et al.’s study provide 

evidence that mythical constructions of Indigenous peoples impact the psyche of 

Indigenous youth, it provides an important finding on the role of trauma narratives in 

creating a sense of hopelessness for Indigenous youth: “[B]ecause identity construction 

is not solely an individual process (i.e., you cannot be a self by yourself), the views of 

American Indians held by others can also limit the ways in which American Indians see 

themselves” (p. 215). In Fryberg et al.’s findings, Indigenous youth reported increased 

feelings of self worth, community worth, and achievement-related potential selves when 

exposed to actual Indigenous peoples holding professional roles via a campaign by the 

American Indian College Fund compared to when they were exposed to mascot 

imagery (p. 215).  

One important feature of Indigenous Statistics—those quantitative methods that 

assume Indigenous methodology and worldview—is that they center community 

strength. In Tuck’s “Suspending Damage: A letter to communities” (2009) she states, 

“For many of us, the research on our communities has historically been damage 
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centered, intent on portraying our neighborhoods and tribes as defeated and broken.” 

As I’ve stated throughout this chapter, deficit-based research is intimately linked with 

the ongoing colonial project that continues to dispossess us of our lands and rights to 

exist as Nations on our terms. When we articulate and resist the ways that colonialism 

affects us, as Indigenous scholars we have a responsibility to ensure that our work does 

not reify narratives of damage. Certainly, scholars have pointedly described how 

colonialism is a broader determinant of our health in impactful and important ways 

(Czyzewski, 2011, Ladner, 2014) that are necessary in our critiques of ongoing violent 

processes, and other scholars have helpfully added that our experience with colonialism 

does not have to define us (Sherwood, 2016, Hokuwhitu, 2009). This is where we our 

strengths that still exist in community. The central assumption of this work is that 

original systems of governance—that is, kinship—are still present even if we do not 

explicitly recognize them as legitimate forms of governance. 

Theoretical Considerations 

Two-eyed seeing. 

 In partnership with non-Indigenous biologists Annamarie Hatcher and Cheryl 

Bartlett at Cape Breton University, Mik’maq elders Albert and Murdena Marshall brought 

forth Etuaptmumk, or “Two-eyed seeing”, a teaching that emerged from Albert’s 

reflections on attending Residential School:  

“[Albert’s] experience in residential school led him on a lifelong quest to connect with and 
understand both the culture he was removed from and the culture he was forced into, and 
to help these cultures live in mutual respect of each other’s strengths and ways” (2009, p. 
86).  
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Albert spoke to a common experience where Indigenous peoples were/are tasked with 

making sense of engaging their knowledges within the Western systems that have been 

hegemonic, hostile, and appropriative of Indigenous knowledge ways. In a hopeful, 

silver lining spirit, Albert takes reflections from his experience in residential school and 

forms an approach that aspires to make the uses of Western and Indigenous 

knowledges more equitable. Two-eyed seeing is rooted in the ambition that Indigenous 

and Western knowledges can strengthen one another to do the most good, particularly 

in a moment of urgency regarding climate change, with the added bonus of occurring in 

an age of reconciling relations between Indigenous and settler societies. It has a cogent 

ability to resonate with the desire of Indigenous and non-Indigenous scholars alike to 

bridge seemingly different knowledge forms: the disciplines of institutional academia 

and Indigenous peoples’ immense knowledge base resulting from a sustained 

relationship with the land. Two-eyed seeing has become a celebrated method of 

“weaving” together Indigenous and Western knowledges, resulting in a practical way to 

approach academic research, pedagogy, and community-based education with (or on) 

Indigenous peoples. Originally devised as an integrative approach to environmental 

science and education, it was further developed by the Marshalls and Bartlett into a 

guide on creating science curriculum (Bartlett et al., 2012): 

Two-Eyed Seeing is the gift of multiple perspective treasured by many aboriginal peoples 
and explains that it refers to learning to see from one eye with the strengths of 
Indigenous knowledges and ways of knowing, and from the other eye with 
the strengths of Western knowledges and ways of knowing, and to using both these eyes 
together, for the benefit of all. 
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Its reconciliatory potential in Canada has made Two-eyed Seeing quite popular, and 

serves as an important inclusionary rhetoric that extends into the healing discourse 

critiqued by Million.  

Two-eyed seeing relies on the generalization that Western knowing has a 

tendency for “logical-mathematical (enumerating) and linguistic (reading, writing)” 

intelligence, whereas Indigenous ways tend to draw upon the “interpersonal, 

intrapersonal, musical, bodily-kinesthetic, spatial and naturalistic intelligences, as well 

as the spiritual” (Hatcher et al., 2010, p. 5). Hatcher et al. assert that the method avoids 

“domination and assimilation of knowledges”. Yet, Two-eyed seeing appears to 

reinforce the essentialism of Indigeneity that is inherent in colonial mythology and 

hostilities toward Indigenous peoples, and even suggests that Indigenous peoples are 

not producers of the same rigorous, logical, scientific knowledge that Western societies 

are known for. Two-eyed seeing becomes a method for Indigenous peoples to 

“strengthen” their soft knowledge ways by weaving in logical Western scientific 

knowledge, and Western scientific knowledge benefits by “softening” their scrupulous 

knowledge processes by contextualizing them with Indigenous stories.  

While Two-eyed seeing ostensibly creates a palatability of Western scientific 

knowledge for Indigenous peoples, and appeals to the increasing movement of 

“decolonization” (as a metaphor only) and “Indigenous content” in the classroom, I 

summon Tuck & Yang’s Settler moves to innocence (2012) to interrupt the trajectory of 

the role of Western knowledge in Two-eyed Seeing:  

“Settler moves to innocence are those strategies or positionings that attempt to relieve 
the settler of feelings of guilt or responsibility without giving up land or power or privilege, 
without having to change much at all. In fact, settler scholars may gain professional 
kudos or a boost in their reputations for being so sensitive or self-aware. Yet settler 
moves to innocence are hollow, they only serve the settler” (p. 10). 
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It is not immediately clear how Indigenous knowledge benefits from Western knowledge 

in Two-eyed seeing without first casting the former as without the logic that the latter 

purports to bring—the reasoning, writing, or any of the basic building blocks of a rich, 

reproducible, knowledge system with technological ability to predict, test, hypothesize, 

theorize, conclude, and otherwise know. In a PowerPoint presentation made available 

online and prepared for a lecture by Bartlett & Marshall at Dalhousie University, 

Indigenous knowledges are literally communicated as those with the “vigour” in the 

relationship, while Western knowing has the “rigour”  (Marshall & Bartlett, 2010). This 

summons a concerning dialectic where Western ways of knowing are generalized as 

thorough and careful, or with “rigour”, whereas Indigenous knowledges appear as 

“vigour” with energy, spiritedness, and enthusiasm—in itself not an issue—but when 

stood beside “rigour”, does it not appear as though Indigenous knowledges are 

presented without precision? Which appears to be more sensible and powerful in the 

arena of knowledge production?  

Two-eyed seeing could, at best, be characterized as an underdeveloped or 

perhaps misguided attempt to acknowledge the ways that Indigenous contextualized 

ways of knowing can enhance the scientific community’s findings, but it runs the risk of 

epistemic violence, as Chandler & Lalonde point out: 

[C]onquering cultures routinely work to brand ‘indigenes’ as childlike, to label their 
indigenous knowledge as mere superstitions, and to reframe their own attempts to 
colonize the life-worlds of conquered peoples as well-intended educative or ‘civilizing 
missions’....Such acts of ‘epistemic violence,’ whatever else they may do, guarantee the 
positional inferiority of indigenous peoples, further marginalize their voices (2008, p. 245). 
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Without a rich understanding of Indigenous knowing in the classroom and science 

education (and let’s be honest, there are not always Indigenous peoples to represent 

these knowledge ways), the narratives of Indigenous ways of knowing can become 

infantilized, relying on the same tropes of the noble savage to get the “vigour” of 

Indigenous knowledge across.  

Geniusz speaks to the felt inferiority that Indigenous peoples sometimes face 

when engaging Western knowledge forms: 

At the beginning of American colonization, [the European ruling elite] created images of 
race and the ‘other’ in order to establish dominance in the ‘New World’. One multifaceted 
mechanism, which continues to maintain this power structure, is the colonization of 
knowledge. Those charged with carrying our various assimilation tactics were taught to 
view native knowledge as ‘primitive’ or ‘evil’ and, as a result, they often prevented its 
continued dispersal within native communities. Native people were also made to view 
their knowledge as ‘wrong’ or ‘inferior’ and non-native knowledge as ‘right’ or ‘superior’, 
and, having such views, many naturally chose what was made to look like the better 
knowledge (2010, p. 3) 

 

In Two-eyed Seeing, Indigenous knowledges are not explicitly thought of as ‘wrong’, 

‘evil’, or ‘inferior’ in the same ways that Geniusz describes. In fact, it is insisted that both 

knowledge ways are equal, but I argue that Two-Eyed Seeing does not provide a sound 

basis for us to be confident that this is the case. However Two-eyed Seeing plays out, it 

produces results where Indigenous knowledges become the nice, tokenized stories to 

Western rationality, which not only wedges the two into a binary, but reinforces a 

problematic power dynamic with Western knowledge cast as the more relevant, 

legitimate knowledge in a world where Western scientific knowledge is, hands-down, 

more rhetorically and socially powerful than Indigenous knowledges and sciences. In 

describing the strength of Indigenous ways of knowing as being intuitive and spiritual, 

Two-eyed seeing chances casting Indigenous intelligence and its many forms, 

technologies, and disciplines as tenuous at best; it becomes a coded way of casting 
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Indigenous knowledge as inherently non-scientific and primitive and reliant on Western 

knowledge to legitimate its claims. Worse, Geniusz reminds us that Indigenous peoples 

internalize this coding and view their own knowledges as “not enough”, another aspect 

of the issue to which Fryberg et al. gesture as damaging to Indigenous youths’ 

perception of self (2008).  

Two-eyed seeing’s intent appears to come from a place of hopefulness on the 

part of the Marshalls; they articulate Mik’maq knowledge as relational and holistic just 

as I and others have articulated Anishinaabe gikendaasowin, and just as other 

Indigenous scientists have expressed their rich ways and methods of knowing and 

relating with their lands. But the impacts of Two-eyed Seeing are actually quite 

worrying. For example, on the Manitoba Trauma Information and Education Centre 

website, psychologist Dr. Ed Connors claims that Two-eyed seeing is a useful tool 

because it helps mainstream practitioners understand that “the Indigenous worldview” 

(emphasis added to note that it’s just one monolithic worldview to Connors), as the 

“Indigenous eye” represents the left brain, or the “intuitive, holistic, metaphorical mind”; 

whereas the “Western eye” represents the right hemisphere, the “analytic, reductive, 

linear” knowledge on which “Western worldviews” (the plurality is generously afforded 

here) predominantly rely (Connors, n.d.). Connor evokes the mythical left-brain/right-

brain dialectic of pop-psychology, which does not actually have scientific basis (Nielsen 

et al., 2013) to explain away the difference between Indigenous knowing and Western 

knowing and why the two might rely on each other. From here, it’s not a far leap to 

surmise that non-Indigenous practitioners, who might not otherwise have a deep 

understanding of Indigenous knowledges, would begin to cast Indigenous ways of 
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knowing as feel-good stories regarding phenomena that Western science has more 

accurately explained—and as such are simply not as developed as the knowledges of 

“rigour” they attempt to converse with. Further, I question the incentive for Western 

knowledge producers, beyond moral/reconciliatory obligation and novelty, to engage 

with Indigenous knowledges using Two-eyed Seeing. In her discussion on the 

appropriation of Indigenous ways of knowing, Geniusz points to how settlers have 

benefitted from Indigenous botanical knowledge: “The colonization of native knowledge 

assisted the colonizers in assimilating native peoples, but it also gave them another 

important benefit: They gained this knowledge for themselves” (p. 3). Geniusz then 

goes on to illustrate that after imperialist efforts extracted Indigenous knowledges, they 

discarded the legitimacy of Indigenous knowers: “[o]nce native people came to view 

their knowledge as inferior, some were willing to part with it, for a price reflecting its 

primitive, inferior nature” (2010, p. 3). My concern is that non-Indigenous practitioners 

may think of Two-eyed seeing as a viable entry point to work benevolently, non-critically 

even, with Indigenous knowledges, bringing “strengths” of “rigour” from Western science 

without being critical enough of the power these terms invoke when placed next to 

Indigenous forms of knowing.  

The presence of Western knowledge values adjacent to Indigenous knowledge 

values has, time and again, produced hegemony where the Western norms are 

centered by default. Informed by her work on fisheries, Latulippe explores the epistemic 

divergence as well as the relational accountability of bringing Indigenous Traditional 

Ecological Knowledge (TEK) and Indigenous Knowledge Systems (IKS) into 

conversation with conventional environmental resource regimes. Latulippe states that 
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doing so has rendered Indigenous knowing “unintelligible and conceals mechanisms 

that maintain dominant resource government” (2015, p. 3). When Indigenous knowing is 

brought in to bolster Western knowing, the problems of Western knowing are 

depoliticized; again, a settler move to innocence. Latulippe describes the approach to 

integrate the two as serving to benefit the “normative standards of non-Indigenous 

populations”. In this way, richly contextualized Indigenous knowledge ways are 

subjected to “distillation, compartmentalization, and distortion; misappropriation; theft, 

and commodification”.  

There appear to be many assurances in Two-eyed Seeing that Indigenous 

knowledges are considered equal to, but just different from, Western knowledge. The 

Marshalls know deeply from the place, land, and knowledges they are coming; they 

offer up a way, based on their experiences, to make sense of how to utilize both 

Western ways of knowing and Indigenous ways of knowing. But I implore a caveat with 

this aspiration: colonialism has ensured that Indigenous peoples regard their own ways 

of knowing as inferior, sub-par, and reliant on the “superior” Western methods to truly 

know, and Two-eyed Seeing is a reification of this false dependence. I would even 

suggest that had Etuaptmumk been developed with Indigenous scientists possessing a 

critical lens, the approach would have looked a lot different. No doubt, there is an 

attempt to account for Western hegemony in Two-eyed Seeing, there is an attempt to 

bring the two into a space to celebrate what each can offer one another, but for me, its 

implications appear to fall far from the Marshalls’ original intent to create a space of 

cultural understanding. 
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Gezhizhwazh. 

In distancing this work from a two-eyed seeing approach, I turn to Leanne 

Betasamosake Simpson’s story of Gezhizhwazh, the femme hero who defeated the 

wiindigo cannibal spirits (2013). Gezhizhwazh, whose name means “to cut” was 

captured by the wiindigoog, and eaten slowly by the monsters, which were planning an 

attack on a nearby Anishinaabe village. As they ate Gezhizhwazh bite by bite, they 

discussed their scheme to seek out the rest of the Anishinaabeg. Gezhizhwazh endured 

through this terrible incident with purpose. She waited, listened, strategized, and 

learned their thinking. Despite the fact that they were eating her slowly, she used their 

methods to speak back to them—appealing to their desires to finish the Anishinaabeg—

and convinced them that she could assist them. Her unlikely proposal and sincerity 

gained her their trust and respect. She eventually led them to the village they had 

plotted on. “It was then that her strength of heart rose to the surface and she betrayed 

her enemy. She told the Anishinaabeg of their plan. Taught them how to kill wiindigo, 

and wiindigo were defeated” (Simpson, p. 109).  

The story of Gezhizhwazh is a compelling narrative I thought about as I decided 

to take on quantitative analysis as a method. Gezhizhwazh took on the wiindigoog, the 

evil cannibals that target Anishinaabeg people. She allows them to carry her away and 

sacrifices herself so that she may understand what it is that they do, in a kind of 

reconnaissance mission to better understand them; to better defeat them. At the risk of 

suggesting this academic work is martyrdom akin to Gezhizhwazh’s sacrifices (it’s not), 

I describe Gezhizhwazh’s story because I feel her choice to strategize in a moment 

amongst the windigoog is resonating. From my reflection within/between Deshkan 
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Ziibiing and the academy, the latter is often a hostile place. The academy is structurally 

violent, ruthless, and toxic for Indigenous peoples. We’ve made important spaces for 

ourselves, and for that I am grateful. But in my work with statistical analysis, the 

biopolitical tool of the colonizer, I’ve often felt aversion to the violent assumptions 

inherent within the techniques—a reaction not unlike the kind I’ve observed when I 

showed the Governance Survey data to other Anishinaabeg in my community. The 

abstraction of stories, the strict definition of absolutes and abandonment of nuance, the 

dehumanizing assignment of numbers to peoples; it is all very counter-intuitive to a 

Biskaabiiyaang process, and at times triggering for people who mistrust institutional 

data collection processes. But in the many iterations of explaining why I use it, I found 

myself using the term “wielding” to describe my use of statistical methods, as though I 

do so as a tool or weapon to beat back Zhaagnashiiyaadizi (colonization). Hearing the 

story of Gezhizhwazh, I felt emboldened—there are so many Anishinaabeg who 

embody her strength—they move in colonial spaces, use colonial tools, yet do so to 

work tirelessly with the hope that it can contribute to a means of futurity for our peoples, 

a fact that Simpson gestures to in the story. Let us not ignore that it was only when 

Gezhizhwazh assembled with the Anishinaabeg in a collective resistance that she 

vanquished the windigoog. Gezhizhwazh not only embodies strategic survival, but 

covert and strategic resistance. Through learning the monsters’ language and speaking 

it back to them, she teaches us that sometimes using the monster’s methodologies can 

in fact have an impact in our defeat of them.  

For me, Gezhizhwazh embodies the notion that it’s not so much important to use 

the colonizer’s tools for the sake of recognition from the colonizer (or to weave their 
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strengths into our bundles), as it is to understand the tools’ power when used to resist 

the reality we’ve been forced into. To wield these tools on our terms means to trust that 

in our hands, the outcomes of what we create can be helpful to us. To wield these tools 

also means to think deeply about the ways that the tool’s technology has been stolen 

from us (White, n.d.)—assuming that quantifying or counting intelligence did not exist for 

Anishinaabe peoples is to reify Western hegemony. The outcomes of using these tools 

can’t be known unless we try—perhaps the monster’s tools, in our own hands, can 

assist us in more ways than we may have anticipated. This is, of course, in tension with 

Audre Lorde’s famously misinterpreted 1984 quote, “the master’s tools will never 

dismantle the master’s house” (Lorde, 2012), which was never meant to be a defeatist 

argument about using Western knowledge, but rather a reminder that “we cannot 

disrupt our oppression using the logic that justifies our oppression” (White, n.d.). We 

cannot use statistics to support our liberation and resurgence if they are employed with 

the same biopolitical approach, the same damage-based narratives that justify our 

oppression. We cannot use two eyes to look at something if we assume the Western 

eye is seeing something we wouldn’t have already seen had our knowledges not been 

disrupted by the violence of colonialism. Further, as discussed earlier in this chapter, 

Indigenous quantitative methodologies reject the Western value systems as the 

unacknowledged norm (Walter & Andersen, 2013, p. 86). This occurs in few examples I 

gave in the application of two-eyed seeing.  

 The paradoxical situations that the colonial makers of these tools and realities 

require us to be in can seem daunting and overwhelming. It is important that as we take 

on the task of resurgence, we do so with our first knowledges—for me, it is found in the 
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Anishinaabe ways that are kind, giving, abundant, and inclusive. It is through 

collaboration and consent, through offering our individual strengths to the collective 

mobilization of Biskaabiiyaang. I speak to this further in both the next chapter on my 

methodological approach, as well as in chapter 5 in my articulation of a radical 

Anishinaabe quantitative methodology. 
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CHAPTER 4 // METHODOLOGY 

I am absolutely sure that we as Nishnaabeg cannot survive as a people without 
creating generations of artists, thinkers, makers, and doers that live in Nishnaabeg 

worlds, that are in respectful relationship with each other, that create a movement that 
joins us to other Indigenous nations to protect the land and bodies. –Leanne 

Betasamosake Simpson 
 

This chapter outlines my positionality, methodology and methods in this 

research. I gesture to an Indigenous Methodology-adjacent Anishinaabe Methodology, 

which is informed by more specific Anishinaabe ethico-onto-epistemology. While 

Indigenous Methodologies share common threads across theory and application, it is 

important to acknowledge both the plurality and localized nature of specific Indigenous 

Methodologies. In this way, it is not one monolithic definitive approach to my inquiry that 

defines it as “Indigenous” but rather the nuanced and localized quality of our 

Anishinaabe epistemologies and knowledges that inform how I conceptualized my 

approach and assumptions in my research. I weave through lived experience and 

literature to explore what composes my research approach. My methodology is shaped 

by my experience and position blended with my assumptions about what is important to 

know, and the questions that I feel are important to ask in seeking this knowledge. It is a 

composition of Anishinaabe worldview and intersectional feminist thought. This 

influenced my choice of selecting Participatory Action Research as my methodology, 

with quantitative/gender-based analysis and qualitative arts-based methods as research 

methods therein. In this chapter I’ll detail the contextual links between my positionality, 

methodology, and methods. 

Positionality 
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In 2014 as a first year doctorate student at Royal Roads University (RRU), I 

presented my very early ideas for my dissertation at a function called “Roads to 

Research”, which was often well attended by University faculty, administration, and 

students. We had 5 minutes to express our research interests, and then a short period 

of questions from the RRU community. I opened with protocol as I was taught: in 

Anishinaabemowin, I stated my name, community, dodem, and Nation, the intent of 

which is to acknowledge my ancestors and position myself in my identity, community, 

and my family. Anishinaabe scholar Cindy Peltier describes this act of locating as 

customary practice within gathering, ceremony, or prayer that translates to necessary 

research practices as Anishinaabe scholars (2012, p.32). I then acknowledged my 

status as an uninvited guest in the unceded Coast Salish territories that RRU occupies. 

I was positioning myself as Anishinaabekwe, calling on my community and clan to 

whom I am accountable, and pointing out the settler-colonial reality of the occupied 

space we were holding. When making introductions in the academy, it is a political act 

to mark our positionality. At times, acknowledgements run the risk of being 

performative, particularly in spaces that center the image of Indigenous peoples but not 

their values or inclusion. 

After my introduction, I presented very early ideas of conducting research with 

my First Nation on developing a better community engagement process that is based in 

Anishinaabe worldview for our Nation’s goals of better governance. When I finished, an 

older white gentleman stood up and asked me how I might expect to conduct research 

as an insider in my community, and if I thought about how I might be positioned 

precariously to do so as a biased researcher. I responded incredulously by asking him if 
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he thought it was a problem that white men did research in any mainstream Canadian 

context. He thanked me and sat down. My attempt, while not as explicit and articulate 

as I wished it to be, was to point out issues of norming social power and structures of 

whiteness in the colonial state’s knowledge making; and that white researchers in a 

settler colonial state are not always burdened with the same problem of positioning 

themselves—they are assumed to be the objective voice in the room. Walter & 

Andersen (2011) point out that while many researchers, Western and non, will 

denounce positivism in its explicit form, it has not been replaced—merely discarded (p. 

42). In fact, I have witnessed many settler Canadian scholars and researchers come to 

Indigenous spaces, collect data from Indigenous communities, and present that work 

without ever expressing their position and how it might affect the knowledge they create. 

Reflexivity, a value of feminist research practice, calls on us to openly acknowledge the 

power and privilege we hold in our inquiry, particularly as we hold space in academia 

that so values neoliberal identifiers and measures of success. Reflexivity for Indigenous 

researchers is in many ways a feature of the epistemological foundations present in 

many Indigenous knowledge systems—to exist and know is to be located, to belong, to 

have a past, to have values, to have perspective, to have kinships, to have gifts and 

blessings, to share, and to be responsible with all that is contained therein. Articulating 

positionality in itself is an important act of reflexivity acknowledged by feminist 

methodologies (Kovach, p. 32) that is necessary for all researchers to undertake in 

explicitly describing power. For Indigenous researchers in mainstream academic 

spaces—and even particularly so as Indigenous women to male Indigenous 
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researchers—this manifests as a task to prove we are capable of not only producing 

valid knowledge and research, but that we are capable of knowing. 

Power is everywhere, and everyone possesses some degree of social power—

some benefiting much more from the power they embody in society than others. 

Contemporary feminist and social justice movements have an abundance of different 

ways to explain social power in plain terms, the objective being that if society is more 

aware of how social power affects the lives of those most marginalized—from everyday 

interactions with and between individuals to structures like institutional policy and law, 

we can achieve equity. Mapuche scholar and social justice/anti-violence activist Carol 

Bilson articulates it as making the power we hold more explicit, with the intention of 

making it more accessible and accountable to the communities in which we gather 

(Personal Communication, 2017). My positionality informs the questions I ask; the data I 

think is important to illuminate, the implications that I point out, and the conclusions that 

I come to. All of these are formed by my social position in my community and in the 

academy.  

First, my position as Anishinaabekwe informs my ontology, epistemology, 

methodology, and choice of methods. I am a member of the Chippewas of the Thames 

First Nation. I am from the Deleary family on my mother’s side, and my dad (from whom 

I receive my Wolf clan) is Oneida. This mixed ancestry is quite common in our Nation 

and has implications in the research findings. I grew up in Deshkan Ziibiing and mostly 

learned Anishinaabe teachings throughout my life. I have been active in my community 

throughout my life despite moving around Turtle Island with my family many times. 
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I am a member of my First Nation, with access to post-secondary education and 

an institution from which to do research, and so in this way I am positioned as a scholar 

within my First Nation. I sometimes sense that this positioning in my community affords 

me some amount of suspicion as an agent of the institution, which is absolutely fair as 

these institutions have been violent spaces for our peoples. I think there is a real 

grassroots perception that people who do well in institutions such as the academy may 

forget where they come from, or become pretentious and disconnected from the 

community. As an Anishinaabe researcher from a reserve community space, I feel it’s 

necessary to be aware of this—not to be antagonistic by any means—but to 

acknowledge my privilege and to use my academic training as advocacy for my Nation 

in the spaces I access. On the other hand, I often feel very respected, supported, and 

loved by my community, and I always try to reciprocate this in my work and actions. 

I am a former employee of the Nation (I began my doctoral studies as an 

employee with the First Nation), and so I have had close proximity to knowledge of 

strengths and issues within the Nation’s organizational and governance practices, as 

well as access to ongoing inquiry and learning as a doctoral student at Royal Roads 

University. Within community, there is a perception of people who work for the 

organization (band office workers) as being the “haves” with more access to the 

Nation’s power and economic stability (Community Story, 2011). As the Nation’s 

administration is the main employer of our on-reserve community, it’s understandable 

that tension would exist here. 

My teachings and education coupled with my employment for my Nation informs 

my political persuasion. My scholarly and community work intersect at the point of 
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inquiring about resurging customary governance, as this is the work I’ve been involved 

with in both spheres. This is political in that it refuses the finality of the Indian Act for the 

future of our Nation. In this way, I am an Anishinaabe nationalist. I believe in the 

inherent strength and ability of Anishinaabe knowledges to define political boundaries, 

citizenship, laws, economy, education, health, and social life for our Nation.  

I am a cishetero white-passing Anishinaabekwe, I am able-bodied, and I am a 

single mother. My cishetero lens has had an impact on the way I developed questions, 

which I will point to later in the discussion on my questionnaire. My white-passing 

appearance has afforded me a certain amount of social power and respectability in my 

access to academic spaces. I have often been coded as either white or as a friendly 

native around whom non-Indigenous people have felt comfortable expressing 

problematic opinions about Indigenous peoples or asking me to speak on behalf of “my 

people”. Yet I carry the experience of an Indigenous woman who has lived on reserve, 

within a family impacted by and subject to the Indian Act’s genocidal legacies, namely 

heteropatriarchy, residential school’s pervasive attacks on kinship systems, and 

systemic racism and misogyny. As a single mother I have experienced the fallout of 

these violent systems personally. As such, I was able to produce this research with the 

help of my family and friends who cared for my child as I worked long hours in 

employment, writing, and in research. This role I hold as a mother, along with my 

Anishinaabe Seven Generations teachings, compels me to produce research that in 

some way contributes to the viability of Anishinaabe ways of being for our future 

generations, or contributes to solving issues our communities currently face.  

Anishinaabe Ethico-onto-epistemology 
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In all of the ways that our community lives and resurges Anishinaabe aadziwin, 

through language revitalization, reclaiming Anishinaabe practices, and re-centering 

dodemiwan; Deshkan Ziibiing utilizes original, cultural, and customary ways that are 

produced not only in aadzokanan as described in chapter 2, but in collective knowledge 

called dibaajmowinan. I think of dibaajmowinan as the ethical, ontological, and 

epistemological pretences in this work. As community engagement has become a very 

important method in the COTTFN administration as described further in this chapter, I 

point to how dibaajmowinan—a method of community engagement—is used in 

Anishinaabe literature, and how it informs my methodological approach.  

Making clear the ethics, ontology, and epistemology as conceptual parts of an 

Anishinaabe methodology, I describe them in this work as one interrelated term 

informed by ecological approaches and feminist research (Doucet, forthcoming 2018): 

ethico-onto-epistemology. For me, ethico-onto-epistemology reflects many of the same 

interrelated concepts in Anishinaabe gikendaasowin. One is that our position is crucial 

to our worldview and interaction with the world (as I described earlier in the role of our 

introductions). Another is that our “research” is not so much about representing data 

that we collect as “authorities” on a subject, but that we have access and ability to plan 

for and interact with situational moments created in our research where participants are 

willing to be present and offer up narratives.  

Margaret Noodin (2014) describes dibaajmowinan as “the act of collecting and 

redistributing the truth that you’ve heard” (21). As Brenda Rivers states, it is speaking 

truth with “Anishinaabe intelligence” about the observations and experiences of one’s 

own life path (Personal Communication, 2014). Dibaajmowinan and aadzokanan are 
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both stories, and as such are related concepts. But they are distinct from one another 

as described by Noodin: “[D]ibaajimowinan…is a simpler, more direct narrative style. 

Aadzokanag, by contrast, in poetry, would be the bones of self-knowing, the core 

means of communicating the complexity of life (p. 21).” Both lend to an Anishinaabe 

ethico-onto-epistemology: one being a personal/community narrative style depicting the 

lived, felt, and experienced ethico-onto-epistemology as expressed in Anishinaabe 

aadziwin (dibaajmowinan); and the other being Anishinaabe “canon”, those narratives 

that portray how ancestors, supernatural beings, and spirits exhibit ethico-onto-

epistemology. In chapter 2 I explored aadzokanan via Mary E. Deleary’s dodem 

teachings. In this chapter, I will focus on dibaajmowinan; the ethico-onto-epistemology 

as it appears in my articulation of an Anishinaabe methodology. 

Dibaajmowinan then, is offered with the understanding that one is speaking their 

truthful account, as they feel and understand their experience. Debwewin, or truth, is a 

core assumption in dibaajmowinan, and indeed, in Anishinaabe aadziwin. This is not 

unlike the Dakota concept of “Telling it straight” that Waziyatawin describes (2005, p. 

37), wherein integrity is both an assumption and expectation when transmitting one’s 

knowledge—when speaking it, hearing it, and certainly when recording it. In other 

words, it is a teaching of natural law as described by Brenda Rivers: “Be kind with your 

strength, be kind with your sharing, be kind with your honesty” (2014). Thus, a 

deliberately false account intended to mislead is a failure of the good mind and heart, 

deviations from the aadzokanan that describe zaagidiwin (love, or kindness) as the first 

knowledge of human form, and debwewin as heart knowledge. Similarly, Waziyatawin 

describes the Dakota concept caŋțeyuza, the word meaning to think, but literally 
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translated as “to form an opinion from the heart“ (Wilson, 2005, p. 37). In 

dibaajmowinan, we see how ethics, or notions of morality, are linked with ontology, or 

the “nature of reality”, which is linked to epistemology, the production of knowledge 

(Peltier, 2012). 

In articulating an Anishinaabe research methodology, the concept of offering is 

an important practice that is rooted in consent (described further in chapter 2). To 

expand on this concept of offering, whether it is offering up time, words, semaa 

(tobacco), food, songs, or stories, Doerfler et al. (2013) state,  

For most Anishinaabeg, offerings are the currency of life; they constitute ties that form a 
network of Creation.  They can take many forms… a story can be an offering. Knowledge 
can be an offering…In Anishinaabemowin, the word for an offering is bagijigan (p. xv).  

In this study, I called upon my community to share their dibaajmowinan, their accounts 

and experienced truths via two different methods: quantitatively by survey and 

qualitatively through visual and oral narrative. Each time, there was an offering to those 

who were willing to participate and share their dibaajmowin. At the distribution of the 

Governance Survey, individuals received $10.00 for their offering to fill out the survey—

a small token of our appreciation adjacent to the other gifts offered at the COTTFN 

Christmas event such as a monetary gesture from our Thunderbird Trust and toys for 

children 12 and under from COTTFN administration. At the Clan Gathering event, the 

offering was more reciprocal—art supplies were provided to all, and anyone who 

created a piece was asked if they were interested in providing an account with their art. 

In my understanding of Anishinaabe ethics, when requesting presence or 

dibaajmowinan from Anishinaabeg, it’s important to have an offering. Bagijigan, the 

bundles and knowledge ways unique to each of our beings that we offer up in exchange 
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for company, goods, gifts, and knowledge, is integral to dibaajmowinan, for it signifies 

not only an act of kindness and respect on the part of the respondent who provides their 

presence or dibaajmowinan, but a reciprocal action of offering a gift and, and in this 

case, posing question, on the part of the researcher.  

Methodological context 

In conceptualizing my research approach, I was influenced by both my work for 

the Chippewas of the Thames First Nation administration and my coursework at Royal 

Roads University. Trained in Indigenous Studies and positioned as a scholar-

practitioner in my community, I aspired to be relevant to community needs while 

keeping in mind future generations of my Nation. An essential part of my Indigenous 

Studies training both in my undergrad and grad education was in exploring the impacts 

of colonialism in our communities, as well as viable avenues of resurgence. Naturally, I 

sought to produce research that contributed to resurgence practice. Rather than 

documenting the pain of colonialism or the loss of knowledge ways in what Eve Tuck 

describes as “damage-centered research” (2009), I made a conscious effort to think 

more deeply about the ways that we retain our Anishinaabe aadziwin through what 

Corntassel calls “everyday acts of resurgence” (2012), or those practices that both 

embody and reflect Indigenous values while being resistant to settler colonialism 

notions of livelihood. In this section I’ll describe the context that contributes to my 

articulation of an Anishinaabe Methodology. 

COTTFN & Four Worlds Centre for Development Learning. 

This research partly came as a result of what Million (2009) refers to as a 

“therapeutic intervention” in my community. From 2012-2016 I was employed with 
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Chippewas of the Thames First Nation, first as the Comprehensive Community 

Development Coordinator (2012-2015) and later as the Research Analyst (2015-2016). 

In these first years I was in the Coordinator role, I worked primarily on our Nation’s 

Community Development process with Four Worlds Centre for Development Learning 

(or for short, Four Worlds), who was contracted to lead us through this work. Four 

Worlds leads a Participatory Action Research (PAR) process with Indigenous 

communities and draws upon a large resource of pan-Indigenous teachings and world 

knowledge to produce a map for communities to lead them to their goals of wellness, 

which they describe as “the values, choice making, and patterns of living that lead to 

health” (COTTFN, 2012). Four Worlds’ Community Development process begins with 

people from the community gathering and collectively creating a Community Story, a 

narrative from which new initiatives and strategies for the Nation are made into a long-

term plan. Simply put, in this process there are three steps: produce a document that 

outlines a collective narrative of the people, draw themes and ideas out of the narrative 

to create initiatives and goals that form a Comprehensive Community Plan (CCP), and 

assemble key actors in the community to help activate this Plan through Community 

Development Training.  

In my role as the Comprehensive Community Development Coordinator (CCDC), 

I was one of these key actors that provided support for our First Nation staff, leadership, 

and members in the Community Development process by organizing Community 

Development Training for the Nation. I assisted Brenda Rivers, Executive Director of 

COTTFN, and the Principal researchers of Four Worlds, Drs. Michael and Judie Bopp, 

as they sought accreditation from Algoma University for participants who were engaging 
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in this work. We were successful in achieving this accreditation for the community and 

as a result, participants in COTTFN earned university credit for the training. In my 

position I supported the Community Development training and facilitated follow-up 

“Learning Circles” which were often 2-hour seminar-style sessions with smaller groups 

of participants who engaged in learning activities. It was my first foray into community 

learning processes that advocate organizational change and personal development (the 

implication that current individuals are in need of improvement, as discussed in chapter 

3). 

Additionally in my capacity at the First Nation, I supported the work of community 

engagement. Four Worlds’ Community PAR methodology recommends to Nations using 

their process that they revisit the Community Story and CCP yearly to assess the work 

that has been completed. My work was in understanding the technologies of this 

process so as to replicate aspects of it for our Nation’s governance practices.  

Big Bear Creek settlement & community accountability. 

My work in the role of CCDC became more demanding when our First Nation 

voted to accept a land claim in which Canada paid our Nation $119 Million for wrongfully 

appropriating 5,000+ acres of land in the Big Bear Creek settlement, unceded lands that 

were reserved by/for our ancestors in the 1800s (CTV News, 2013). Members voted to 

create four distinct trust accounts within the trust agreement: a per capita distribution 

account (each member turning 18 with a high school diploma or 21 without a high 

school diploma receives a one-time pay out), an Education savings account, an Income 

Stabilization Fund for elders over the age of 65, and, most relevant to the discussion 

here, a Community Development Account wherein the funds are allocated for the 
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benefit of COTTFN, including certain items such as land claim research, capital 

projects, and initiatives as outlined in the CCP. The Big Bear Creek trust agreement 

also mandated that the community must be engaged at least twice a year in a 

“Community Consultation Process” on the expenditure of funds in the Community 

Development Account. So there are two factors working here in the trust: that funds 

should be spent toward initiatives that support COTTFN development through the CCP, 

and that the members must be engaged on this twice each year. My work was 

articulating and assisting in the connection between community voice and what monies 

are spent on, which is essentially accountability.  

In this way, the word of the people, collected in the Participatory Action Research 

model by Four Worlds, became the threads through which the CCP’s tapestry was 

woven. As organizational practice, our leadership of the time was searching for 1) 

effective ways to implement the CCP 2) how to report about it, and 3) how to measure if 

certain goals were completed and when to start up new goals. The CCP was becoming 

the map for the Nation, but there was a need to identify exactly where we were in the 

implementation of it, and how to gauge if we were actually completing tasks and 

creating change in the community. This concern was a task of mine to figure out—and 

for what felt like a long time I was unsure of how to inspect each aspect of community 

and collect viable data that would tell us if we were making the most of the dollars spent 

toward certain Community Development projects. In the suite of services that Four 

Worlds offered, there didn’t seem to be much assistance in the technical aspect of 

measuring Community Development. This ultimately created many difficulties for me 
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and other practitioners in the community, as we were exasperated with the discrepancy 

of resources vs. the amount of work that needs to be done in Community Planning. 

Congruent to this work, I had started the Doctor of Social Sciences program at 

RRU, not really sure how I was going solve the community’s problem with evaluating 

and quantifying the efficacy of the Nation’s expenditures—that is, how to prove to the 

people that we were making the most out of funds spent. I understood the complex 

issues in the community and that we needed a way to inquire about them that was 

community centered, an inquiry which privileged our own Anishinaabe customary ways 

of knowing—our ethics, epistemologies, ontologies, and our own community 

methodology. As I made first attempts to articulate the issues in community, I continued 

my work in applying Community Development methods. My first iterations of the 

research question was how to centre Anishinaabe thought in a Community Engagement 

process, and I had even applied some different methods that were attempted to center 

these practices when we gathered as a community Big Bear Creek consultation 

sessions.  

It was in this position where I learned that methodology in action could influence 

the results of the data a researcher is collecting. In conceptualizing all of this work of 

consulting with community on the expenditure of our funds, I wondered what is the best 

way to ask how to use our funds? My supervisor at the time warned of “wish listing”, or 

simply asking the community “What should we spend the money on?” Such an 

approach to community inquiry had no assumption of community responsibility, and it 

centered the expenditure of money as the important and definitive act, rather than 

seeing monetary resources as a tool for accessing what we value as a community. In 
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this way, Four Worlds’ research questions at the outset of their Community Story 

process centered the strength of community in our culture, knowledge ways, 

connectedness, collective history, and shared future. It is the one aspect of their 

Community Development suite from which I learned in terms of shaping methodology 

with community.  

Four Worlds’ Community Development process was formative to the early 

development of this project, which was shaped by the experiences I had as an 

employee of COTTFN. I learned that the narratives and felt experiences in community 

are powerful activators for collective social movement in what Million describes as felt 

theory (2009)—and that the Community Story itself, a narrative of felt experience from 

the perspective of 200+ community members (most of whom were women) became the 

means to which we would produce strategies toward a hopeful, progressive, neoliberal 

future. 

Issues in community storying and comprehensive community planning. 

 As someone who was employed and dependent on the Four Worlds process as 

being the main purpose of my employment, I understood that I had a very different 

relationship with the new process we were engaging in as a community. Many other 

community members were highly skeptical of the process, and voiced their critique in 

public community venues, as well as in meetings. In these meetings, I would listen 

deeply to criticisms. As I understood it, a main concern was that the narrative 

Community Story and subsequent CCP that informs the Nation’s decision-making 

processes are very powerful documents and as such, should be informed by many 

more people than were in the room at the time. One very memorable critique that a 
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community member shared with me was that prosperity and wealth were only cast in 

capitalist frameworks.  

Many members pointed to the fact that the Community Story only contained the 

voices of around 200 people when our membership was 2,908 in September 2017 

(Indian and Northern Affairs Canada website, 2017). How could decisions be made 

when less than 10% of the population contributed to the narrative? Additionally, many of 

the participants were not only employees of the Nation—considered the “haves” or the 

privileged as a result of their employment (Community Story, 2011)—but also, some 

participants in the Community Story process were not members of the Nation. This 

meant some of the people who had voiced the narrative from which the CCP was 

created, and from which funding decisions flow, weren’t from the Nation—meaning they 

didn’t have the same upbringing, values, perspective, and stakes in the direction of the 

community. And when respondents were from the community, they were more likely to 

be employed with the Nation, meaning that they spoke from a more privileged position 

than others. Of course, these critiques assume that those member participants do not 

have diverse first-hand experience that includes hardship (one may be employed at the 

band office but experiences struggles that are common to reserve life). Nonetheless, 

they are important to pay attention to because these critiques point to the structures of 

power in our community, and the benefits people reap the more embedded they are in 

those structures. Another critique was that the Community Story didn’t clarify how the 

narrative represents life for members who live off reserve, which is an increasingly 

important discussion as most of our membership lives outside the geographic 

boundaries of the reserve.  
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Despite community concerns with the methodological foundations of the CCP, 

the Community Story still provided an important written narrative where it didn’t exist 

before. And herein lies the uneasiness I think many people had with the process: it 

codified narratives and made actionable statements based on the realities and 

subjectivities of the people who were in the room at one time. It did not account for the 

collective People, as it were; it was not perceived to be inclusive of the diverse 

perspectives that are typical of any Nation. While this is not much different than how 

things were being governed before—decisions made by a much smaller group of those 

who serve as employees or on the elected band council—its explicit and clear 

connection to Own Source Revenue (OSR) funding is seen as a source of power to 

which only a select group of people have had access and influence. I think people 

wanted to see a more rigorous process coming from a contractor renowned for their 

Community Development solutions. 

In the concerns of the community, I saw that there was a desire for wider 

participation in the narratives that codify our decision-making processes. I saw that 

community wanted to be sure that if we were spending our resources, it would be 

informed by a wider experience than just a few with access to power structures—

whether elected leadership or employees of the Nation. I also observed that the 

community’s narratives were interpreted into a set of neoliberal strategies designed to 

position our Nation’s prosperity as only an outcome of cooperation in a broader 

Canadian state and capitalist economy, guised in a wellness framework. Prominently 

featured therapeutic methods proposed to implement change using Four Worlds’ own 

brand of sociological theory, but the focus was more on problematizing the human 
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behaviour that develops as a response to trauma, state violence, and oppression, rather 

than the system of violence itself. These programs, in my experience, are predatory and 

are sold to Indigenous communities who are desperate to address chronic issues like 

child welfare, gendered violence, poverty, suicide, drug abuse, and other social ills that 

arise from these issues. Communities are sold programs that convince them to better fit 

within the neoliberal context—as has been said in community, “Aboriginal misery is a 

multi-million dollar business”. It is true that our Nation experiences many problems: 

poverty, addictions, violence, and systemic marginalization. Each of these can be linked 

quite clearly to origins in Federal Indian Policy, with clear ties to systemic injustices as 

enforced through the Indian Act and Canada’s paternalism. Yet, these outcomes are 

framed as failures on the part of individual members, the most underdeveloped of whom 

are categorized in Stage 1 of the “Ladder of Capacity Development” as “unemployable 

and dysfunctional” through indications such as “does not seek employment, chronic 

patterns of substance abuse, does not benefit from normal employment programming 

support” (COTTFN CCP p. 41). The solutions for these members include remedial 

learning, life skills, sheltered work experience, and workshops, presumably to 

rehabilitate the member into capitalist productivity. Not one of these solutions is 

positioned within Anishinaabe aadziwin—the strategies are all copied from the same 

template as other First Nations’ CCPs created by Four Worlds. That is, they are 

positioned within a worldview that praises better access to neoliberal mainstream 

Canadian landscape, well adjusted behaviour within capitalist productive norms, and 

health as determined by ability to function within this settler landscape, all determined 

as traits of a healthy community leader.  
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 I think the Community Storying method can be a powerful exercise in gathering 

narratives that reflect the experiences, knowledges, and felt reality for a community of 

people. I still refer to this document as a valuable resource of dibaajmowinan. The 

Community Story reflected the truth of the people who contributed to the narrative; that 

while damage caused by colonialism immiserates our community in complex ways, our 

Anishinaabe aadziwin is still present, and we hope to hold it center to inform our 

collective futurity in mno bimaadziwin. 

As with any methodology, it is limited to participation norms of the community 

(like many other First Nation communities, participation in governance development 

discussions can be very low). If research demographics are not adjusted to collect for 

certain types of members—those who live off-reserve or those who are attending 

school, or those who don’t normally participate in the larger community gatherings that 

require sustained attention and presence such as the Community Story sessions—then 

I think it is likely that the same critiques will continue to arise in any community-based 

research project. As we develop research capacity in our community, I think this will be 

mitigated, and as we continue to value dibaajmowinan—the practice of speaking and 

hearing our truths—there may be room for trust to grow in these practices. For this 

reason, much of the research that is done by community practitioners, the Governance 

Committee and myself included, takes advantage of large events where attendance is 

known to be diverse. This illuminates a question regarding participation that is often 

asked at COTTFN: how do we generate interest in the Nation’s Community 

Development endeavors? What compels people to participate, and what can we do to 

encourage or increase their participation? The assumption here is that community does 
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not benefit from the Nationhood’s mobilization unless they are involved in its movement. 

My sense from conducting those many engagement sessions is that we were asking the 

community to come and produce a labour for us without providing adequate bagjiginan.  

 Here is where my original doctoral research question diverged into what it is now. 

Before, I was interested in examining participation and engagement in Community 

Development. Increasingly, I started to question whether this was a worthy endeavor to 

research, as I was assuming that Community Development was the solution through 

which we would achieve the end of being a self-determining Nation with a community 

landbase that fostered a “quality of life” and “wellness” as understood in a neoliberal 

context. In my experience in community—living on reserve, working for my First Nation, 

participating in community events and practices, and just being with family and fellow 

community members, I felt more deeply that the answers have been with us all along. 

The project was not about getting them to participate in a new exciting deal that was led 

by a human potential movement—it was about speaking to the spirit that was already 

there. I reassessed the approach of my inquiry and realized that what I was really 

interested in was exploring the ways in which we still draw on the strengths of our 

kinships that keep us connected as a Nation. These kinships can be seen in the large 

extended families; what are considered the “clans” in a system of governance before 

the Indian Act. This network of kinships composes the dodemiwan. Conceptualizing the 

dodemiwan and positing how it might still inform our governance decisions, is a 

methodological shift from attempting to reach wellness through programs and services.  

The Four Worlds approach is positioned in a framework that centres an Indian Act 

reality and how to adjust within it to mitigate its harms. Yet, reaching mno bimaadziwin 
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within our dodemiwan is a process that problematizes the Indian Act’s role in making a 

mess of our original governance orders. Dodemiwan is re-centered in an act of justice 

that radically refuses the trajectory and finality of the Indian Act. As I thought more 

deeply and dreamed more intensely about this work, I realized that focusing on the 

superimpositions of settler colonial reality that sits overtop our pre-existing ancient 

knowledge ways meant that I was attempting to study a façade. Instead, I started to 

recognize how people assembled into their families at the community gatherings—this 

is the Fisher table, this is the Kechego table, this is the Sturgeon table—these are the 

clan assemblages and systems of kinships that we still explicitly operate in. I recognized 

it in the babies and in the school, in the children who carried the same features of their 

ancestors (my daughter is called “Little Nancy” in community because she looks like my 

mother). From my curiosity I wondered if other people in the community recognized this. 

 This work was of course, never just my own inquiry. Plenty of people have been 

thinking through how to re-center our Anishinaabe practices in everyday life and action. 

In many of our political gatherings, we problematize the colonial Indian Act and discuss 

its effect on our kinships, political systems, social realities, health, and wellbeing. I 

aligned this doctoral research with the endeavors of my Nation’s Governance 

Committee, who are tasked each term to complete research and work that advances 

policies of the elected Council. A standing item of development is Constitution building 

and developing the capacity, infrastructure, and processes necessary to make laws, 

pass laws, enforce laws; another item that has been developed by the Governance 

Committee are the Membership Codes and Leadership Selection Code. I have 

volunteered and worked with the Governance Committee since at least 2011, and in 
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many of the discussions we have had about all of these standing items is—we must root 

all this work in our Anishinaabe ways of governing. The question always is—are the 

people supportive of this? Are they prepared to engage in Anishinaabe governance 

ways? Is re-centering dodemiwan widely supported? 

Participatory Action Research & Mixed Methods 

I chose to employ a mixed methods approach to the work of understanding the 

conditions of resurgence, all within the scope of Participatory Action Research (PAR), 

which I will detail in this section. At the core of PAR is the assumption that the 

community leads, owns, and directs the process of research as the primary knowers 

and experts of inquiry. This approach is, as Margaret Kovach states, a research method 

for giving back to community through praxis (2010, p. 27), the nexus of theory and 

practice that we rely on in community work. My choice to approach this research using 

PAR is straightforward—I was looking for a robust framework that a) is commensurate 

with an Anishinaabe Methodology, b) could manoeuvre collaborative work with the 

Governance Committee, and c) made space for methods according to community 

desire/need. In my application of PAR, it was determined through engagement with the 

Governance Committee that we would take a mixed methods approach in this research. 

First, the qualitative data gathered at the 2016 Clan Gathering included 

recordings of Onaubinasay and Mary E. Deleary, which I transcribed and provided back 

to the Governance Committee. These transcriptions served as part of the discussion in 

this dissertation, and will be used in the ongoing community work in re-centering 

dodemiwan.  
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As I outlined in the methodological context, based on our experience in 

community with the Four Worlds change process, we desired to strategically approach 

the topic of dodemiwan (a change process from the Indian Act). Having utilized storying 

practices throughout the Four Worlds process, the Governance Committee and I 

understood what was entailed with having focus groups and engagement sessions. 

These methods continue to be an important approach for community work. Yet, with my 

university access to knowledge on a quantitative method and the software needed to 

apply it, the Governance Committee and I decided this would be a novel way to 

approach collecting a larger set of data at a strategically chosen event that proved, for 

past projects, to yield more than 400 responses. Bringing forward an unconventional 

proposal like a return to dodemiwan, we figured we would need all of the legitimacy 

norms we could get, and numerical data is a good source of them. 

Method 1: Indigenous quantitative method & radical statistics. 

 In Indigenous Statistics (2013) Walter & Andersen position three premises to 

their discussion of Indigenous quantitative methodologies. First, the current collection, 

analysis, and interpretation of data on Indigenous peoples in settler states is reflective 

of mainstream Western cultural frameworks, and while they are “neither natural nor 

normal”, these approaches and resulting data findings create portraits about our 

communities, particularly at the behest of official statistics agencies, and produce 

powerful social information exclusive of the peoples being described: “In a 

straightforward Foucauldian sense, statistics—and official statistics in particular—

operate as a powerful truth claim in most modern societies.” (p. 9).  
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This brings Walter & Andersen to their second premise: methodologies, not 

methods, are what “shape the picture” that statistics produce. Methodologies determine 

what is important to know, how it will become known, and for what purposes (p. 10). 

Statistics generated by the settler state and positioned within Western research 

epistemologies, are collected about us and without us. Essentially, this means that 

settler society has the ability to create knowledge regarding Indigenous peoples based 

on Western value systems, and most significantly, how Indigenous peoples fit (or don’t 

fit) within settler society’s norms (employment rates, education rates, mobility, etc.).  

Third, quantitative research situated in the academy is necessarily positioned to 

power dynamics that uphold values of the academy. Walter & Andersen note that 

academic researchers, whether through qualitative or quantitative methodologies, 

generate knowledge that is academically legitimated. This is a very different kind of 

knowledge than that which emerges from community or non-academic researchers, and 

with it comes privilege to which we must be accountable (p. 76). Specifically, in my 

case, it means understanding which data and analytical techniques are appropriate to 

share publicly and academically, and the implications of the findings in an academic 

arena. 

Walter & Andersen’s premises to theorizing an Indigenous quantitative 

methodology contain an important problematization of the type of statistical approaches 

that have been harmful to Indigenous peoples, namely the way in which settler states 

use statistics as biopower. As Million states, in settler biopower Indigenous peoples (as 

we know ourselves) are reduced from Nations to populations that are managed by 

settler colonial jurisdiction—assuming authority over Indigenous Nations, territories, and 
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bodies (2013, p. 150). Foucault described biopower as “an explosion of numerous and 

diverse techniques for achieving the subjugation of bodies and the control of 

populations” (1978, p. 140), one of which is population statistics integral to the operation 

of settler state governments. From biopower’s statistics emerge the ontological creation 

of populations, the definition of their norms, the surveillance of their deviance. Resulting 

from biopower comes political decisions that form reality to impact and direct the lived 

experience of these populations—in this case—Indigenous peoples. Quantitative 

methodologies as they are widely understood are rooted in particular terms of a 

positivist Western epistemology, ontology, and axiology. They are the means by which 

an arms length, rational, ordered observation of a subject can produce an undeniable 

Truth. In this way, as Walter & Andersen point out, statistics are an impetus for 

biopower. The cultural influence and power that this methodology has is nothing to 

ignore, a phenomenon I observed in my time working within our Nation’s administration. 

Many people want a movement toward implementing Dodemiwan (as evidenced 

in this research) but many people differ on their approaches to getting there. In my 

contribution to our Nation’s resurgence, just one among many, I figured I could offer up 

a gesture of assisting our people who are invested in these legitimacy norms. In my 

position as an employee for my Nation, I saw that statistics, the language of 

bureaucracy, had considerable clout in the decision making of not only our band’s 

membership and leadership, but the institutions we necessarily had to work with and 

within—a fact that Walter & Andersen make clear in their call for Indigenous quantitative 

methodologies. 
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To better understand this, the Governance Committee proposed to develop a 

survey that would help us to understand what dodem knowledge exists in the 

community, and whether people would be willing to support a customary governance 

structure. This way, we would have a gauge of where people are at in their resurgence 

practice and their application of Anishinaabe aadziwin. In the past, surveys in our 

community have been designed for very practical and immediate purposes. In my 

experience, I’ve often seen surveys designed to ask people about programs and 

services, or what activities they would like to see happening in the community. We’ve 

had surveys about health and wellness, as well as surveys exploring recycling 

feasibility. These surveys have been designed to collect information about frequencies, 

that is, the amount of people who might respond to a certain question. But strategically 

designing a survey intended to gather data for more in-depth analysis was a new 

endeavor for myself and the Governance Committee, and to my knowledge, the Nation 

itself. Producing a survey that can tell us more about ourselves on topics and 

approaches of our own choosing (as opposed to those deemed worthy by the settler 

state’s statistics agencies) is an important opportunity in creating knowledge and reality 

on our own terms. 

To achieve the task of collecting data that could meaningfully tell us 1) whether 

people supported dodemiwan governance (the dependent variable) and 2) what might 

be having an effect on support for dodemiwan governance, we as a committee had to 

talk about what was worth knowing in tandem with the dependent variable. This 

required fully committing to using a quantitative method, which I initially thought would 

be out of sorts for this research project. My concern was that quantitative methodology 
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and survey of this length could be met with suspicion within our community, particularly 

when our communities are subjected to statistical data collection by the nation-state, the 

purpose of which has been to describe the deficiencies of Indigenous peoples (Walter & 

Andersen, 2013). Furthermore, the COTTFN Council had refused Statistics Canada 

enumerators entry to the Nation’s territory for the 2016 Census. However, they did so 

with the intention that our Nation would aspire to produce our own statistics. So it was 

clear to me that there was a need and a desire for our own processes. 

Quantitative methodologies, particularly censuses, have been tools of the state’s 

research agenda and subsequently these knowledge ways are acted upon as the only 

valid knowledge for decision/policy making by bureaucrats. Walter & Andersen state 

that the primary producers and consumers of statistics on Indigenous peoples are State 

and Federal Governments, whose biopolitical aspirations have recently included 

evidence-based policy directions widely touted as “Closing the Gap” (p. 36), which can 

center Western determinants of success for Indigenous peoples—a measure that few 

invariably meet in the data. When state-led statistical enumeration centers the ways in 

which Indigenous peoples are deficient, state intervention into our communities and 

general ire of the settler public become the norm. Further, data that only captures the 

ways in which Indigenous communities fail to meet neoliberal standards of success can 

result in more narratives that center the damage-based research lens that Tuck warns 

us of.  

Yet, Walter & Andersen also call for increased “statistical literacy” amongst 

Indigenous communities (p. 44). For Indigenous communities to actually benefit from 

quantitative methodologies, these methodologies must center Indigenous worldviews 
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and concerns through localized Indigenous processes (p. 130). In my experience 

working with mainly qualitative data in my community, leadership and community 

members would often ask to see numbers as another means of measuring efficacy. I 

could never deliver these results as I didn’t have the skills before my doctoral 

coursework, and upon developing my research question a bit more with my community, 

I wanted to include this methodology in a response to the many requests I got for these 

type of data.  

In fact, after examining the results of a poll I designed and analyzed to measure 

support for a by-election back in 2016, the leadership of the time was able to act on a 

decision with certainty. In the end, this dissertation makes the call of Walter & Andersen 

actionable and explores what it looks like when local communities craft questionnaires 

for their own benefit. 

Method 2: Miiznibigewin: Arts-based method 

Having attended an Indigenous Environmental Justice symposium in the summer 

of 2016, I was inspired by the work of Dr. Deb McGregor who shared with me that 

artistic expression is an impactful way to have conversations in community. Under her 

mentorship, York University graduate students Butterfield, Johnson, & King set up an art 

table at the Symposium and invited participants to express their thoughts throughout the 

day at the table. The art table, stocked with different types of supplies for 2D and 3D 

expression, became a space for participants to drop in throughout the day to visit and 

create pieces of art. As my daughter and I participated in the art table, I appreciated this 

blend of thinking about the Environmental Justice content of the symposium and 

expressing myself creatively. I produced a piece that reflected my understanding of 
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Anishinaabe floral motifs, and recalled the connection between land knowledge and 

aesthetic. Afterwards, Dr. McGregor’s graduate students asked us if we would be willing 

to complete an interview talking about their works of art and their thoughts on the 

symposium, which was video recorded and compiled into a short YouTube video 

(Perspectives on Indigenous Environmental Justice, 2017). After leaving the 

symposium, I contemplated about the relationship between my creative process and my 

engagement with the lecture topics, a connection I’ve always tried to honour in my own 

artistic practice (which, admittedly, is not as frequent as I’d like it to be). 

Inspired by this arts-based methodological approach to community outreach, and 

with the encouragement of Dr. McGregor, I proposed the art table as a method to collect 

arts-based “data” to the Governance Committee for the planned 2016 Clan Gathering 

held to honour and feast our dodemiwan. In this way, participants could be immersed in 

the teachings as they expressed their thoughts and ideas in the moment of feeling the 

depth of Anishinaabe aadzokanan. I myself had completed beadwork projects (including 

an entire pair of moccasins) while listening to Onaubinasay’s teachings, and upon 

completion of these projects, it occurred to me that the final product was imbued with 

my thoughts while present in the teachings. The Governance Committee agreed that 

this would be a complementary activity to the work of envisioning our Dodemiwan in 

thought, ceremony, and expression.  

In this chapter, I described the methodological pretenses of this research, as well 

as the local community context from which this work emerged. Situating this work in 

Participatory Action Research lens, I outlined two methods to approach the research for 

exploring community support for resurgence of dodemiwan: Indigenous radical statistics 
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and an arts-based method. As I worked through Indigenous radical statistics, it evolved 

into a developing Anishinaabe quantitative methodology, Gimaadaasamin, which I 

outline further in the next chapter. 
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CHAPTER 5 // GIMAADAASAMIN: WE ARE ACCOUNTING FOR THE PEOPLE 

So what we’re doing, “Gawiin inishaa”, our old people would say, “It’s not for 
nothing”. It’s not for nothing what we do. It’s not even for nothing that it happens at the 

time it happens. –Mary E. Deleary 
 

Gzhaate, it’s hot, humid, and sticky. Miin Giizis, blueberry moon, is visiting in the 

remaining hours of light with the wispy clouds over Deshkan Ziibiing. Every two years 

the Anishinaabeg of this place begin visioning, visiting, and talking amongst their 

kinships about the future of the next two years. It’s election season under the Indian Act, 

the time for the people to determine which individuals will represent the community. 

Groups of people hang around a few moments longer than a band office visit typically 

takes to talk about current issues in the community and how they might change or 

sustain under the upcoming election’s leadership. Colorful signs featuring names of 

hopeful candidates sprung up on lawns and the main corners of the reserve weeks ago. 

As expected, slow moving vehicles deliver letters of intent containing biographies, 

kinship connections, and political promises to each mailbox on the reserve. I’ve kept 

each one for the past 10 years, a kind of personal archive of our Indian Act political 

culture.  

In the summers I spent at home from my studies, and later when I moved home 

and worked for the Nation, I took notice of my family’s conversations about traditional 

way of politics for our people; a remembering provoked by the election season. Typical 

discussions of rez politics—who is running, who is defending their seat, whose family 

supports whose family, and all the gossip in between—had a compelling theme 

interspersed throughout them. The conversations always seemed to include talk of 

bringing back traditions such as choosing leaders “the old way”, in person and standing 
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behind the candidate you support, likely a family member. Invariably, the question of 

why our elections don’t reflect our Anishinaabe ways would be posed. Knowing that 

large extended families tend to live in specific parts of the reserve, many of my family 

members would ask, why don’t we develop a riding system that accommodates the 

families of these areas? Why don’t we have each family choose a leader to rise up for 

council? Or, as I came to recognize it throughout my research and involvement with 

governance at home, why don’t we just have a Dodemiwan—a governance system 

based on the Anishinaabeg dodem system? 

As an Anishinaabekwe positioned in the academy, I’ve thought in depth about 

what skills I could learn that would assist my community’s liberation from the Indian Act 

and return to Anishinaabe aadziwin. I’ve considered how tools from the Western 

academy can be used for resurgence, while also being mindful of their limitations. I 

thought the project of using quantitative methodology to explore the question of 

Dodemiwan viability was important because in our many discussions in community 

about the imposition of the Indian Act’s rules over our everyday lives, I heard that many 

people were very much invested in its legitimacy norms. Yet, the community often 

problematizes the Indian Act system, typically at events where we are reflecting on 

community issues or governance (and there are many community events where these 

topics arise). Community members have pointed out that a return to dodemiwan is an 

ideal, but that this system is so far removed from our reality—for instance, everyone 

needs to know their dodem—and that just seems improbable. On the other hand, the 

extent of how destructive the Indian Act is (and has been) for our community’s political 

culture is felt, experienced, and understood by so many, I think that it would be unwise 
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to never consider the resurgence of our dodemiwan or an alternative to this system 

meant to assimilate and eradicate our peoples. 

In our living memory, the Indian Act structure has manifested a contemporary 

political biennial tradition in Deshkan Ziibiing that I’ve described in the opening narrative 

of this chapter. For me, this response to new systems shows that Anishinaabe peoples 

have in fact adapted before; and in making new enforced practices our own, we signal 

the strength of our community. I think that while these practices are a testament to our 

resilience, the structure it elicits is one that has caused great harm to our original order 

and worldview, and one that is continuing to do harm, eventually eradicating our view of 

ourselves as actual Nations. According to Borrows, “The Indian Act makes it easier to 

control us: where we live, how we choose leaders, how we live under those leaders, 

how we learn, how we trade, and what happens to our possessions and relations when 

we die.” (2008, p. 5). Characterized as a cradle-to-grave legislation, the Indian Act is all 

encompassing and is an insult to the sovereign Nations we once were and still are 

(Morden, 2016). As Borrows states, “Getting rid of the Indian Act will no doubt require 

change—and healing. Some are addicted to its twisted power…as long as they are 

under its influence, we are all dependent” (p. 5). 

To be clear, my journey to describing this Anishinaabe quantitative methodology 

began with being involved with the Governance Committee—which is a standing 

committee of our Indian Act council that is tasked with developing key governance 

infrastructure (e.g., a constitution, membership code, and custom leadership selection 

code). This work began in my position as an employee for my Indian Act defined First 

Nation. This work rises up through the Indian Act, but it does so in a way cognizant of its 
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ongoing systemic destruction. Speaking to this system, I saw that statistics, the 

language of bureaucracy, had considerable clout in the decision making of not only our 

band’s membership and leadership, but the institutions we necessarily have to work 

with and within—a point that Walter & Andersen also make clear in their call for 

Indigenous quantitative methodologies (2013). 

Gimaadaasamin: accounting for the people 

Gimaadaasamin, a term offered up by Betsy Kechego by way of 

Anishinaabemowin speaker, teacher, and activist Jaach Trudeau, describes a method 

of counting in Anishinaabemowin that can be conceptualized as accounting for a 

collective, yet individually nuanced, experience. Contained within this concept is the 

same responsibility a leader has to accounting for the diverse needs of a collective. It 

reflects Anishinaabe Gimaawin. What is compelling about Gimaadaasamin is that it 

contains the same root concept for leader or chief (Gimaa). Agim means to count, daso 

is an expression of a certain number (how many, so many, or every) (n.d., 

Anishinaabemodaa website) and the suffix –min denotes that we are doing this 

together. Anishinaabe scholar Basil Johnston defined gimaa as “a man or woman who 

counted many followers and one on whom many people relied” (Johnston in Miller, 

2010, p. 74). Essentially, this word describes the act of counting for making decisions, 

the same action embodied amongst gimaag (the plural of gimaa), who Anishinaabe 

historian Cary Miller describes as “people of influence—individuals who could persuade 

by elegant oratory and presentation of gifts but who could not demand compliance 

without placing their positions in the community or even their lives in jeopardy (p. 75). In 

my view, the word is a perfect articulation of Anishinaabe radical statistics—to be 
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responsible in seeking and understanding where the voice of the people stands before 

making any decision that will affect the collective.  

By definition Gimaadaasmin does not stem from an assumption of biopower, it 

does not problematize a population or presume to control it, it is about accounting for 

our relations—our kinships, land, and spirits. This is a radical departure from the control 

of bodies that Foucault describes as integral to the nation-state’s biopower. The 

purpose of Gimaadaasamin is to provide a tool of accountability and responsibility to our 

own people on our own terms, using our own values and worldview. In Gimaadaasamin, 

we created the survey together as the Governance Committee to ask our community 

questions that would give us a better idea of contemporary knowledge ways and 

practices in the community, and to gauge membership support for dodemiwan. With the 

results we might be better positioned to prepare our elegant oratory petitioning to our 

people the urgency of resurgence that the Seventh Fire predicted all those years ago. 

 Principles of Gimaadaasamin. 

 In producing an Anishinaabe approach to quantitative methodology, I want to be 

clear about what makes Gimaadaasamin as a method unique from Western quantitative 

approaches. As discussed in chapter 3, Walter & Andersen articulate Indigenous 

quantitative methodologies as those that “generate statistical data through an 

Indigenous lens”, and that which “challenge[s] the hegemony of Indigenous statistical 

practice by exposing the standpoint from which it operates” (2013, p. 86). As I applied 

this quantitative technique in my community, I worked under the guidance of Dr. 

Jacqueline Quinless who encouraged me to approach the work in a way that grounded 

our Anishinaabe values. As this methodology is practiced in different contexts, it will 
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undoubtedly be expanded upon with each application. In the interest of articulating how 

new Indigenous quantitative methodological approaches can be developed, the 

following are some of the guiding principles followed by some guiding reflections that I 

worked with when applying Gimaadaasamin: 

1. Gimaadaasamin is a consensual, community-led, process. 

a. Does the community desire quantitative methods in research? 

Does the community value this type of knowledge? In my 

experience as an employee for my Nation, I heard it expressed that 

numerical data was key to making decisions, and I was specifically 

tasked with producing numerical data for my Nation in other 

instances. When faced with the inevitable uncertainty that comes 

with refusing a strong legitimacy norm such as the Indian Act, the 

Governance Committee thought that this would be a powerful 

method for decision-making, and we agreed together we would 

develop a survey. 

b. Does a survey make sense for the research context and setting? 

As I explained in the previous chapter, the 2016 Clan Gathering 

was a space where teachings and ceremony was being held. An 

extensive survey would not have been appropriate in this setting, 

as it would only serve to distract the participants of the event who 

were intent on listening to the knowledge keepers. 

2. Research objectives center Anishinaabe gikendaasowin. 
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a. The purpose of the research is to assume Anishinaabe aadziwin as 

the primary lens of inquiry. All practices from producing surveys, to 

collecting data, to analyzing data, and disseminating data should 

center Anishinaabe ways of knowing, being, and relating. 

b. Research is accessible. To ensure accessibility to all knowledge 

ways, text in the survey sometimes relied on English terms (such 

as “clans”). This decision was made knowing that people are still 

learning Anishinaabemowin. Expressing technical aspects of 

statistical methods should be made explicit for non-technical 

readers. 

c. Gimaadaasamin is not used to demonstrate Anishinaabe deviance 

from Western norms, nor does it center or seek settler-colonial 

futurity. 

3. Gimaadaasamin reclaims “research terrain” (Walter & Andersen p. 136) 

for Anishinaabe Nations.  

a. Gimaadaasamin centers community knowing. 

b. Survey tools are developed in partnership with the community 

according to their own knowledge of their context. 

c. All points of application occur with the community. 

d. Data and research capacity is a point of advocacy and 

responsibility for those employing Gimaadaasamin. 

4. Gimaadaasamin is localized, specific, and positioned. 
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a. Gimaadaasamin makes positionality explicit and interrupts the 

Western value of objectivity. 

b. It’s possible that data implications are suggestive for other 

communities’ contexts, but each community should endeavor to 

apply Gimaadaasamin when aspiring to make decisions from 

quantitative data. 

The reflections on the principles are dynamic, and it is likely that with each application 

there are differing principles. Such is the nature of Anishinaabe gikendaasowin—it is 

positioned with the knower, specific to the context, but applied with the understanding of 

Anishinaabe aadziwin. 

Effects on dodemiwan resurgence. 

Throughout this dissertation, there is discussion of the whole survey that I 

assisted the Governance Committee in developing. However, this chapter’s analysis 

only deals with a set of variables called a “model”. This means I have selected a 

number of variables to perform an in-depth quantitative analysis (I did not use all of the 

survey’s data in this analysis). 

 The Governance Survey research tool was developed with the Governance 

Committee using a blend of Anishinaabe gikendaasiwin, community knowledge from the 

COTTFN Community Story, and Indigenous Studies/Anishinaabe literature. In this 

section I’ll specifically discuss how these knowledge sources inform and support the 

quantitative aspect of this research, namely the questions asked on the Governance 

Survey. In this analysis, I gather a “model” of 10 questions from the full survey’s 24 

questions and analyze them with my dependent variable, which essentially asks 
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respondents to rate how supportive they are of dodemiwan governance. In other words, 

the 10 questions (called independent variables) are measured for their effect on 

respondents’ support for dodemiwan. The following discussion further explores the 

literature that informed these independent variables and is complementary to the 

hypotheses posed later in this chapter. 

The first five questions in my model are demographic questions, which ask the 

respondent’s sex, age, location (on-reserve or off-reserve), household size, and 

education level. Firstly, the Governance Committee wanted to know how gender 

impacts contemporary life for community. How does gender affect the lived experience 

of Deshkan Ziibiing Anishinaabeg? As outlined earlier in chapter 2, gender is a 

determinant of social experience in Indigenous communities. Gendered responsibilities 

and knowledge ways that emerge in Anishinaabe aadziwin may contribute to part of this 

social experience amongst Deshkan Ziibiing members. Yet, intensified gendered norms 

that enforce the male/female binary results from heteropatriarchal settler colonialism. 

This continues to impact our community’s social experience. How might this have an 

impact on resurgence of dodemiwan, or support for resurgence of dodemiwan? Given 

that Anishinaabe dodemiwan is patrilineal, how might support differ, if at all, amongst 

respondents whose families are headed by single mothers, or for those respondents 

whose paternal lineages are otherwise not present or known? If dodem identity is 

received from our fathers, what occurs when we are unsure of our dodem? Dodemiwan 

is a system that relies on kinships (arguably a feminized sphere in today’s context) 

rather than the “merit” of leadership found in the Indian Act. How are Deshkan Ziibiing 

men—who are undoubtedly affected by expectations to uphold masculinity as it is 
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informed by patriarchy—supportive or not supportive of dodemiwan? In this chapter, I 

conduct a gendered analysis, and break models out by sex to explore these questions 

in further detail. 

In the text of the question regarding sex of respondent, I take full responsibility 

for my cisnormative lens that provided a space for only 2 responses. The Governance 

Committee did not mention broadening the question’s response category beyond the 

default “female” and “male” of biopolitical methodologies, and I did not make any further 

mention of possible categories, a responsibility that I view as my own as a researcher. 

While it reflects a current reality of cisgendered community knowing, it in many ways 

reifies the cisnormative structures that erase the representation of all genders and 

gender expressions in our research, which I pointed to in chapter 2. At the time in 

constructing the survey, I didn’t realize the implications of including only cisgendered 

options, I did not see how it contributed to the erasure of gender fluid bodies; nor did I 

realize what biases it revealed about my own cis-perspective that are mine to unpack 

and continue to challenge. I consider it a meta-finding for myself as a community-based 

researcher employing a quantitative method that has many social implications in its 

application. 

Age as a research question is meant to understand if resurgence is a 

generational concern—is it supported differently amongst younger to older 

respondents? In my article regarding social exposure and its effects on value for 

language (Jewell, 2016) the literature points to language revitalization as a complex 

movement with many contributing parts to success. In many cases youth are the ones 

taking up the task of language preservation work, and in some cases, older people are 
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hesitant or unwilling to pass on language knowledge due to perceptions (and/or the 

reality) that young people are not interested. There are also seemingly different ways of 

knowing and stakes in the resurgence of Anishinaabe dodemiwan. Younger people may 

be more cognizant of their Anishinaabe identity and the importance of their dodem 

identity in a post-Truth and Reconciliation era, versus an older population who 

experienced the Indian Act quite differently than their younger relatives. 

Location of respondents was a question that was asked with great interest by the 

Governance Committee. In my experience working with COTTFN there was an 

increasing awareness and examination into the needs of off-reserve membership. Not 

much is explicitly made clear about the relationship of off-reserve members to on-

reserve life. In this survey, we addressed this gap in our knowledge by asking 

respondents to specify if they were an on or off-reserve member. The Governance 

Committee was curious to know if this had an effect on support, as off-reserve members 

are thought to be arms-length, or more removed, from reserve life.  

Education is asked as a general demographic question and builds on my 

previous research in language value (2016) positing that with more formal education 

may come more exposure and awareness to mainstream conversations regarding 

political discussion of the Indian Act, both in the First Nations political sphere and in 

mainstream Canadian politics. Higher education could also be associated with 

adjustment to mainstream Canadian society, resulting in lower support levels.  

In previous research by Quinless, Household composition and size has been 

shown to be an important indicator in wellbeing for Indigenous children, as well as 

teenaged female lone-parent families (2013, 2014). In short, these groups fare better in 
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school performance and in health respectively when there are kinships present in the 

household to support them. In these studies, Quinless illuminates the importance of the 

large extended kinship networks for Indigenous families. As dodemiwan is a kinship 

system, it’s possible that household size may have effects on support for dodemiwan.  

After the demographic questions, there are questions regarding engagement with 

language and Anishinaabe values. These questions are, again, based on my past 

research regarding social exposure to language and its effect on values for the 

language. Essentially, the finding was that increased social exposure to Indigenous 

language inside and outside of the home had a positive effect on increased value for 

Indigenous language (Jewell, 2016). It is posed in the literature that higher language 

engagement, as described by Noodin (2013) and Johnston (2011) is an important entry 

point into the philosophy and cultural knowledge of Anishinaabe gikendaasowin, and is 

possibly more positively associated with support for Anishinaabe dodemiwan. I was 

curious to know if this would also apply to concepts of support for dodemiwan 

resurgence. The composite variable “Anishinaabe Values” follows the same rationale. 

Does the presence of values associated with Anishinaabe aadziwin, that is—the 

perceived importance of dodem to Anishinaabe identity, the perceived value of 

dodemiwan, the perceived importance of Anishinaabe values in every day life, and the 

ranked interest in dodem identity—have an impact on support for dodemiwan? This 

question is informed by Governance Committee conversations and observations in the 

community, that those who are more likely to be involved or invested in Anishinaabe 

aadziwin may be more likely to support—and conversely, those who do not involve 

Anishinaabe values in their lives may not be supportive of dodemiwan. 
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The next set of independent variables regarding participation and frequency of 

cultural activity, ceremonial activity, and land-based activity are informed by literature on 

resurgence. Quinless constructed a multi-level model that shows how cultural, 

ceremonial, and land-based activities are significant indicators of emotional, mental, 

spiritual, and physical health in Indigenous communities in Canada (2017). Other 

Indigenous scholars have suggested that frequent participation in cultural, ceremonial, 

and land-based action complements the resurgence of Indigenous systems of knowing 

(Corntassel, 2012; Simpson, 2017; Nagam & Swanson 2008). Practices that involve 

Anishinaabe knowledge and kinships—from beadwork to painting, from gathering 

medicines to hunting, from smudging to seasonal ceremonies—might have an impact 

on the value and support for customary governance systems.  

Finally, the certainty of one’s dodem, called “Clan Certainty” in the model, is 

explored as an independent variable. As discussed throughout chapters 3 and 4, the 

Indian Act replaced dodemiwan as a governance system. Additionally, the Indian Act 

enforces several restrictions on Anishinaabe life practices, one of the most destructive 

being residential schools and the continued alarming rates of child apprehension 

amongst Indigenous peoples. These impact the transmission of Anishinaabe 

dodemiwan. Consequently, as dodemiwan and other supporting practices are/were 

suppressed and are no longer the central feature of Anishinaabe lived experience, a 

shift in legitimacy norms has occurred (Morden, 2016) where dodem identity is no 

longer as integral to every day social life. Thus, in the recovery of dodemiwan, knowing 

dodem identity through genealogy or family memory is a complementary task to the 
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viability of the system. Further, clan certainty is impacted by settler-colonial disruption to 

kinships and gender relations, as discussed in chapters 2 and 3 as well.  

Community Profile 

Chippewas of the Thames First Nation (COTTFN)7 is located in southwestern 

Ontario, about 20 km southwest of London, Ontario. There are two sources of statistical 

information available for composing a Community profile of COTTFN—Indigenous and 

Northern Affairs Canada (INAC) and Statistics Canada (StatsCan). The former collects 

registered membership information and their reported residency, while the latter collects 

census information from the on-reserve community. According to INAC, the total 

registered population as of February 2017 is 2,919 (INAC Community Profiles), with 986 

members reported living on reserve and 1,933 members living elsewhere—about a third 

of the population lives on reserve. According to the 20118 Census, the population on 

reserve was 762. Literature indicates that Indigenous peoples are a highly mobile 

population (Quinless & Manmohan, 2016), perhaps lending to a discrepancy between 

the numbers of reported members living on reserve, and the number of members living 

on reserve as reported by StatsCan. 

Survey Design and Questionnaire  

Walter & Andersen make the call for more Indigenous focused research since 

widely used mainstream tools are not asking the questions that are entirely relevant to 

specific issues in Indigenous communities (2013). The Governance Survey is 

                                            

7 I’ll be referring to Deshkan Ziibiing as Chippewas of the Thames First Nation (which is our name as per 
the Indian Act) in the remainder of this chapter. 
8 Current data from StatsCan is not available as COTTFN refused to participate in the 2016 Census 
(2017, Statistics Canada) 
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simultaneously a practical tool for COTTFN as well as a community-based example that 

responds to Walter & Andersen’s call. The Governance Survey was designed at a 

Governance Committee meeting in November 2016. It can be found in Appendix C 

along with the flyer advertising its distribution (Appendix D), which was posted on 

Facebook in the weeks leading up to the Annual Christmas event. The intent of the 

survey was to collect information relevant to the Governance Committee’s ongoing 

dodemiwan work, as well as to determine the frequency of support for customary 

governance amongst respondents, and to ask questions that may lend to analysis of 

what affects support or non-support.  

The survey employs some basic demographic questions from the Statistics 

Canada Census and Aboriginal Peoples Survey. Other questions are inspired by 

previous research in Indigenous communities by Quinless (Personal Communication, 

Jun 20 2016). Still, other questions are unique to the community’s needs and 

constructed on a scale using Vagias (2006) and Spector (1992).  

 Language in survey. 

 Throughout the Governance Survey, dodem and dodemiwan are described as 

“clan” and “clan system” respectively. This was a choice on the part of the Governance 

Committee and myself in order to be as accessible as possible with the survey’s 

language. From this point on in the chapter I may refer to dodem and dodemiwan in 

their English terms to be consistent with the survey. 
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Section 1—General questions. 

The first section of the survey deals with general demographic questions, some 

of which become the model’s independent variables in my analysis. Respondents were 

asked to “check all that apply to you” for the first 3 questions which collect information 

on sex (Q1), date of birth (Q2), and location (on-reserve or off-reserve member, Q3). 

Sex was a binary category (male or female) with no option for other. Date of birth was 

specified by respondents but coded as age at time of survey. Asking date of birth rather 

than age allowed for a wider range of options for data entry and analysis. Respondents 

who specified they were off reserve members were asked three follow-up questions 

(Q3a-c) about their connection to the reserve. These questions were developed with the 

Governance Committee to measure off-reserve members’ connectedness to the 

reserve. The rationale for this question was to better understand off-reserve members’ 

connectedness to the community. This data did not exist before, and even in qualitative 

data such as the Community Story and Comprehensive Community Plan (COTTFN, 

2012), not much was known or profiled about the lives of off-reserve members despite 

an increasing need for this data by the COTTFN administration. Interestingly, the 

question concerning formal education attainment (Q4) contains the fewest missing data 

of any question. The form of this question comes from Statistics Canada Census 

(Statistics Canada, 2017).  

Following educational attainment, the survey features questions about household 

composition. We were interested in the composition of households because a) the 

dodemiwan governance system comprises kinships and large extended families and b) 

we were curious if household composition had an impact on support for customary 
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governance. The previous research by Quinless (2013, 2014) illuminates the 

importance of kinship in Indigenous communities via survey data. We asked how many 

people live in the household (Q5), how the respondent is related to the persons in the 

household (Q6), and the composition of the household (Q7) to see how these variables 

interact with the dependent variables. 

Section 2—Engagement with culture. 

Following questions about the demographic information were questions 

regarding engagement with culture. The Governance Committee was curious to know if 

language use and exposure frequency to resurgence activities had an effect on support 

for customary governance systems. Based on my previous research using 2012 

Aboriginal Peoples Survey (APS) data (Jewell, 2016), values of the importance of 

Indigenous languages increase with more exposure to language inside and outside of 

the home, and I was curious to know if this also applied to other cultural concepts such 

as resurging dodemiwan. The “Engagement with Culture” section measured language 

competency (Q8), exposure to language inside the home (Q9), exposure to language 

outside the home (Q10), participation and frequency of cultural creative activities (Q11 

and Q11a respectively), participation and frequency of land-based activities (Q12 and 

Q12a respectively), and participation and frequency of ceremonial activities (Q13 and 

Q13a respectively). Questions regarding language use and exposure were informed by 

the 2012 APS (StatsCan, 2014). 
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Section 3—Identity. 

After engagement with culture, respondents moved onto questions relating to 

Indigenous identity9. Many of these questions were developed by the Governance 

Committee and are informed by committee discussion and community engagement. 

This section uses Likert (ordinal) scales and nominal (categorical) questions informed 

by local community culture and knowledge. Questions measured respondents’ 

perception of the importance of Anishinaabe values and teachings in everyday life 

(Q14), familiarity with the Anishinaabe clan system (Q15), whether it is possible to use 

traditional customs to guide laws and policies in the Nation (Q16), and certainty of clan 

belonging (Q17). The Governance Committee felt it was important to ask respondents 

about perceptions of importance regarding Anishinaabe values and teachings in 

everyday life, familiarity with the clan system, and clan certainty because the 

assumption was that these measurements would have some impact on support for 

dodemiwan resurgence.  

Following these four ordinal questions were three categorical questions: whose 

clan the respondent took after (Q18), the name of respondent’s clan (Q19), and from 

whom the respondent has received information about their clan (Q20). These are 

questions that are of significance to the Governance Committee and COTTFN in 

general because they provide information about clans present in the community, as well 

as knowledge transmission regarding clan knowledge. Finally, three more ordinal 

questions wrapped up this section, asking how important their clan is to overall identity 

                                            

9 I describe it as “Indigenous” because members of COTTFN may have heritage with other Nations such 
as Oneida and Lenni-Lenape, and they may identify with teachings contained within these worldviews. 
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as a COTTFN member (Q21), respondents’ interest in learning about their clan (Q22), 

and a 7-point scale measuring support for a custom government structure with elements 

of a clan system (Q23). The first two are meant to gauge respondents’ values of their 

clan, and the latter is the dependent variable in this analysis.  

Section 4—Values. 

The final section consists of one question (Q24) that attempts to gauge 

respondents’ values by order of importance. This question was proposed by the 

Governance Committee to measure whose well being (self, family, Nation) is most 

important to members when they are making decisions at voting referendums. 

Governance Committee members were curious to see crosstabulations of respondents’ 

whose values are family or Nation-minded vs. individual focused. 

Survey Participants 

The total registered population (N) of COTTFN as of September 2017 was 2,908 

(Indigenous and Northern Affairs, 2018). The survey population (n) of this study is 317. 

The response rate is 10.9% of the total population in September 2017. For this survey, 

COTTFN members 16 years of age or older were invited to participate. Participants who 

1) showed proof of registration as a Chippewas of the Thames member, 2) were born 

on or before December 3rd, 2016, and 3) were present at the COTTFN Annual 

Christmas Event at the COTTFN Community Centre (Muncey, Ontario) were welcomed 

to complete the survey. In this way, the survey reflects census aspects as it is not a 

sample survey but open for any qualifying member’s participation. The Governance 
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Committee budgeted to collect 400 surveys and collected 317, making the response 

rate 79%. 

Participants were offered $10.00 for their time, courtesy of the COTTFN 

Governance Committee budget. As discussed in chapter 4, Doerfler, Sinclair, and Stark 

(2013), state that offerings are a currency of life for Anishinaabeg. This is reflective in 

the contemporary culture of COTTFN administrative practice where offerings of food, 

gift cards, event memorabilia (“swag”), and sometimes money (usually in the case of 

survey participation) are provided to members as gestures of gratitude for their active 

presence. Doerfler et al. refer to this as bagijige, Anishinaabe means of reciprocity, 

which ensures acknowledgement for offerings to community culture and knowledge. As 

an act of recognition in Anishinaabe epistemology, this practice formally completes an 

exchange of knowledge and/or labour (whether mental, emotional, spiritual, or physical). 

Survey collection took place in the same venue as COTTFN’s annual Christmas Party, 

one of the most widely attended events for our Nation. At this event children receive a 

gift, and qualifying members receive a “Christmas gesture” of $100.00 courtesy of 

Thunderbird Trust (one per household), so there is often a diverse crowd of members 

who attend this event. Increasingly, this event has been a space for programs and 

services to set up information booths, giveaways, or surveys. After a survey collected 

more than 400 responses in 2015, the Governance Committee suggested that we take 

advantage of this event to collect diverse responses of the many members attending the 

event. 

Data Sources 
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This study utilizes data from the Dec03GovData confidential data file, which is a 

censual survey, conducted in collaboration with the COTTFN Governance Committee. 

This data file was created in SPSS with 317 cases and 120 variables. Only those 

variables and cases selected for analysis are presented here. In January 2017 I 

personally entered the data into SPSS Statistics program. Data were not weighted. 

Informal Pretesting 

Informal Pretesting is an important preparation task before a survey is distributed 

for data collection. According to “Survey Methods and Practices”, a resource by 

Statistics Canada, “With informal testing, respondents are not debriefed; the respondent 

simply completes the questionnaire or interview, mirroring what would happen during 

the actual data collection. Informal testing only indicates where there is a problem.” 

(2010, p. 59). The Governance Survey was pretested by the Governance Committee 

members and 2 volunteer respondents from the community before distribution. 

Feedback from pre-testers indicated that the final question (Q24) was confusing. As a 

result, edits were made to the instructions for this question to no avail. It was 1 of 2 

questions that are not salvageable for analysis, the other being a question dealing with 

household composition. In the future, I would take much more care at this step to pre-

test in order to ensure that the survey is widely accessible.  

Survey Context 

This survey was distributed as a census style, meaning anyone who qualified 

(COTTFN members age 16 and older) who was in attendance at the Annual Christmas 

Event was able to participate. This certainly had an effect on the types of responses we 
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collected; in some cases women are perceived to be more likely to be involved at 

community events such as this one (COTTFN Community Story p. 42). On the other 

hand, this event is perceived to be one of the largest events in the community and 

draws the most diverse crowds. Another point to consider about this survey is that it 

was held on reserve, which has an effect on the kinds of members who are responding 

to the survey—that is, members who are in a closer proximity than perhaps members 

who live much farther than the reserve locale and who are not able to be present in 

person. 

Limitations and Survey Errors 

After the distribution of the survey, I coded responses and constructed the 

dataset in SPSS. Like the typo that goes unseen until the email has been sent, it was 

very clear where I had made mistakes in the survey and which questions would be 

unreliable to include in the analysis once I began data entry.  

Question 6 “What is your relationship to the persons that live in your household?” 

was not clearly worded to collect information on household composition, as respondents 

were answering either by their subjective role in the household as often as they were 

identifying how others in the household were related to them. For example, Respondent 

A would specify “Father” and “Spouse” in their household to mean his subjective role in 

the household whereas Respondent B would specify “Father” to mean that they live with 

their father. This issue could have easily been resolved had the wording been “How are 

the people in your household related to you?” or “Who lives in your home with you?” 

both of which clarify the syntax for the respondent to identify roles in the household. 
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The survey contains a discrepancy in the scales measuring importance. Question 

14 asks, “How important would you say that Anishinaabe (Native) teachings and values 

are in your everyday life?” with the response scale as follows: Very important, 

Important, Fairly Important, Somewhat Unimportant, and Not at all important. Question 

21 then asks “How important is your clan to you in your overall identity as a Chippewas 

of the Thames First Nation member?” yet the response scale is inconsistent with the 

first and follows as Extremely Important, Very Important, Somewhat Important, 

Somewhat Unimportant, and Not at all Important. 

In question 22 “How interested are you when it comes to learning about which 

clan you belong to?” the response scale reads as Very Interested, Interested, 

Somewhat Interested, Somewhat Disinterested, and Very Disinterested. The latter two 

on the scale should read as “Uninterested and Very Uninterested” respectively, as the 

question is meant to measure levels of interest. The definition of disinterest is actually a 

neutral position rather than lacking interest. 

Question 24 was so unreliable in response rates that it could not be used in the 

analysis. Respondents, likely used to the nominal and ordinal nature of the survey 

questions, answered this ranking question in varying ways. Instead of entering the 

question’s information into the dataset, I simply coded whether or not the respondent 

answered the question as intended by the Governance Committee. Only 27.8% of 

respondents provided responses that aligned with the intention of the Governance 

Committee. 
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Analytical Strategy 

 The analytical strategy implemented in this study is a binomial logistic regression 

of four models: a null model, a full model, a male model, and a female model. As 

dodemiwan invokes gender responsibilities, the latter two models make up a gender-

based analysis that is important to understanding dodemiwan resurgence. A further 

discussion around this can be found in chapters 2 and 3. 

While each question the Governance Committee asked in the Governance 

Survey had its purpose for the goals in collecting data to support strategic direction and 

planning, I am interested specifically in measuring the effects of specific survey 

questions on Q23: “How supportive would you be of a custom governance structure in 

Chippewa that has elements of our traditional clan system?” using binomial logistic 

regression. I am interested in which variables might significantly predict support for 

custom governance.  

A binomial logistic regression is used to measure which variables are the most 

significant in predicting support amongst respondents. I chose to use this method for 

many reasons. I wanted to assist COTTFN in understanding what is having an effect on 

the presence or absence of support for Dodemiwan. Once we collected the data and 

started to look at analysis techniques, it was clear that this was an appropriate 

technique for the data due to the nature of its distribution, which I will explain in the next 

section. 
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Statistical Model and Approaches 

In this section I will identify my statistical model. First, I will describe a binomial 

logistic regression. Then, I will show how I created the two composite variables 

“Language Engagement” and “Anishinaabe Values” that are featured in my model using 

a factor analysis. Then, I will outline my hypotheses. Following will be the descriptive 

analysis, crosstabulations, and correlations of the model, and finally, the results of the 

binomial logistic regression analysis.  

Binomial logistic regression. 

In the original survey, the dependent variable “Support for Custom Governance” 

was posed as a 7-point ordinal variable. My intention with this scale was to measure the 

nuances in the spectrum of support for custom governance. Upon further analysis of the 

data, it appeared that there was not enough variance in the responses to analyze this 

variable in its true ordinal measurement. This variable shows heteroskedasticity, 

meaning it is not normally distributed, with skewness occurring on the lower (non-

supportive) end of the scale and kurtosis appearing at the upper (supportive) end of the 

scale. Essentially, there is a non-normal distribution of responses with most occurring in 

the supportive response categories. Due to the lack of variance in this data, I am unable 

to conduct a more robust analytical technique such as an ordered logistic regression, 

which would have explored the nuances of odds in support for each ordered level. The 

purpose of this research for the community of Deshkan Ziibiing is to measure the 

frequency of support for custom governance, to explore what variables can predict 

support for custom governance, and to explore the relationships between certain 
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independent variables and support for customary governance through interaction 

effects. I am choosing to conduct a binomial logistic regression, or more simply, a 

logistic regression, for this reason. This allows me to collapse the dependent variable 

into a dichotomous variable (supportive/non-supportive of customary governance) and 

observe the odds of respondents’ support (or non-support) based on the presence of 

independent variables in three different models. 

 “Support for Custom Governance” has been collapsed from a 7-point ordinal 

variable into a dichotomous (2-point) variable. Levels 1-410 (Very unsupportive to 

moderately supportive) represent “Not supportive” (coded as 0, or the non-event) and 

levels 5-7 (Supportive leaning to strongly supportive) representing “Supportive” (coded 

as 1, or the event). 

 Menard (2002, p. 13) states that a binomial logistic regression is used to predict 

the logit, that is, the natural logarithm of the odds of an event happening—in this case, 

“Support for Custom Governance” (Y), by the presence of independent variables (X). 

This can be expressed through the following equation: 

logit(Y)= α + β1X1 + β2X2 + β3X3 … βkXk 

Where Y is the dependent variable, and logit is the predicted odds outcome (p. 13), α is 

the intercept, and the parameter β represents the change in Y associated with a one-

unit increase in X (Menard, 2002, p. 1), Menard describes binomial logistic regression 

as using “maximum likelihood techniques… which indicates how likely it is to obtain the 

observed values of Y, given the values of the independent variables and parameters α, 

                                            

10 Those indicating they were moderately supportive of custom governance arguably showed some 
reservation in support compared to those who indicated explicit support for a custom governance 
structure. 
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β1,…, βk.” (p. 13). Essentially, a logistic regression can predict the likelihood of an event 

occurring by measuring the increase or decrease in odds as the probability moves 

between 0 (the non-event, or non-support for custom governance) and 1 (the event, or 

support for custom governance) when independent variables (Sex, Age, Location, 

Education, Household Size, Language Engagement, Anishinaabe Values, Frequency of 

Cultural Creative Activity, Frequency of Land-based Activity, Frequency of Ceremonial 

Activity, and Clan Certainty) are held constant. In a logistic regression, if the score is ≥ 

.5, the event is predicted to occur, and if the score is ≤.5, the non-event is predicted to 

occur (Menard, 2002).  

Composite measures. 

In my model, there are two concepts that are each measured by several 

attributes respectively. Each set that is anticipated to measure one concept is called a 

scale. In Theory of Summated Rating Scales (1992), Spector states, “With a summated 

rating scale, each individual item is designed to be an observation of the intended trait” 

(p. 10). In this case, I am combining two scales into two composite variables that will 

reflect the intended traits Language Engagement and Anishinaabe Values.  

Method. 

First, I determine if my data are appropriate for factor analysis. Hutcheson (1999) 

states that factor analysis is reliable when tested on samples that are >300 (p. 222). In 
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this study, n=317 so I meet this requirement for both of my scales11. I am looking for a 

common factor in just three variables for scale 1, and four variables for scale 2, the 

minimum is three variables for factor analysis as suggested by Kim & Mueller (1978, 

p.77). Then, I determine if the concepts of each scale are correlated, which is “a 

statistical measure of the relationship, or association, between two or more variables” 

(Lavrakas, 2008, p. 154). After this, I conduct a Factor Analysis, which measures if “the 

observed variables are linear combinations of some underlying (hypothetical or 

unobservable) factors” (Kim & Mueller, 1978, p. 8). Finally, the Cronbach’s Alpha test, 

which is “a measure of internal reliability or consistency of the items in an instrument or 

index”, (Vogt, 2005, n.p) will determine the strength and validity of the scale.  

Scale 1: Language engagement. 

The first concept is Language Engagement. I am combining variables “Do you 

speak an Indigenous language”, “How often are you exposed to language inside the 

home” and “How often are you exposed to language outside the home” to express this 

concept. I will complete a factor analysis to test if these three variables are measuring 

one concept. 

First, I observe that the variables are each correlated as P= <0.05. 

Table 1: Scale 1 Correlation Matrix 

 

Do you speak 
or understand 
an Indigenous 

Language? 

Language 
Exposure 

Inside 
Home 

Language 
Exposure 

Outside home 
Correlation Do you speak or 

understand an 
Indigenous Language? 1.000 .520 .430 

                                            

11 These factor analyses were conducted before missing values were removed for the binomial logistic 
regression. 
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Language Exposure 
Inside Home .520 1.000 .555 
Language Exposure 
Outside home .430 .555 1.000 

Sig. (1-
tailed) 

Do you speak or 
understand an 
Indigenous Language? -- .000 .000 
Language Exposure 
Inside Home .000 -- .000 
Language Exposure 
Outside home .000 .000 --

a. Determinant = .485 

 

Next, to determine the reliability of this scale, I conduct a Cronbach’s Alpha test. 

Sullivan states that reliability can be estimated for internal consistency via Cronbach’s 

Alpha: “a high reliability estimate should be as close to 1 as possible” (2011, n.p.). If 

α>0.7 then the scale is reliably measuring the construct, as Vogt states, “Scores toward 

the high end of that [0-1] range (e.g., above .70) suggest that the items in an index are 

measuring the same thing” (2005, n.p). I observe here α=.750 indicating an adequately 

reliable scale.  

Table 2: Language Engagement 
Reliability Statistics 

Cronbach's Alpha N of Items 

.750 3 

 

Next, the Item-Total Reliability Statistics table indicates Cronbach’s Alpha score if 

item was deleted, showing that the scale is most reliable with each variable present.  

 

Table 3: Language Engagement Item-Total Reliability Statistics 

 
Scale Mean if 
Item Deleted 

Scale Variance 
if Item Deleted 

Corrected Item-
Total Correlation 

Cronbach's 
Alpha if Item 

Deleted 
Do you speak or 
understand an 
Indigenous 
Language? 

4.6505 3.176 .539 .714 

Language Exposure 
Inside Home 

4.7314 3.100 .635 .600 
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Language Exposure 
Outside home 

4.4693 3.334 .563 .684 

 

Finally, after conducting the factor analysis, I see that there is one factor with a 

total eigenvalue of 2.005. Yong & Pearce (2013) recommend retaining factors whose 

eigenvalues are >1. There is only one component with this value, indicating that one 

common factor is present among the three variables. 

Table 4: Language Engagement Factor Analysis of Language Engagement 

Component 

Initial Eigenvalues Extraction Sums of Squared Loadings 

Total % of Variance Cumulative % Total % of Variance Cumulative % 
1 2.005 66.839 66.839 2.005 66.839 66.839 

2 .573 19.094 85.933  

3 .422 14.067 100.000  

Extraction Method: Principal Component Analysis. 

  

 

Confirming that these variables together are correlated, form a reliable scale, and 

are indeed measuring one concept, I combine them into the composite variable 

Engagement with Language12. 

Scale 2: Anishinaabe values. 

The second concept I want to measure is Anishinaabe Values. It deals with those 

variables in the survey that measure Anishinaabe aadziwin values and beliefs. I want to 

be clear that it is not an exhaustive scale of what constitutes Anishinaabe Values, but 

rather takes account of those questions that were posed in the Governance Survey. 

Here, I combine variables “Clan importance to overall identity” which measures how 

                                            

12 The values and coding for this can be found in the “Independent variables” section of this 
chapter. 
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important clan identity is to a respondent, “Interest in learning about clan” which 

measures respondent’s interest in learning about their clan, “Importance of Anishinaabe 

teachings” which measures respondent’s perceived importance of Anishinaabe 

teachings, and “It is possible to use customs as governance”, an alternately worded 

dependent variable which measures the strength of respondent’s belief in Anishinaabe 

aadziwin as informing governance practice. 

I did not include “clan certainty” and “familiarity with clan system” in this concept. 

I do not think individuals’ uncertainty of their clan, and the broader clan system, are 

related to their own personal values, so I wanted to check these ideas independently of 

this composite variable13. 

The variables are each correlated as p= <0.05.  

Table 5: Anishinaabe Values Correlation Matrixa 

 

Clan importance 
to overall 
identity 

Interest in 
learning about 

clan 

Importance of 
Anishinaabe 
Teachings 

It is possible to 
use customs as 

governance 
Correlation Clan importance to 

overall identity 1.000 .656 .502 .394 
Interest in learning about 
clan .656 1.000 .430 .295 
Importance of 
Anishinaabe Teachings .502 .430 1.000 .359 
It is possible to use 
customs as governance .394 .295 .359 1.000 

Sig. (1-
tailed) 

Clan importance to 
overall identity .000 .000 .000 

Interest in learning about 
clan .000 .000 .000 

Importance of 
Anishinaabe Teachings .000 .000 .000 

It is possible to use 
customs as governance .000 .000 .000 

a. Determinant = .336 

 

The Cronbach’s Alpha score is >.7 so the scale is reliable (Vogt, 2005). 

                                            

13 It appears that despite individuals lack of knowledge about the clan system, this did not waiver support 
for implementing custom governance in COTTFN, and there is no strong significant correlation with the 
dependent variable. See Spearman’s Correlations in this chapter for more information. 
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Table 6: Anishinaabe Values 
Reliability Statistics 

Cronbach's Alpha N of Items 

.758 4 

 

The total variance table indicates there is one factor being measured in this scale 

as Component 1 has an eigenvalue of >1. 

Table 7: Scale 2 Factor Analysis 

Component 
Initial Eigenvalues Extraction Sums of Squared Loadings 

Total % of Variance Cumulative % Total % of Variance Cumulative % 
1 2.339 58.472 58.472 2.339 58.472 58.472 
2 .750 18.757 77.229    

3 .581 14.520 91.749    

4 .330 8.251 100.000    

Extraction Method: Principal Component Analysis. 

 

 

Despite the scale being slightly stronger if "It is possible to use customs as 

governance” were removed, I decided to keep it in as the factor analysis is indicating 

one construct is present here, and it is not an extreme difference in the Cronbach’s 

Alpha score. 

Table 8: Scale 2 Item-Total Reliability Statistics 

 
Scale Mean if 
Item Deleted 

Scale Variance if 
Item Deleted 

Corrected Item-
Total Correlation 

Cronbach's 
Alpha if Item 

Deleted 
Clan importance 
to overall identity 

 12.5300 3.989 .677 .629 
Interest in 
learning about 
clan 
 12.1800 4.723 .593 .685 
Importance of 
Anishinaabe 
Teachings 
 12.1967 4.426 .543 .709 
It is possible to 
use customs as 
governance 12.4133 5.013 .425 .768 
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It’s been confirmed through factor analysis that these variables are indeed 

measuring one concept, and so I combine them into the composite variable 

Anishinaabe Values14. 

Hypotheses 

 As discussed in the beginning of this chapter, support for the resurgence of 

dodemiwan may be affected by several factors including gendered knowledge, age, 

location, education, household size, language knowledge and engagement, 

Anishinaabe values, participation in various resurgence activities, and clan certainty (as 

impacted by shifting legitimacy norms). This section features the hypotheses that I test 

in the main binomial logistic regression model. 

H1: Sex has an impact on the dependent variable. As Onaubinisay (Jim Dumont) 

has previously said in our community, Anishinaabe peoples are patrilineal, but 

they are not patriarchal. Gender roles in Anishinaabe aadziwin and in our 

community are complex as a result of our patrilineal kinship system. We are not a 

matrilineal society like other Nations around us, that is, we do not receive dodem 

from our mother but from our father’s line. Colonialism has had impacts on our 

original knowledge ways around gender. Parisi & Corntassel point out that 

Indigenous women occupy unique diplomatic space in multi-layered citizenship 

roles, contributing to their active work in challenging violent norms that threaten 

the livelihood of themselves and their communities (2007), while Miller states that 

                                            

14 The values and coding for this can be found in the “Independent variables” section of this 
chapter. 
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Anishinaabe women historically held complex influential roles and parallel council 

before the influence of colonization (2010). The Indian Act is a piece of legislation 

that has negatively impacted Indigenous women, and perhaps women are more 

likely to support moving away from it. H1= Support for custom governance is 

more prevalent amongst women. 

H1A: Age impacts the dependent variable—older people will have more 

investment in the Indian Act and will not support customary governance, and 

younger people will be more supportive of customary governance since cultural 

positivity is a more recent phenomenon, that is, it is no longer as stigmatized to 

be Indigenous as it was in the past. H1=Support for custom governance is more 

prevalent amongst younger people. 

H1B: If location has an impact on the dependent variable, on-reserve members 

(who live daily on the Nation’s land base) may be more likely to support 

customary governance. H1=Support for custom governance is more likely to 

occur by people living on the reserve. 

H1C:  Education has an impact on the dependent variable. I posit in an earlier 

publication (Jewell, 2016) that with exposure to formal education comes broader 

awareness of Indigenous issues such as issues of the Indian Act on Indigenous 

governance ways. On the other hand, formal education is a place where people 

are exposed to more neoliberal legitimacy norms regarding governance 

structures. H1=Support for custom governance is affected by education. 

H2: Household size has an impact on the dependent variable. Based on past 

research (Quinless 2013, 2014) kinship networks have an important role in the 
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wellbeing of children and teenage female lone parents. The role of kinship 

networks has the potential to impact perspectives of customary governance 

practices. H1=Household size has an impact on custom governance support. 

H3: Language Engagement has an impact on the dependent variable. 

Understanding Anishinaabe worldview is best expressed through language 

(Noodin, 2014), and competency thereof (or of other Indigenous languages such 

as Oneida or Lenni-Lenape) may have an impact on support for customary 

governance. H1=Support for custom governance is more likely to occur amongst 

those who are more engaged in Indigenous languages. 

H4: Anishinaabe values will have an impact on support for custom governance 

structure. If exposure to language impacts value for language (Jewell, 2016), 

then perhaps value for Anishinaabe worldview will have an impact on customary 

governance (which requires Anishinaabe worldview to operate). H1=Support for 

custom governance is more likely to occur amongst those who report higher 

Anishinaabe Values. 

H5: Participation frequency in creative cultural activities has an impact on 

support for customary governance. I’ve often observed Indigenous artists and 

makers in Deshkan Ziibiing express Dodem imagery and motifs in their pieces. 

Whether these are gifts for people of these dodems, or pieces to sell, Deshkan 

Ziibiing artists are very aware of the intimate identity that a clan brings for the 

recipients of their pieces. Nagam & Swanson (2014) describe the creative 

process for Indigenous artists such as Kent Monkman, Tanya Tagaq, and 

Rebecca Belmore as being intertwined with addressing historical and 
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contemporary socio-political issues. I posit that this is also true in local 

Indigenous spaces—as Michif leader Riel said, “My people will sleep for 100 

years, and when they awake it will be the artists who give them back their spirit” 

(Ibid, p. 30). H1= Those more frequently engaged in cultural creative activities are 

more likely to support custom governance. 

H6: Participation frequency in land-based activities has an impact on support for 

customary governance. “Land-connected social relationships” foster individual 

and collective empowerment (Wildcat et al., 2014, p. III) that is the necessary 

work to resurging kinship systems. I posit that those who are frequently involved 

in activities on the land might have developed this skills and relationships 

simultaneously, and may thus be more supportive of customary governance 

practices. H1= Those more frequently engaged in land-based activities are more 

likely to support custom governance. 

H7: Participation frequency in ceremonial activities has an impact on support for 

customary governance. Higher participation in activities that center Anishinaabe 

worldview (e.g., ceremonies) has been described as an important feature of 

Indigenous resurgence and decolonization movements (Corntassel, 2012). In 

Anishinaabe ceremonial spaces, individuals are activating their Dodem identity 

and roles more frequently, or are at least more aware of their utility and 

connection to everyday life. H1= Those more frequently engaged in ceremonial 

activities are more likely to support custom governance. 

H8: Clan Certainty has an impact on support for custom governance structure. 

Morden notes that the Indian Act badly eroded Indigenous governance systems, 
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leaving the Indian Act process as the more legitimate form of governance (2016). 

As knowledge of clans erode in the colonial violence against Anishinaabe family 

structures and as intermarriage occurs (where the father is not Anishinaabe), 

uncertainty of one’s clan can occur. Knowing one’s role within the Anishinaabe 

clan system is a prerequisite to the clan system being operative. If respondents 

are certain of the clan to which they belong, this could be evident of a greater 

knowledge of Dodemiwan, and they may be more inclined to support its 

implementation. H1= Support for custom governance is more likely to occur 

amongst those who are certain of their clan belonging. 

Dependent Variable 

Support for Custom Governance (DV_GOV_FM) was asked on a 7-point Likert Scale 

where 1=not at all supportive, 2=not supportive, 3=not supportive leaning, 4=moderately 

supportive, 5=supportive leaning, 6=supportive, 7=very supportive. For the binomial 

logistic regression, it has been recoded as a dichotomous variable where 1-4=not 

supportive (coded as 0) and 5-7=supportive (coded as 1). Moderately supportive is 

included as “not supportive”15.  

Independent Variables 

                                            

15 I dichotomize the dependent variable in order to conduct a logistic regression. This analytical approach 
predicts the odds of an occurrence either happening or not happening. “Moderately supportive”, the 
middle of the scale, is neither the explicit support nor refusal to support custom governance, but I argue 
here that there is some reservation amongst the moderately supportive respondents to outright support 
dodemiwan governance. As the purpose of this analytical practice is to predict what has a significant 
effect on the odds for support, I chose to classify moderate supporters as non-supporters. This decision 
came after much consideration, which included removing them entirely, the effects of which produced a 
statistically weaker model (Omnibus score =.012) with fewer significant independent variables.  
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Sex (SEX_FM) is coded as 0=female and 1=male. 
 
Age (AGE_FM) is a continuous variable as respondents gave their date of birth. I’ve 

collapsed it into a categorical variable for description purposes only, but in the analysis 

it is a scale measurement. For this analysis, I chose to ask only those COTTFN 

members who are 16 and over, as I think that I would adjust the approach of the method 

if I were asking those 15 and under. Therefore, in this survey, the youngest respondents 

are 16, and the oldest respondents are 84. 

Location (LOC_FM) is coded as 0=on reserve and 1=off reserve. 

Highest Level of Education (EDU_7) was originally coded as 1=Elementary School, 

2=some Secondary School, 3=Secondary School graduate, 4=Some Trade School, 

5=Some College, 6=Some University, 7=Diploma, certificate: Trade school, 8=Diploma, 

certificate: College, 9=Bachelor Degree, 10=Master’s Degree, 11=Degree in Medicine, 

12=Earned Doctorate. For the purposes of this study, the variable was recoded into 7 

points, 1=Elementary School, 2=Some Secondary School, 3=Secondary School 

Graduate, 4=Some Trade School, Some College, Some University; 5=Diploma from 

Trade School or College; 6=Bachelor’s Degree, 7=Master’s Degree. There were no 

doctoral level responses. 

Household Size (HHN_FM) maintains its original scale coding as respondents provided 

the number of people in their household, inclusive of respondent. The smallest 

household size is 1 and the largest household size is 10. 

Language Engagement (LANG_FM) is a composite score measuring a respondent’s 

interaction with and use of an Indigenous language. It combines Indigenous language 

spoken or understood (Var55LANG), Exposure to Language Inside the home 
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(Var56LANGEXIN), Exposure to Language Outside the home (Var57LANGEXOUT). 

The assumption here is that higher reported fluency means more frequent use of an 

Indigenous language, and greater ability to recognize and use it in and outside of one’s 

home16. It is coded as 1=Never, 2=Rarely, 3=Sometimes, 4=Often, 5=Always; from a 

scale obtained by Clemson University’s Tourism and Research Development (Vagias, 

2006).  

Anishinaabe Values (NISH_VALUE_FM) is a composite measure combining 

Importance of Anishinaabe teachings (Var93TEIMP), Clan importance to overall identity 

(Var116CLANIMP), Interest in learning about clan (Var117CLANINT), and whether it is 

possible to use traditional customs to shape law and policy (Var95CUSTOM). The 

assumption here is that with higher score in each of these items, a higher value is 

placed on Anishinaabe worldview17. It is coded as 1=Not Important, 2=Slightly 

Important, 3=Fairly Important, 4=Important, 5=Very Important (Vagias, 2006).  

Creative Cultural Activity (RES_CUL_FM) is coded as 1=Never, 2=Occasionally (less 

than once in the past year), 3=Sometimes active (one time or more in the past year), 

4=Very active (2-5 times a season), 5=Frequently active (6+ times a season). Creative 

cultural activities include: Beadwork, Regalia making, Leather work, Quillwork, 

Tanning/Processing Hides, Dancing, Carving, Sewing/Embroidery, Drumming, Singing, 

Storytelling, Drawing/Painting, and Other (fillable on form). 

Land-based Activity (RES_LAND_FM) is coded as 1=Never, 2=Occasionally (less 

than once in the past year), 3=Sometimes active (one time or more in the past year), 

                                            

16 see factor analysis on scale 1, pp. 145 which confirms validity. 

17 see factor analysis on scale 2, pp. 148 which confirms validity. 
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4=Very active (2-5 times a season), 5=Frequently active (6+ times a season). Land-

based activities include: Hunting, Fishing, Gardening, Food Storage-preservation, 

Gathering medicines, Gathering wild foods (nuts, berries, mushrooms, vegetables, etc.), 

and Other (fillable on form). 

Ceremonial activity (RES_CER_FM) is coded as 1=Never, 2=Occasionally (less than 

once in the past year), 3=Sometimes active (one time or more in the past year), 4=Very 

active (2-5 times a season), 5=Frequently active (6+ times a season). Ceremonial 

activities include: Lodge Building, Sweat lodge ceremony, Moon Ceremony, Smudging, 

Fasting, Canoe building, Long House Ceremonies, Seasonal Ceremonies (Sun Dance, 

Midewiwin Lodge, etc.), and Other (fillable on form). 

 

Clan Certainty (CLAN_CERT_FM) is intended to gauge how certain respondents are 

of the clan to which they belong. Orignally coded as 1=Very uncertain, 2=Somewhat 

uncertain, 3=Somewhat certain, 4=Certain, 5=Very certain, it has been recoded as a 

dichotomous variable for the binomial logistic regression analysis, 0=Not Certain and 

1=Certain18. 

Missing Values 

Dealing with missing values (those questions that respondents didn’t answer) is a 

factor to consider in any analytical technique. As Allison (2002) states, “nearly all 

standard statistical methods presume that every case has information on all the 

variables to be included in the analysis”. Since a binomial logistic regression also 

                                            

18 see assumptions for binomial logistic regression, pp. 175 for more information on the decision for 
collapsing this variable. 
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assumes this, it’s important to deal with the missing values that exist in the 317 

responses collected. The following table shows the missing values of each variable (and 

each variable contained in the composite variables Language Engagement and 

Anishinaabe Values) present in the model. 

Table 9: Missing values in the model 

 

N 

Missing 

Count Percent 

Sex 314 3 .9 

Age 313 4 1.3 

Location 301 16 5.0 

Education 316 1 .3 

Household Number 305 12 3.8 

Indigenous language spoken (Language Engagement) 309 8 2.5 

Language Exposure (Language Engagement) 310 7 2.2 

Importance of indigenous teachings (Anishinaabe Values) 311 6 1.9 

Importance of clan to overall identity (Anishinaabe Values) 310 7 2.2 

Interest in clan (Anishinaabe Values) 311 6 1.9 

Clan system can be used for governance (Anishinaabe Values) 306 11 3.5 

Frequency in cultural practice 296 21 6.6 

Frequency in land-based practice 283 34 10.7 

Frequency in ceremonial practice 284 33 10.4 

Clan Certainty 307 10 3.2 

Support for custom governance 306 11 3.5 
 

Firstly, it’s important to consider why some values might be missing more than 

others. The largest missing values occur in the questions posed regarding the 

respondent’s location and the frequency of their cultural, land-based, or ceremonial 

activity. In the case of location, it’s possible that missing values are a result of the highly 

mobile populations between on and off reserve spaces, which is an implication of 

Quinless & Manmohan’s research (2014). As an example, during the time that my 

mother, sisters, and I were students together in our undergraduate work, my mother 
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would tell us we should always characterize ourselves as on reserve members, despite 

the fact that we lived off reserve for much of this time. This was because our family 

home was on reserve, and we were only off reserve during the time we were away at 

school. It’s possible that some survey respondents have a similar conundrum, living on 

or off reserve seasonally or temporarily, and are averse to checking a box that defines 

them as one or the other since they are highly mobile between the two.  

In the case of the three variables dealing with frequency in cultural, land-based, 

or ceremonial activity, this is likely an issue in the survey design. It appeared that 

individuals who did not engage in those activities did not see the use in reporting 

frequency of the activity, as they had never engaged in such activities. It was common 

to see the section or the page crossed out entirely by a respondent. Missing values in 

these instances could have ostensibly been characterized as “never”, but the 

respondents did not explicitly indicate “never” and so I did not code it as such. Again, 

this indicates a survey design issue, as an upfront question of activity frequency with 

specific examples following may have reduced the amount of missing data.  

 To test for the significance of the amount of missing data, I conducted Little’s 

MCAR test to determine if the model’s missing data was missing at random. In the 

model, x2=641.536, DF=568, and p=.017. As significance is when p<.05, I observed that 

data were not missing completely at random, and it is due to the factors I outlined 

above. Missing data becomes an issue when it is not missing completely at random, as 

the data must be accounted for to conduct statistical tests (Allison, 2002). As Allison 

states,  

There is one simple solution…If a case has any missing data for any of the variables in 
the analysis, then simply exclude that case from the analysis. The result is a data set that 
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has no missing data and can be analyzed by any conventional method. This strategy is 
commonly known in the social sciences as listwise deletion or casewise deletion, but also 
goes by the name of complete case analysis. (p.1) 

Thus, to deal with missing data, I conducted complete case analysis, meaning that all 

missing values have been removed for analysis. So while the Governance Survey is 

N=317, in this model, n=227. 

Descriptive Analysis 

Frequencies & histograms. 

This section features the frequencies of the model as well as accompanying 

histograms, beginning with the dependent variable “Support for custom governance”, 

followed by the model’s independent variables. In its original form, the dependent 

variable is skewed to the left, showing positive kurtosis, meaning it is not normally 

distributed. This results in heteroskedasticity as I described earlier in the chapter. 
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Figure 2: Distribution of the original dependent variable “Support for Custom Governance”  

Figure 2 shows the distribution of the dependent variable before it was recoded (and 

before missing values were removed from the model).  
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Figure 3: Distribution of the recoded dependent variable “Support for Custom Governance”  
 

Figure 3 shows the distribution of the dependent variable after recoding and once 

missing values were removed from the whole model.  

Methodologically this is an intriguing distribution, as it shows that there is such an 

abundance of support for custom governance amongst the respondents of the survey 

that it has affected the analytical choice by limiting the options for analysis of these 

data. This may have occurred for many reasons such as the selection of respondents 

who happened to take the survey. As Frey states, “Left skewness is less common than 

right skewness. An example of left skewness may be a distribution of scores from a very 

easy exam where most examinees receive a perfect score” (2018). As skewness of this 

type is not as common, it serves as an interesting space to point out how this variable 

evoked some reflections for me regarding biopower.  
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In her work, Million gestures at Indigenous deviance in health data regarding 

Indigenous bodies’ failure to fit in societal norms: “observe the way a ‘population’ is 

identified and incited to work on its own ‘deviance’” (2013, p. 150). In this data, it was 

curious to me to see how “deviance” from a “norm” occurred in support—in 

Gimaadaasamin; it might be analyzed as accounting for the measure of the people 

rather than a “deviance”. In my experience in this process, I wrestled with the 

dependent variable’s non-normal distribution and resulting heteroskedasticity—it 

affected my analysis and determined which tests I could or could not conduct. As I 

worked through this, I understood more deeply why deviance from the norm is 

described as such, and I thought that describing this data as such can cast an image of 

an “unruly” population (particularly for a frenzied analyst trying to make sense of it). This 

would be cause for me to remind myself; concepts of deviance and norm are 

incommensurate with Gimaadaasamin as an Indigenous quantitative methodology. 

However, I want to point out here that I thought it was fitting that the dependent variable 

showed skewness and resistance to a normal distribution in an Anishinaabe quantitative 

context. 

The following figures show the histograms of each of the independent variables 

in the model—this means they are recoded with missing values removed (n=227). 
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  # % 

Sex Female 141 62.1% 

Male 86 37.9% 

Approximate Ratio: 3:2 

Figure 4: Distribution of independent variable Sex 

 

 

  # % 
Age 16-21 17 7.5% 

22-28 26 11.5% 
29-35 33 14.5% 
36-49 62 27.3% 
50-64 69 30.4% 
65+ 20 8.8% 

  Mean age: 44 
Figure 5: Distribution of independent variable Age 
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  # % 
Location On Reserve 123 54.2 
 Off Reserve 104 45.8 

 Approximate Ratio: 6:5  
Figure 6: Distribution of independent variable Location 

 

 

  # % 
Highest level of education Elementary School 4 1.8 

Secondary School 58 25.6 

Secondary School Graduate 29 12.8 
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Some Trade School, College, or University 50 22.0 
Diploma; Trade School or College 74 32.6 
Bachelor’s Degree 7 3.1 
Master’s Degree 5 2.2 

Mode response: College/Trade Diploma  
Figure 7: Distribution of the independent variable Education 

 

 

 

  # % 
Number in Household Single Household 32 14.1 

2 people 57 25.1 
3 people 48 21.1 
4 people 40 17.6 
5 people 22 9.7 
6 people 21 9.3 
7+ people  7 3.1 

Median household size: 3 
Figure 8: Distribution of the independent variable Number in Household 
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  # % 
Language Engagement Never  23 10.1 

Rarely 79 34.8 
Sometimes 93 41.0 
Often 28 12.3 
Always 4 1.8 
Mode response: Sometimes 

Figure 9: Distribution of the independent variable Language Engagement 

 

 

  # % 
Anishinaabe Values 
 

Not Important 1 .4 
Slightly Important 0 0 
Fairly Important 22 9.7 
Important 97 42.7 
Very important 107 47.1 

Mode response: Very Important 
Figure 10: Distribution of the independent variable Anishinaabe Values 
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  # % 
Creative cultural activity 
 

Never 52 22.9 

Occasionally (<1x a year) 40 17.6 

Sometimes active (≥1x in this year) 28 12.3 
Very active (2-5x per season) 60 26.4 
Frequently active (6+x each season) 47 20.7 

Mode response: Very Active 
Figure 11: Distribution of the independent variable Creative cultural activity 
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  # % 
Land-based activity Never 43 18.9 

Occasionally (<1x a year) 24 10.6 

Sometimes active (≥1x in this year) 28 12.3 
Very active (2-5x per season) 84 37.0 
Frequently active (6+x each season) 48 21.1 

Mode response: Very Active 
Figure 12: Distribution of the independent variable Land-based activity 
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  # % 
Ceremonial Activity  Never 59 26.0 

Occasionally (<1x a year) 29 12.8 

Sometimes active (≥1x in this year) 36 15.9 
Very active (2-5x per season) 52 22.9 
Frequently active (6+x each season) 51 22.5 

Mode response: Never 
Figure 13: Distribution of the independent variable Ceremonial Activity 
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  # % 
Clan Certainty Not certain 113 49.8 

Certain 114 50.2 
 Approximate Ratio: 1:1 

Figure 14: Distribution of the independent variable Clan Certainty 

Crosstabulations. 

A crosstabulation provides the frequency of a variable by the frequency of 

another variable. In this table, all independent variables appear by their frequency with 

the dependent variable, Support for Custom Governance. 

Table 10: Model Crosstabulations  

Independent 
Variable  

Support for Custom 
Governance 

Total 
Not 

Supportive Supportive 

Sex 
Female 38 103 141 
Male 23 63 86 

     

Age 

16-21 5 12 17 
22-28 8 18 26 
29-35 9 24 33 
36-49 15 47 62 
50-64 18 51 69 
65+ 6 14 20 

     
Location On Reserve 37 86 123 
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Off Reserve 24 80 104 
     

Education 

Elementary School 1 3 4 
Secondary School 17 41 58 
Secondary School Graduate 10 19 29 
Some Trade School, 
College, or University 15 35 50 
Diploma; Trade School or 
College 15 59 74 
Bachelor’s Degree 1 6 7 
Master’s Degree 2 3 5 

     

Number in 
Household 

Single Household 10 22 32 
2 people 17 40 57 
3 people 12 36 48 
4 people 14 26 40 
5 people 4 18 22 
6 people 3 18 21 
7+ people  1 6 7 

     

Language 
Engagement 

Never  7 16 23 
Rarely 26 53 79 
Sometimes 24 69 93 
Often 3 25 28 
Always 1 3 4 

     

Anishinaabe 
Values 

Not Important 1 0 1 
Slightly Important 0 0 0 
Fairly Important 13 9 22 
Important 34 63 97 
Very important 13 94 107 

     

Creative Cultural 
Activity 

Never 16 36 52 

Occasionally (<1x a year) 14 26 40 
Sometimes active (≥1x in 
this year) 6 22 28 
Very active (2-5x per 
season) 16 44 60 
Frequently active (6+x each 
season) 9 38 47 

     

Land-Based 
Activity 

Never 15 28 43 

Occasionally (<1x a year) 6 18 24 
Sometimes active (≥1x in 
this year) 9 19 28 
Very active (2-5x per 
season) 20 64 84 
Frequently active (6+x each 
season) 11 37 48 

     

Ceremonial 
Activity 

Never 20 39 59 

Occasionally (<1x a year) 10 19 29 
Sometimes active (≥1x in 
this year) 14 22 36 
Very active (2-5x per 10 42 52 
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season) 
Frequently active (6+x each 
season) 7 44 51 

     

Clan Certainty 
Not certain 39 74 113 
Certain 22 92 114 

n=227 
 

Spearman’s correlation. 

In this model, the dependent variable is dichotomous. Testing for relationship 

between variables can be accomplished through a special case of Pearson’s r, the 

Spearman’s correlation test (Chen & Popovich, 2002, p. 31). Like Pearson’s r, 

Spearman’s r (rs) measures relationships in direction and strength to +/-1—though in 

this test it does so monotonically (An rs closer to +1 or -1 means a stronger positive or 

negative association respectively). In other words, a pair of significantly correlated 

variables can either be positively correlated (as one variable increases, the other 

increases) or negatively correlated (as one variable decreases, the other decreases) as 

shown by the correlation coefficient rs. Coefficients with p values of <0.05 are 

considered significant, meaning there is less than a 5% chance that the relationship 

occurs by chance (Laerd Statistics, 2017). Mukaka (2012, p. 71) provides the following 

as the widely accepted interpretation of strength for this test: 

Table 11: Interpreting Correlation Coefficients 

Size of Correlation Interpretation 
.90 to 1.00 (-.90 to -1.00) Very high positive (negative) correlation 
.70 to .90 (-.70 to -.90) High positive (negative) correlation 
.50 to .70 (-.50 to -.70) Moderate positive (negative) correlation 
.30 to .50 (-.30 to -.50) Low positive (negative) correlation 
.00 to .30 (.00 to -.30) Negligible correlation 
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Table 12: Spearman’s Correlation 
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Sex 
Correlation 1            

Sig. .            

Age 
Correlation .064 1           

Sig. .336 .           

Location 
Correlation -.135* -.247* 1          

Sig. .042 .000 .          

Education 
Correlation -.152* .143* -.004 1         

Sig. .022 .031 .957 .         

Household 
Size 

Correlation -.100 -.251* -.087 -.014 1        

Sig. .132 .000 .194 .829 .        

Language 
Correlation .044 -.179* -.195* .180* .245* 1       

Sig. .509 .007 .003 .007 .000 .       

Nish Values 
Correlation -.030 -.096 -.038 .196* .159* .316* 1      

Sig. .649 .149 .570 .003 .016 .000 .      

Cultural 
Activity 

Correlation -.096 -.102 -.177* .147* .167* .461* .241* 1     

Sig. .149 .126 .007 .027 .012 .000 .000 .     

Land Activity 
Correlation .093 -.039 -.130 .139* .074 .356* .118 .510* 1    

Sig. .165 .554 .050 .036 .266 .000 .077 .000 .    

Ceremonial 
Activity 

Correlation -.111 -.152 -.161* .165* .160* .396* .334* .616* .461* 1   

Sig. .095 .022 .015 .013 .016 .000 .000 .000 .000 .   

Clan 
Certainty 

Correlation -.058 -.090 -.004 .068 .104 .245* .312* .251* .063 .245* 1  

Sig. .385 .176 .952 .310 .118 .000 .000 .000 .346 .000 .  

Support for 
Custom Gov 

Correlation .002 .023 .079 .081 .089 .129 .349* .098 .089 .187* .172* 1 

Sig. .973 .731 .237 .223 .180 .052 .000 .140 .179 .005 .010 . 

*Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level. 

 

The correlation coefficients with strength above .30 and where p=<.05 are bolded 

in the table. The most significant positive relationship with the dependent variable 

Support for Custom Governance is Anishinaabe Values rs=.349, p=.000 indicating a low 

positive correlation. In other words, an increase in Anishinaabe Values is weakly 

associated with an increase in support for Custom Governance.  

The table also shows interesting correlations amongst the other independent 

variables in the model. Clan Certainty has a low positive relationship with Anishinaabe 

Values rs=.312, p=.000—in other words, clan certainty and Anishinaabe Values 

increase together. Ceremonial activity is significantly, albeit weakly, correlated with 

Language use (rs=.396, low positive relationship), Anishinaabe Values (rs=.334, low 

positive relationship), and Land activity (rs=.461, low positive relationship), but more 
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strongly associated with Cultural activity (rs=.616, moderate positive relationship), 

indicating that an increase in each of these variables is positively occurring with 

Ceremonial Activity. Land-based activity appears to have a low positive association with 

Language use (rs=.356), as do Cultural Activity and Anishinaabe values (rs=.461 and 

rs=.316 respectively).  

Assumptions for Logistic Regression Analysis19 

A logistic regression is based on a binary relationship between two phenomena 

(Cox, 1958). It is also based on a number of assumptions which include:  

1. That the dependent variable is dichotomous, 

2. That two or more independent variables are present, and are either 

nominal (categorical) or continuous variables (i.e., interval or ratio),  

3. An independence of observations (i.e. not longitudinal), and  

4. A minimum of 15 cases per independent variable are needed to conduct a 

logistic regression.  

Each of these assumptions is met in the survey data. However, tests to prove the 

following assumptions a) that the model shows a linear relationship between the 

continuous independent variables and the logit transformation of the dependent 

                                            

19 To conduct a binomial logistic regression, it is recommended that data be evenly dispersed—that is, the 
mean must be equal to the variance, otherwise known as Poisson distribution (Yang & Berdine, 2015). 
This data is overdispersed, with more frequent counts on the upper end of the scale. The dependent 
variable has a higher mean (.761) than variance (.182). Yang & Berdine state that conducting Poisson 
regression on overdispersed data can lead to “a deflated standard error and inflated test statistics” (p. 
50). To account for this, I attempted to conduct a negative binomial analysis, which Ver Hoef & Boveng 
describe as a common and viable option for analysis of overdispersed data (2007, p. 2766). The negative 
binomial regression not only produced inflated standard errors, but also the reliability tests were 
suboptimal compared to the binomial regression outputs.  
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variable, and b) no multicollinearity exists in the model (Laerd, 2015) are featured in this 

section.  

Assumption 1. 

A linear relationship must exist between the continuous independent variables 

and the logit transformation of the dependent variable. This test uses the Box-Tidwell 

method that measures linearity between independent non-categorical variables and the 

dependent variable. This test requires that all continuous variables be transformed into 

their natural logarithms. Linearity is observed when p=>.05 (Laerd, 2015). 

Table 13: Box Tidwell Procedure for assumption of linearity 

 

Sig. 
 Natural Log Value of Age x Age .312 

Natural Log Value of Education x Education .596 

Natural Log Value of Household Size x Household Size  .448 

Natural Log Value of Language Engagement x Language Engagement  .681 

Natural Log Value of Anishinaabe Values x Anishinaabe Values-Composite .624 

Natural Log Value of Cultural participation x Frequency of Participation in 

Cultural Activity 

.716 

Natural Log Value of Land-based participation x Frequency of participation in 

land-based activity 

.705 

Natural Log Value of Ceremonial participation x Frequency of participation in 

ceremonial activity 

.194 

Natural log value of Clan Certainty x Clan Certainty .001* 
 

This test reveals that the variable Clan Certainty is not linearly related to the logit of the 

dependent variable. It’s possible that squaring the variable and running the test again 

may reveal its linear association. 

After squaring the variable Clan Certainty: 

Natural log value of squared Clan Certainty by squared Clan Certainty .002* 
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I observe that the variable is still not linearly related when I square the variable. Since it 

cannot be treated as a linear variable, I will recode and treat as a dichotomous variable. 

Assumption 2: No multicollinearity. 

Table 14: Collinearity Statistics 

 Tolerance VIF 

(Constant)   

Age .771 1.297 

Sex .887 1.127 

Location .825 1.213 

Education .885 1.130 

Household Size .858 1.166 

Language .616 1.624 

Anishinaabe Values .756 1.323 

Frequency of participation in cultural activity .499 2.003 

Frequency of participation in land-based activity .644 1.552 

Frequency of participation in ceremonial activity .525 1.903 

Clan Certainty .707 1.415 

 

According to Alin (2010), “multicollinearity refers to the linear relation among two or 

more variables. It is a data problem which may cause serious difficulty with the reliability 

of the estimates of the model parameters” (p. 370). Multicollinearity is detected through 

a Variance Inflation Factor (VIF) score when VIF=<1 or >10 (Alin, 2010, p. 371). As 

these VIF scores lie between 1 and 10, no multicollinearity is detected. 

Logistic Regression Results 

 This section outlines the logistic regression analysis of the full model followed by 

a table of significant interactions. Accompanying the logistic regression table is a 

Nagelkerke R2 test, Omnibus test, and Hosmer & Lemeshow test. These tests indicate 

respectively: a) the amount of variance found in the model, b) the significance of the 
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model, and c) the fit of the model (2015, Osborne, p. 47). In other words, these tests 

accompany the logistic regression to provide information on whether the tests are 

measuring what is purportedly being measured. In the case of the Omnibus tests and 

the Hosmer & Lemeshow tests, p=<.05, with the former ideal at <.05 and the latter ideal 

at >.05. 

Full model. 

Table 15: Full Model Prediction Classification1 

Observed 

Predicted 
Support for Custom 

Governance Percentage 
Correct Not Supportive Supportive 

Support for Custom 
Governance 

Not Supportive 16 45 26.2 

Supportive 11 155 93.4 

Overall Percentage  75.3 

1. The cut value is .5 

 

The Full Model is able to correctly predict “Not Supportive” at a rate of 26%, and 

“Supportive” at a rate of 93%, for total percentage accuracy in classification of 75.3%.  

Nagelkerke R square, omnibus test, and Hosmer & Lemeshow test. 

Table 16: Full Model Reliability Tests 

Nagelkerke R Square: .230 
 Chi-square df Sig. 

Omnibus Test 39.137 11 .000 

Hosmer & 

Lemeshow 

3.710 8 .882 

 

The Nagelkerke R square indicates that this model accounts for 23% variance in 

the dependent variable. The Omnibus Test indicates that this is a statistically significant 

model as p=<.05, and the Hosmer & Lemeshow Test indicates that the model is a good 

fit as p=>.05. 
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As a courtesy to readers who may not have training in reading quantitative data, 

I’ll describe the purpose of each column in Table X beginning from the left. The B 

column features the logarithm of the odds (log odds). However, of more importance in 

this study is its exponentiated form which can be found to the right in the Exp(B) 

column. In the next column, S.E. is the standard error, which provides information about 

the dispersion of the values in the model (McHugh, 2008, p. 7). High standard errors 

can be concerning and indicate an issue in the regression. The Wald statistic is most 

relevant in the case of smaller samples—it is a square of the regression coefficient (B) 

divided by the standard error (S.E) of the regression coefficient (Osborne, 2015, p. 32). 

The Wald column assesses the significance of an individual coefficient in the regression 

(Vogt, 2005), in this way, it also shows significance when read with the p value. Column 

df indicates the degrees of freedom, which is the amount of possible values that exist 

with each variable. The “sig.” column contains p values, which indicate the variables 

that are significantly interacting with the dependent variable “support for custom 

governance”. As I pointed to before, the Exp(B) column shows exponentiated log odds. 

This number is the odds ratio: how much the odds of the event change with each 

increase in one unit of an independent variable. Next, the two columns are C.I., which 

stands for confidence interval. These values measure the precision of estimation across 

dispersion (Frey, 2018). Essentially, they provide information on the true population’s 

estimated odds ratio. Finally, the last column shows the predicted probabilities of the 

significant variables only, which are calculated from Exp(B) using the formula: 

odds/(1+odds).  
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Table 17: Logistic Regression Full Model 

 B S.E. Wald df Sig. 

Odds 
Ratio 

Exp(B) 

95% C.I.for 
EXP(B) Predicted 

probability Lower Upper 
Step 0 Constant 1.001 .150 44.707 1 .000 2.721   
Sex .174 .371 .220 1 .639 1.190 .576 2.460  
Age .025 .012 4.167 1 .041 1.025 1.001 1.050 0.506 
Location .761 .370 4.220 1 .040 2.140 1.036 4.421 0.681 
Education -.065 .130 .250 1 .617 .937 .725 1.210  
Household number .111 .109 1.033 1 .309 1.117 .902 1.384  
Language  .048 .235 .041 1 .839 1.049 .662 1.662  
Anishinaabe Values  1.139 .280 16.522 1 .000 3.124 1.804 5.411 0.757 
Frequency of 
Cultural Creative 
Activity 

-.131 .161 .664 1 .415 .877 .640 1.202  

Frequency of Land-
Based Activity 

.097 .145 .448 1 .503 1.102 .830 1.462  

Frequency of 
Ceremonial Activity 

.209 .149 1.957 1 .162 1.233 .920 1.652  

Clan certainty .415 .355 1.361 1 .243 1.514 .754 3.039  
Constant -6.274 1.488 17.783 1 .000 .002   

 

To describe the results in the logistic regression throughout this chapter, I will 

report on the predicted probabilities (likelihood rather than odds) and the confidence 

intervals of the true population converted to probabilities20. Expressing odds ratios as 

“likelihoods” is much more straightforward and widely understood. In this table, I 

observe that Age, Location, and Anishinaabe Values are significant predictors for 

Support of Custom Governance as p=<0.05. I observe that for every one-year increase 

in age, there is an increase in the odds ratio of supporting custom governance by 1.025. 

To convert this to a percentage of probability, 1.025/(1+1.025)=0.506 or 51%. Thus, for 

each year increase in age, there is an increased probability (or likelihood) that one will 

                                            

20 Converted C.I. probabilities can be found in Appendix E. 
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support custom governance by 51%, rejecting hypothesis H1A. The confidence interval 

(C.I) for age is 1.0-1.05, which notes the precision of these odds; I am 95% sure that the 

true population of Deshkan Ziibiing’s odds would lie between 1.0 and 1.05, or 50% and 

51%. As the standard error is quite low (.012), I can be certain that this probability is 

reflective of the true population. As the dispersion widens and the standard errors 

increase, there is lower confidence in a probability, and this certainly occurs in this data. 

Where there is wide dispersion, I’ll note the standard error. 

To continue, the odds of supporting custom governance are increased by 2.140 

for those living off reserve, or by a likelihood of 68% (C.I., 51% to 82%) rejecting 

hypothesis H1B. Lastly, each unit increase in Anishinaabe Values is associated with 

3.124 higher odds, or 75% higher likelihood of supporting custom governance (C.I., 

64% to 84%) accepting hypothesis H4.  

Significant Interactions in the full model21  

This table features significant interaction terms of the full model. Interaction terms 

are combined independent variables used to measure predicted odds on the dependent 

variable Support for Custom Governance. I analyzed each variable with one another in 

several tests, but only the significant results of are featured below in Table X.  

Table 18: Significant Interactions in the Full Model 

 B S.E. Wald df Sig. 
Odds 
Ratio 

95% C.I.for 
EXP(B) 

Probability 

                                            

21 For interaction effects, the variables were run separately by each other in an additive method to 
determine significant interactions. This is different from a dropkick approach, where all interactions are 
run together in one single model and those that are non-significant are dropped from the model. I’ve 
experienced some issues with the dropkick approach, and while it’s quicker and in some cases just as 
reliable (particularly in the full and female models), it doesn’t seem to work with the male model. So to be 
consistent, I use the additive approach for each model, which produces a different set of reliability tests 
each iteration. It is a more time consuming approach, but it seems to be the most tolerant approach for all 
models. 
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Exp(B) Lower Upper 
Sex x Education  -.606 .294 4.256 1 .039 .546 .307 .970 0.353 
Sex x Frequency of 
Cultural Creative 
Activity 

-.600 .280 4.589 1 .032 .549 .317 .950 0.354 

Sex x Frequency of 
Ceremonial Activity 

.761 .351 4.710 1 .030 2.140 1.077 4.255 0.681 

Sex x Clan certainty -1.727 .843 4.199 1 .040 .178 .034 .928 0.151 
Age x Anishinaabe 
Values 

.054 .022 6.193 1 .013 1.056 1.012 1.102 0.513 

Age x Frequency of 
Ceremonial Activity 

-.031 .012 6.936 1 .008 .970 .948 .992 0.492 

Location x 
Frequency of 
Cultural Creative 
Activity 

-.700 .288 5.913 1 .015 .497 .283 .873 0.331 

Location x 
Frequency of Land-
Based Activity 

-.642 .294 4.773 1 .029 .526 .296 .936 0.344 

Household number x 
Frequency of 
Ceremonial Activity 

.227 .109 4.292 1 .038 1.254 1.012 1.555 0.556 

Clan certainty x 
Anishinaabe Values 

1.769 .723 5.988 1 .014 5.867 1.422 24.200 0.854 

 

Decreased odds are shown in the Exp(B) as <1. Therefore, amongst male 

respondents with higher rates of education, the probability of supporting custom 

governance decreases by 35% (C.I. 23% to 49%). Similarly, amongst men with more 

frequent creative cultural activity, the likelihood of supporting custom governance 

decreases by 35% (C.I. 24% to 49%). Men engaged in more frequent ceremonial 

activity are 68% more likely to support custom governance (C.I. 52% to 81%). Men with 

increased clan certainty are 15% less likely to support custom governance (C.I. 3% to 

48%), though the dispersion is wide and the standard error (.843) is higher on this 

measure. 
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Increasing age and Anishinaabe Values together raise the likelihood of support 

for custom governance by 51% (C.I. 50% to 52%). And yet, increased age and 

Ceremonial Activity appear to decrease the likelihood for support of custom governance 

by 49% (C.I. 49% to 50%). Off-reserve members frequently engaged in Cultural 

Creative Activity have a decreased predicted probability of support for custom 

governance of 33% (C.I. 22% to 47%). Similarly, off-reserve members engaged in 

frequent land-based activity have a decreased likelihood to support custom governance 

at a rate of 34% (C.I. 23% to 48%). 

Increase in household number and ceremonial activity is associated with higher 

likelihood for support for custom governance by 56% (C.I. 50% to 61%). Most 

significantly of the interaction effects, with each unit increase in Clan Certainty and 

Anishinaabe Values, respondents are 85% more likely to support custom governance 

(C.I. 59% to 96%).  

Gender Based Analysis  

I’ve observed of all variables in the full model, Sex appears to interact more 

frequently with other variables. Dividing the models by Sex provides a more focused 

examination of significant interactions that may differ between male and female 

respondents. In Jaccard (2001), gender based analysis is mentioned as a common 

approach in quantitative analysis:  

Suppose one wanted to compare the effects of a continuous variable, X, on a 
dichotomous outcome variable, Y, for two different groups, males and females. It 
is not uncommon for researchers to do so by calculating separate logistic 
regression equations for males and females and then examining whether the 
logistic coefficient for X is ‘statistically significant’ (i.e., has an associated p value 
less than 0.05) in both analyses. If the coefficient is statistically significant in one 
group but not in the other, then the conclusion is that X is more important for the 
one group than for the other. (p. 17) 
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Further to Jaccard’s statement, I posit that as a result of the different social experiences 

amongst men and women of COTTFN, it’s possible that there are different concerns 

and considerations that men and women make when presented with their opinion on 

departing from the Indian Act toward custom governance. In these sections I will explore 

the differences in the logistic regression and interaction effect models. 

Female model. 

This section features the female model (n=141) through frequencies, 

crosstabulations, a binomial logistic regression, and significant interactions.  

Frequencies and histograms. 

 

  # % 
Age 16-21 11 7.7 

22-28 18 12.7 
29-35 19 13.3 
36-49 41 28.8 
50-64 41 28.7 
65+ 11 7.7 

Mean age: 41 
Figure 15: Female model: Distribution of the independent variable Age  
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  # % 
Location On Reserve 69 48.9 
 Off Reserve 72 51.1 

Approximate ratio: 1:1 
Figure 16: Female model: Distribution of the independent variable Location 
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Some Trade School, College, or University 31 22.0 
Diploma; Trade School or College 53 37.6 
Bachelor’s Degree 5 3.5 
Master’s Degree 3 2.1 

Mode response: College/Trade School Diploma  
Figure 17: Female model: Distribution of the independent variable Education 

 

 

  # % 
Number in Household Single Household 19 13.5 

2 people 32 22.7 
3 people 27 19.1 
4 people 29 20.6 
5 people 15 10.6 
6 people 14 9.9 
7+ people  5 3.5 

Median household size: 2  
Figure 18: Female model: Distribution of the independent variable Household Number 
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  # % 
Language Engagement Never  17 12.1 

Rarely 47 33.3 
Sometimes 59 41.8 
Often 15 10.6 
Always 3 2.1 

Mode response: Sometimes 

Figure 19: Female model: Distribution of the independent variable Language Engagement 

 

 

  # % 
Anishinaabe Values 
 

Not Important 0 0 
Slightly Important 0 0 
Fairly Important 12 8.5 
Important 62 44.0 
Very important 67 47.5 

Mode response: Very Important 
Figure 20: Female model: Distribution of the independent variable Anishinaabe Values 
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  # % 
Creative cultural activity 
 

Never 24 17.0 

Occasionally (<1x a year) 29 20.6 

Sometimes active (≥1x in this year) 19 13.5 
Very active (2-5x per season) 39 27.7 
Frequently active (6+x each season) 30 21.3 

Mode response: Very active  
Figure 21: Female model: Distribution of the independent variable Creative Cultural Activity 
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  # % 
Land-based activity Never 33 23.4 

Occasionally (<1x a year) 15 10.6 

Sometimes active (≥1x in this year) 16 11.3 
Very active (2-5x per season) 47 33.3 
Frequently active (6+x each season) 30 21.3 

Mode response: Very active 
Figure 22: Female model: Distribution of the independent variable Land-based Activity 
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  # % 
Ceremonial Activity  Never 36 25.5 

Occasionally (<1x a year) 15 10.6 

Sometimes active (≥1x in this year) 19 13.5 
Very active (2-5x per season) 33 23.4 
Frequently active (6+x each season) 38 27.0 

Mode response: Frequently active 
Figure 23: Female model: Distribution of the independent variable Ceremonial Activity 
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  # % 
Clan Certainty Not certain 67 47.5 

Certain 74 52.5 
Approximate ratio: 1:1 

Figure 24: Female model: Distribution of the independent variable Clan Certainty 

 

  # % 
Support for Clan System Governance Not Supportive 38 27.0 

Supportive 103 73.0 

Approximate ratio: 2:5 

Figure 25: Female model: Distribution of the dependent variable Support for Custom Governance 
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Crosstabulations. 

Table 19: Model Crosstabulations  

Independent 
Variable  

Support for Custom 
Governance 

Total 
Not 

Supportive Supportive 

Age 

16-21 4 7 11 
22-28 5 13 18 
29-35 5 14 19 
36-49 9 32 41 
50-64 12 29 41 
65+ 3 8 11 

     

Location 
On Reserve 20 49 69 
Off Reserve 18 54 72 

     

Education 

Elementary School 0 0 0 
Secondary School 11 23 34 
Secondary School Graduate 5 10 15 
Some Trade School, 
College, or University 

9 22 31 

Diploma; Trade School or 
College 

11 42 53 

Bachelor’s Degree 1 4 5 
Master’s Degree 1 2 3 

     

Number in 
Household 

Single Household 7 12 19 
2 people 7 25 32 
3 people 9 18 27 
4 people 9 20 29 
5 people 3 12 15 
6 people 2 12 14 
7+ people  1 4 5 

     

Language 
Engagement 

Never  5 12 17 
Rarely 17 30 47 
Sometimes 15 44 59 
Often 1 14 15 
Always 0 3 3 

     

Anishinaabe 
Values 

Not Important 0 0 0 
Slightly Important 0 0 0 
Fairly Important 7 5 12 
Important 25 37 62 
Very important 6 61 67 

     

Creative Cultural 
Activity 

Never 9 15 24 

Occasionally (<1x a year) 10 19 29 

Sometimes active (≥1x in 
this year) 

6 13 19 

Very active (2-5x per 9 30 39 
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season) 
Frequently active (6+x each 
season) 

4 26 30 

     

Land-Based 
Activity 

Never 11 22 33 

Occasionally (<1x a year) 5 10 15 

Sometimes active (≥1x in 
this year) 

6 10 16 

Very active (2-5x per 
season) 

11 36 47 

Frequently active (6+x each 
season) 

5 25 30 

     

Ceremonial 
Activity 

Never 11 25 36 

Occasionally (<1x a year) 6 9 15 

Sometimes active (≥1x in 
this year) 

9 10 19 

Very active (2-5x per 
season) 

6 27 33 

Frequently active (6+x each 
season) 

6 32 38 

     

Clan Certainty 
Not certain 27 40 67 
Certain 11 63 74 

n=141 
 

Logistic Regression. 

Table 20: Female Model Prediction Classification1 

Observed 

Predicted 
Support for Custom 

Governance Percentage 
Correct Not Supportive Supportive 

Support for Custom 
Governance 

Not Supportive 0 38 .0 

Supportive 0 103 100.0 

Overall Percentage 73 

1. The cut value is .5 

 

The Female Model is not able to correctly predict “Not Supportive”, but is able to predict 

“Supportive” at a rate of 100% for total percentage accuracy in classification of 73%. 

Nagelkerke R square, omnibus test, and Hosmer & Lemeshow test. 

Table 21: Female Model Reliability Tests 

Nagelkerke R Square: .304 
 Chi-square df Sig. 

Omnibus Test 33.089 10 .000 
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Hosmer & 

Lemeshow 

13.221 8 .104 

 

The Nagelkerke R square indicates that this model accounts for 30% of the variance in 

the dependent variable. The Omnibus Test indicates that this model is statistically 

significant, and the Hosmer & Lemeshow Test show that as p>.05, the model is an 

adequate fit. 

Table 22: Logistic Regression Full Female Model 

 B S.E. Wald df Sig. 

Odds 
Ratio 

Exp(B) 

95% C.I.for 
EXP(B) Predicted 

probability Lower Upper 
Step 0 Constant .997 .190 27.600 1 .000 2.711   
Age .019 .017 1.286 1 .257 1.019 .986 1.053  
Location .626 .516 1.471 1 .225 1.871 .680 5.148  
Education .138 .171 .653 1 .419 1.148 .821 1.606  
Household number .001 .148 .000 1 .994 1.001 .749 1.338  
Language  .233 .309 .567 1 .451 1.262 .689 2.312  
Anishinaabe Values 1.324 .384 11.880 1 .001 3.758 1.770 7.978 0.789 
Frequency of 
Cultural Creative 
Activity 

.198 .217 .836 1 .360 1.219 .797 1.865  

Frequency of Land-
Based Activity 

.098 .180 .294 1 .587 1.102 .775 1.568  

Frequency of 
Ceremonial Activity 

-.094 .192 .239 1 .625 .910 .624 1.327  

Clan certainty .969 .462 4.397 1 .036 2.634 1.065 6.513 0.724 
 Constant -7.940 2.117 14.059 1 .000 .000    
 

In the female model, those with increased Anishinaabe Values show an increased 

likelihood of 79% in support custom governance (C.I. 64% to 89%). Respondents who 

report higher certainty of their clan have an increased predicted probability of 72% (C.I. 

51% to 87%) in supporting custom governance. 
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Significant interactions in the female model. 

Table 23: Significant Interactions in the Female Model 

 B S.E. Wald df Sig. 

Odds 
Ratio 

Exp(B) 

95% C.I.for 
EXP(B) Predicted 

probability Lower Upper 
Age x Frequency of 
Ceremonial Activity 

-
.053 

.018 8.890 1 .003 .948 .915 .982 0.486 

Household number x 
Frequency of 
Ceremonial Activity 

.410 .170 5.803 1 .016 1.507 1.079 2.103 0.601 

 

With each unit increase in age and ceremonial activity there is a decreased 

likelihood of 48% to support custom governance (C.I. 48% to 50%). Additionally, 

increased units of household size and frequency of ceremonial activity is associated 

with 60% higher likelihood to support for custom governance amongst female 

respondents (C.I. 52% to 68%).  

Male model. 

This section features the male model (n=86) through frequencies, 

crosstabulations, a binomial logistic regression, and significant interactions.  

Frequencies and histograms. 
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  # % 
Age 16-21 6 7.1 

22-28 8 9.4 
29-35 14 16.4 
36-49 21 24.5 
50-64 28 32.5 
65+ 9 10.3 

Median age: 45 
Figure 26: Male model: Distribution of the independent variable Age  

 

 

  # % 
Location On Reserve 54 62.8 
 Off Reserve 32 37.2 

Approximate ratio: 5:3 
Figure 27: Male model: Distribution of the independent variable Location 
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  # % 
Highest level of education Elementary School 4 4.7 

Secondary School 24 27.9 

Secondary School Graduate 14 16.3 
Some Trade School, College, or University 19 22.1 
Diploma; Trade School or College 21 24.4 
Bachelor’s Degree 2 2.3 
Master’s Degree 2 2.3 

Mode response: Secondary School  
Figure 28: Male model: Distribution of the independent variable Education 
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  # % 
Number in Household Single Household 13 15.1 

2 people 25 29.1 
3 people 21 24.4 
4 people 11 12.8 
5 people 7 8.1 
6 people 7 8.1 
7+ people  2 2.4 

Median household size: 2  
Figure 29: Male model: Distribution of the independent variable Household Number 
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  # % 
Language Engagement Never  6 7.0 

Rarely 32 37.2 
Sometimes 34 39.5 
Often 13 15.1 
Always 1 1.2 

Mode response: Sometimes 

Figure 30: Male model: Distribution of the independent variable Language Engagement 

 

 

  # % 
Anishinaabe Values 
 

Not Important 1 1.2 
Slightly Important 0 0 
Fairly Important 10 11.6 
Important 35 40.7 
Very important 40 46.5 

Mode response: Important 
Figure 31: Male model: Distribution of the independent variable Anishinaabe Values 
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  # % 
Creative cultural activity 
 

Never 28 32.6 

Occasionally (<1x a year) 11 12.8 

Sometimes active (≥1x in this year) 9 10.5 
Very active (2-5x per season) 21 24.4 
Frequently active (6+x each season) 17 19.8 

Mode response: Sometimes Active  
Figure 32: Male model: Distribution of the independent variable Creative Cultural Activity 
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  # % 
Land-based activity Never 10 11.6 

Occasionally (<1x a year) 9 10.5 

Sometimes active (≥1x in this year) 12 14.0 
Very active (2-5x per season) 37 43.0 
Frequently active (6+x each season) 18 20.9 

Mode response: Very Active 
Figure 33: Male model: Distribution of the independent variable Land-based Activity 
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  # % 
Ceremonial Activity  Never 23 26.7 

Occasionally (<1x a year) 14 16.3 

Sometimes active (≥1x in this year) 17 19.8 
Very active (2-5x per season) 19 22.1 
Frequently active (6+x each season) 13 15.1 

Mode response: Never 
Figure 34: Male model: Distribution of the independent variable Ceremonial Activity 
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  # % 
Clan Certainty Not certain 46 53.5 

Certain 40 46.5 
Approximate ratio: 5:4 

Figure 35: Male model: Distribution of the independent variable Clan Certainty 

 

  # % 
Support for Clan System Governance Not Supportive 23 26.7 

Supportive 63 73.3 

Approximate ratio: 1:3 

Figure 36: Male model: Distribution of the dependent variable Support for Custom Governance 
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Crosstabulations. 

Table 24: Model Crosstabulations  

Independent 
Variable  

Support for Custom 
Governance 

Total 
Not 

Supportive Supportive 

Age 

16-21 1 5 6 
22-28 3 5 8 
29-35 4 10 14 
36-49 6 15 21 
50-64 6 22 28 
65+ 3 6 9 

     

Location 
On Reserve 17 37 54 
Off Reserve 6 26 32 

     

Education 

Elementary School 1 3 4 
Secondary School 6 18 24 
Secondary School Graduate 5 9 14 
Some Trade School, 
College, or University 

6 13 19 

Diploma; Trade School or 
College 

4 17 21 

Bachelor’s Degree 0 2 2 
Master’s Degree 1 1 2 

     

Number in 
Household 

Single Household 3 10 13 
2 people 10 15 25 
3 people 3 18 21 
4 people 5 6 11 
5 people 1 6 7 
6 people 1 6 7 
7+ people  0 2 2 

     

Language 
Engagement 

Never  2 4 6 
Rarely 9 23 32 
Sometimes 9 25 34 
Often 2 11 13 
Always 1 0 1 

     

Anishinaabe 
Values 

Not Important 1 0 1 
Slightly Important 0 0 0 
Fairly Important 6 4 10 
Important 9 26 35 
Very important 7 33 40 

     

Creative Cultural 
Activity 

Never 7 21 28 

Occasionally (<1x a year) 4 7 11 

Sometimes active (≥1x in 
this year) 

0 9 9 

Very active (2-5x per 7 14 21 
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season) 
Frequently active (6+x each 
season) 

5 12 17 

     

Land-Based 
Activity 

Never 4 6 10 

Occasionally (<1x a year) 1 8 9 

Sometimes active (≥1x in 
this year) 

3 9 12 

Very active (2-5x per 
season) 

9 28 37 

Frequently active (6+x each 
season) 

6 12 18 

     

Ceremonial 
Activity 

Never 9 14 23 

Occasionally (<1x a year) 4 10 14 

Sometimes active (≥1x in 
this year) 

5 12 17 

Very active (2-5x per 
season) 

4 15 19 

Frequently active (6+x each 
season) 

1 12 13 

     

Clan Certainty 
Not certain 12 34 46 
Certain 11 29 40 

n=86 
 

Logistic regression. 

Table 25: Male Model Prediction Classification122 

Observed 

Predicted 
Support for Custom 

Governance Percentage 
Correct Not Supportive Supportive 

Support for Custom 
Governance 

Not Supportive 0 23 .0 

Supportive 0 63 100.0 

Overall Percentage 73.3 

1. The cut value is .5 

 

At a rate of 0%, The Male Model is unable to correctly predict “Not Supportive”, but is 

able to predict “Supportive” at a rate of 100% for total percentage accuracy in 

classification of 73.3%. 

                                            

22 The prediction classification for the male model is the same after adjustment. 
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Nagelkerke R square, omnibus test, and Hosmer & Lemeshow test. 

Table 26: Male Model Reliability Tests (before adjustment) 

Nagelkerke R Square: .309 
 Chi-square df Sig. 

Omnibus 20.503 10 .025 

Hosmer & 

Lemeshow 

15.569 8 .049 

  

In the male model, the Nagelkerke R square test indicates that this model accounts for 

30% variance in the dependent variable. The Omnibus Test reads as .025 (p<.05), 

indicating that the model has statistical significance. But the Hosmer & Lemeshow test 

is not statistically significant at .049 (p<.05) indicating a poor model fit of variables for 

the male model. Because this model is poorly fitted, I squared Household Number to 

adjust the goodness of fit23, and completed the reliability tests again: 

Table 27: Male Model Reliability Tests (after adjustment) 

Nagelkerke R Square: .312 
 Chi-square df Sig. 

Omnibus 20.761 10 .023 

Hosmer & 

Lemeshow 

10.037 8 .262 

 

 Squaring household size brought the Hosmer & Lemeshow test up to .262 

(p>.05), which indicates that the model is better fit for this data. This model also shows 

a slight reduction in the Omnibus Test to .023, and the Nagelkerke R Square shows that 

this model now accounts for 31% of the variance in the dependent variable.  

 

 

                                            

23 The Box-Tidwell test for Household Number squared x Natural Log for Household Number squared 
showed that p=.382 (>.05), which is not significant, indicating that the squared Household Number is 
linearly associated with the dependent variable and satisfies the assumption of linearity. 
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Table 28: Logistic Regression Full Male Model (adjusted) 

 B S.E. Wald df Sig. 

Odds 
Ratio 

Exp(B) 

95% C.I.for 
EXP(B) Predicted 

Probability Lower Upper 
Step 0 Constant 1.008 .244 17.107 1 .000 2.739    

Age .024 .020 1.453 1 .228 1.024 .985 1.065  
Location .946 .674 1.968 1 .161 2.575 .687 9.656  
Education -.265 .251 1.112 1 .292 .768 .469 1.255  
Household number 
(squared) 

.018 .029 .378 1 .539 1.018 .961 1.078  

Language -.156 .440 .126 1 .723 .856 .361 2.027  
Anishinaabe Values 1.181 .478 6.108 1 .013 3.257 1.277 8.310 0.765 
Frequency of 
Cultural Creative 
Activity 

-.483 .320 2.279 1 .131 .617 .330 1.155  

Frequency of Land-
Based Activity 

.076 .311 .060 1 .807 1.079 .587 1.984  

Frequency of 
Ceremonial Activity 

.664 .293 5.138 1 .023 1.943 1.094 3.450 0.660 

Clan certainty -.102 .684 .022 1 .881 .903 .237 3.447  
 Constant -4.819 2.374 4.121 1 .042 .008    
 

In the full male model, Anishinaabe Values and Frequency of Ceremonial Activity are 

significant predictors of support for custom governance. For each unit increase in 

Anishinaabe Values, there is an increased predicted probability by 76% (C.I. 56% to 

89%). Further, as frequency of ceremonial activity increases, the likelihood of support 

for custom governance amongst males also increases by 66% (C.I. 52% to 78%). 
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Significant interactions in the male models.2425 

Table 29: Significant Interactions in the Male Models (adjusted) 

 B S.E. Wald df Sig. 

Odds 
Ratio 

Exp(B) 

95% C.I.for 
EXP(B) Predicted 

Probability Lower Upper 
Age x Anishinaabe 
Values  

.122 .045 7.467 1 .006 1.129 1.035 1.232 0.530 

Age x Language  -.078 .039 3.954 1 .047 .925 .857 .999 0.480 
Age x Frequency of 
Cultural Creative 
Activity 

-.059 .030 3.896 1 .048 .943 .889 1.000 0.485 

Age x Frequency of 
Land-Based Activity 

-.100 .051 3.891 1 .049 .904 .819 .999 0.474 

Location x 
Anishinaabe Values  

-3.361 1.556 4.666 1 .031 .035 .002 .732 0.033 

Location x 
Frequency of 
Cultural Creative 
Activity 

-1.824 .716 6.497 1 .011 .161 .040 .656 0.138 

Location x 
Frequency of Land-
Based Activity 

-3.258 1.479 4.852 1 .028 .038 .002 .698 0.036 

Education x 
Anishinaabe Values  

1.122 .510 4.827 1 .028 3.070 1.129 8.349 0.754 

Education x 
Frequency of 
Cultural Creative 
Activity 

.785 .319 6.051 1 .014 2.193 1.173 4.101 0.686 

Education x 
Frequency of Land-
Based Activity 

1.445 .610 5.611 1 .018 4.242 1.283 14.025 0.809 

Language x 
Frequency of 
Ceremonial Activity 

-1.860 .748 6.185 1 .013 .156 .036 .674 0.134 

Anishinaabe Values 
x Frequency of 
Cultural Creative 
Activity 

-1.137 .478 5.653 1 .017 .321 .126 .819 0.242 

                                            

24 This table is composed of significant interactions from the 10 iterations of logistic regression in the 
0.809male model (i.e., these are not from the same model output). 
25 Ne0gative interaction coefficients are inverted using the formula 1/Exp(B) (Laerd, 2015). 
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Anishinaabe Values 
x Frequency of 
Land-Based Activity 

-2.544 1.101 5.339 1 .021 .079 .009 .680 0.073 

 

Amongst male respondents, when age and Anishinaabe Values increase 

together, there is 53% increase in likelihood for support of custom governance (C.I., 

51% to 55%). Conversely, likelihood of supporting custom governance decreases when 

increased age interacts with Language engagement at 48% (C.I., 46% to 50%). When 

increased age interacts with cultural creative activity, likelihood is at 49% (C.I. for Exp 

(B), .889 to 1.00). Notice how the confidence interval crosses the threshold of 1. This 

signals that the dispersion is not precise, as probability cannot be both decreased and 

increased at the same time. However, its p values indicate it is suggestive. Increased 

age and Land-Based Activity decreases probability of support by 47%  (C.I., 45% to 

50%).  

Off reserve males with increased Anishinaabe Values have a decreased 

likelihood of supporting custom governance by 3% (C.I., .1% to 42%, S.E. 1.55). Off 

reserve males with increased cultural creative activity have a decreased likelihood of 

supporting custom governance by 14%  (C.I., 4% to 40%, S.E. .716). Further, off 

reserve males with higher frequency of land-based activity have a decreased likelihood 

of supporting custom governance by 4%  (C.I., .1% to 41%, S.E. 1.47). However, each 

of these location interactions has a slightly larger standard error than most other 

interactions in the model as is seen in the wide dispersion of confidence intervals. 

When increased education and Anishinaabe Values interact, men are 75% more 

likely to support custom governance (C.I., 53% to 89%). Similarly, when increased 

education interacts with increased cultural creative and land based activity, men are 
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more likely to support custom governance at a rate of 69% (C.I., 54% to 80%) and 81% 

(C.I., 56% to 93%) respectively. 

When Language engagement and ceremonial activity increase, the likelihood of 

supporting custom governance decreases by 13%  (C.I., 3% to 40%, S.E. .748). Men 

with increased Anishinaabe values and cultural creative activity are less likely to support 

custom governance at a rate of 24% (C.I., 11% to 45%). Finally, men with increased 

Anishinaabe values and land-based activity 7% less likely to support custom 

governance (C.I., .8% to 40%, S.E. 1.10). 

Discussion. 

 In this discussion, I will interpret the results from the three logistic regression 

sections. Firstly, I want to talk about what it means to not support dodemiwan. I can’t 

assume that all respondents who are in the “not supportive” category are not at all 

supportive; as mentioned earlier in the chapter, some people who are “moderately 

supportive” are included in this category. As such, I suspect that this is the reason some 

interacting variables occur as decreased likelihood for support. As I sifted through the 

findings for interpretation, the reasons for non-support became important to explore, as 

some findings were not initially intuitive. Why might higher Anishinaabe Values and 

more frequent engagement in cultural practice amongst men actually contribute to 24% 

decreased likelihood to support custom governance—that is, why would men with 

decreased Anishinaabe Values and cultural creative activity be more supportive? Why 

would older women who are more engaged in ceremony be 49% less likely to support 

dodemiwan, and inversely, why would younger women with less engagement with 

ceremony by 51% more likely to support dodemiwan? From the findings, I’ve 
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determined that there are three possible reasons (and sub reasons) that a respondent 

might appear in the “not supportive category”: 

1. Dodemiwan is not in their value system: 

a. Respondent may not know dodemiwan enough to support it; 

b. Respondent may not be Anishinaabe; and/or,  

c. Dodemiwan has no relevance to respondent’s life or identity. 

2. Dodemiwan is not legitimate: 

a. Respondent prefers mainstream Western forms of governance; 

b. Respondent doesn’t believe in dodemiwan (and Anishinaabe beliefs in 

general); and/or, 

c. Respondent prefers the Indian Act. 

3. Respondent is skeptical: 

a. Respondent would have to see the system first in order to support it; 

b. Respondent does not have trust in the Indian Act administration and 

council to produce alternative dodemiwan governance system; 

c. Respondent is unsure that such a system could work in Deshkan Ziibiing 

or in general; and/or, 

d. Respondent is concerned that centering dodemiwan as a primary 

governance system would compromise its sanctity and integrity when it is 

inevitably brought into contact with the Canadian state and its legitimacy 

norms (it could be co-opted). 

As I observed in the full model, age, location, and Anishinaabe values are significant 

predictors of custom governance support. These are present throughout not only the 
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interaction effects, but the gendered models and their interaction effects as well. I will 

discuss them further here.  

Age. 

Age appears in the full model’s main effects with increased likelihood for support, 

perhaps due to the higher median age of this survey—but it is compelling as it may 

illuminate that with maturity, one appreciates their heritage more. Older people, with 

their gathered experience and knowledge over a longer period of time, may be more 

likely to see the value and application of dodemiwan for many reasons, one being 

because older people may have engaged in a “healing journey”, or identity searching 

and spirituality that supports them and their families through mno bmaadziwin. This 

becomes clearer when we see that age interacts with Anishinaabe values in the full 

model to increase likelihood of support for dodemiwan. Anishinaabe values also appear 

to be important for support amongst men as age increases.  

Yet, age doesn’t always interact with increased predicted probability. In the 

female interaction effects, we see that increased age and ceremonial activity actually 

decrease the likelihood of support. It’s possible that older women engaged in ceremony 

more often have greater concerns regarding the creation of a dodemiwan—they might 

be interested to see how it operates first before supporting it, particularly as it could 

ostensibly be the sole governance process for Deshkan Ziibiing. This number suggests 

that younger women with less frequent ceremonial activity support dodemiwan at a 

higher rate. 

In the male model, when increased age interacts with language, cultural creative 

activity, and land-based activity, the odds of support decrease by around the same rate 
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of 47-48%. I think this illuminates the support for dodemiwan amongst younger men 

who don’t have frequent engagement with language, cultural creative activities, and 

land-based activity. By inverting the finding we see that younger men with lower rates of 

engagement with these resurgence concepts might be 52-53% more likely to support 

dodemiwan. It’s interesting that younger men supportive of dodemiwan report lower 

rates of language engagement, cultural creative activity, and land-based activity. 

Perhaps this illuminates the lack of access in the case of language engagement, the 

gendered nature of cultural creative activities (as evidenced by the histograms which 

show that most men don’t engage in this work frequently), and lower rates of land-

based activity amongst younger men.  

Location. 

Location appears in the full model with 68% more likelihood of support for 

dodemiwan amongst off reserve respondents. It’s possible that off reserve respondents 

are exposed more often to urban Indigenous spaces like friendship centres, which are 

important sites of cultural continuity and resurgence, which may lend to the fact that in 

the full model, off reserve location is a significant predictor of support. Additionally, off 

reserve respondents may be exposed more often to diverse cultures in mainstream 

Canada and reflect on their own Indigeneity more often.  

Looking deeper into the interactions in the gendered models provides more 

understanding on this finding. In the full model interactions, off reserve location with 

higher engagement in cultural creative activity and land-based activity is associated with 

a 33% and 34% decreased likelihood of supporting dodemiwan respectively. It’s 

possible that this finding is pointing to the inversion, that on reserve members with lower 
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engagement with cultural and land-based activity are at increased likelihood to support 

dodemiwan at rates of 67% and 66% respectively. In the male model, location interacts 

in a similar way with cultural creative activity and land-based activity: off-reserve men 

with higher rates of cultural creative activity and land-based activity are less likely to 

support dodemiwan at a rate of 14% and 4% respectively. When inverting the finding, 

male on-reserve respondents with lower rates of cultural creative activity and land-

based activity support governance at rates of 86% and 96% respectively. This indicates 

that perhaps supportive on reserve respondents, particularly those who are male, don’t 

have as much access or engagement with cultural creative activity and land-based 

activity. Further, in the male model, location interacts with Anishinaabe values indicating 

that those off reserve with higher Anishinaabe Values are at 3% decreased likelihood to 

support custom governance—meaning that on reserve respondents who report lower 

Anishinaabe Values support dodemiwan at a rate of 97%. This provides an interesting 

portrait of supportive on reserve male respondents, that despite their reports of mid to 

low Anishinaabe values, and engagement with culture and land, they are still quite 

supportive of dodemiwan. However, in the case of on reserve male respondents’ 

cultural creative activity, land-based activity, and Anishinaabe Values, it appears as 

though these findings are more suggestive than substantial as the standard errors were 

quite high and the confidence intervals showed wide dispersion. 

Education. 

 Education appeared in the full model as a predictor of non-support amongst 

males (35% decrease in likelihood). Yet, it occurs only in interactions in the male model, 

and where it does, it’s a predictor of support. Where men are educated and hold higher 
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Anishinaabe values, they are at an increased likelihood to support dodemiwan by 75%. 

Further, as education increases with cultural creative activity and land-based activity 

amongst males, they are 69% and 81% more likely to support dodemiwan respectively. 

This is an interesting finding, as it indicates that in the cases where male respondents 

are formally educated, reported higher Anishinaabe values, and engaged in cultural 

creative and land-based activity, they were more likely to support dodemiwan. These 

are the only cases where cultural creative and land-based activities are associated with 

support. This finding suggests to me that perhaps men with higher rates of education 

are able to attain such because they have more holistic family support, and can access 

cultural creative activity and land-based activity more often; which are activities that 

appear to be more gender-oriented as observed in the female and male histograms.  

Household Size. 

 Household size occurred in one of the two interactions in the female model. 

When increased household size interacts with increased ceremonial activity, female 

respondents were 60% more likely to support custom governance. This illuminates the 

portion of supportive female respondents who have larger families and engage in 

spiritual practice more often—it is likely that they live with practices that are akin to 

dodemiwan values and structure. 

Language. 

 Language occurs in the male model, interacting with increasing age and 

ceremonial activity. Older men who report higher language engagement are less likely 

to support custom governance—inverted this means that there is higher likelihood that 

younger men who have less language engagement will support dodemiwan. Further, 
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higher language engagement and ceremonial activity interacting is cause for smaller 

decreased likelihood (13%) of support for custom governance amongst men, with 

inversion, this means that men who report lower language engagement and ceremonial 

activity are 87% more likely to support custom governance. These findings point to the 

lack of access or engagement of Indigenous language amongst male respondents. 

Anishinaabe Values. 

 Across all models, Anishinaabe Values is a significant predictor of support for 

custom governance. It occurs in six interactions across the full model and male models, 

but not in the female model interactions. The interactions associated with increased 

Anishinaabe values are increases in age, clan certainty, and education. In the full 

model, Anishinaabe values interacting with increased age presents higher likelihood of 

supporting custom governance, particularly amongst males. In the full model, higher 

Anishinaabe Values interacting with clan certainty increased likelihood to support 

dodemiwan by 85%. This is the strongest predicted probability in the model. Further, as 

outlined before, males who report higher education rates and increased Anishinaabe 

values are 75% more likely to support custom governance. Where increased 

Anishinaabe Values is associated with decrease in likelihood of support occurs 

exclusively in the male model. Men off reserve with higher rates of Anishinaabe Values 

are 3% less likely to support dodemiwan, but its inversion tells us that on reserve men 

with lower Anishinaabe Values are 97% more likely to support dodemiwan. Yet, this 

finding has a higher standard error and wider confidence interval. Men who have higher 

rates of Anishinaabe values and are more frequently engaged in creative cultural 

activity are 24% less likely to support custom governance. Finally, when increased 
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Anishinaabe Values interacts with increased land-based activity amongst men, there is 

7% lower predicted probability to support custom governance. These findings illuminate 

that while men may report lower rates of Anishinaabe Values, they may still be likely to 

support dodemiwan. 

Cultural Creative Activity 

 Cultural creative activity interacts with location (off reserve) and sex (male) in the 

full model to decrease likelihood of support for custom governance. This indicates that 

on reserve members and female respondents who are less involved in cultural creative 

activities are more likely to support dodemiwan. When increased cultural creative 

activity interacts with education in the male model, it results in greater likelihood of 

support. Yet, when cultural creative activity interacts with other variables in the male 

model such as increased age, Anishinaabe Values, and off reserve location, the 

probability of support decreases. I suspect that cultural creative activity occurs 

significantly in the male model because men reported lower rates of engagement in this 

work. 

Land-based activity. 

 Of the four instances that land-based activity interacts with other variables, it is 

associated with a decreased likelihood to support custom governance in three 

instances. It is interesting to think about the different land-based activities that may 

occur amongst respondents generally, as hunting, fishing, and gardening are activities 

that don’t necessarily require Anishinaabe knowledge as say, gathering medicines or 

gathering wild foods. Amongst educated male respondents, land-based activity 

contributed to an increased likelihood for support of dodemiwan. Yet, amongst older 
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men with more engagement with land, there is decreased likelihood for support. Men 

who are off reserve and report more land-based activity are also less likely to support 

dodemiwan. Finally, Anishinaabe values and land-based activity slightly decreases the 

probability of support by 7%, but with high standard errors (1.10) and wide dispersion, 

this is merely a suggestion. 

Ceremonial activity. 

 Ceremonial activity is a significant predictor of support for custom governance in 

the male model. In the four instances that it interacts with other variables, it contributes 

to higher likelihood of support for custom governance in three instances, most often in 

the male model and amongst women with larger households. However, amongst older 

women, ceremonial activity is associated with lower rates of support, and amongst 

males with higher rates of language engagement.  

Clan Certainty. 

 Clan certainty occurs as a significant predictor of support for dodemiwan in the 

female model. It’s likely that women who are certain of their dodem also understand its 

role in Anishinaabe identity, and are therefore more likely to support dodemiwan. Yet, in 

the full model, low rates of clan certainty amongst female respondents occur with 85% 

inverted probability of support. This indicates that female respondents are supportive 

even when they aren’t certain of their dodem belonging. When clan certainty occurs with 

higher Anishinaabe values, there is stronger probability of support.  
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Conclusion. 

The full model’s main effects indicated that age, location, and Anishinaabe 

values are significant predictors of support. Age is a strong predictor of support, and 

points to what is important for support of dodemiwan along the scale of younger to older 

respondents. For older respondents, higher Anishinaabe values contributed to higher 

likelihood of support. Younger men and women still supported dodemiwan, despite 

reports of decreased language engagement, cultural creative activity, land-based 

activity, and ceremony. Location appears to have a similar case: despite location 

appearing significant in the main effects as off reserve respondents had higher 

likelihood to support dodemiwan, the interaction effects revealed that on reserve 

members who reported decreased rates of language engagement, cultural creative 

activity, land-based activity, and ceremony, supported dodemiwan at higher rates. This 

may be suggestive of the types of access and engagement that on reserve respondents 

have to resurgence activities like learning the language, or engaging in any of the 

creative, land-based, and ceremonial activities. Anishinaabe Values was the most 

significant predictor of support in several instances, except slightly less so amongst off 

reserve males, and those who reported higher engagement with cultural creative 

activities and land-based activities.  

As observed in the full model’s interaction effects, there are different significant 

predictors amongst male and female respondents. Amongst women, Anishinaabe 

Values and clan certainty are significant predictors of support. The few interaction 

effects revealed that women with more ceremonial activity and larger families are more 
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supportive, whereas older women with more ceremonial activity may be more reserved 

about dodemiwan as primary governance in Deshkan Ziibiing. 

Amongst men, ceremonial activity and Anishinaabe Values are significant main 

effects. Anishinaabe Values, when met with age experience or formal education, is a 

steady predictor of the probability of support. Similarly, frequency of ceremonial 

engagement is important for men in their support of dodemiwan, which is an intriguing 

finding. According to Johnston’s teaching as described in chapter 2, men find their life 

path and the interconnectedness of all things through personal visioning ceremonies. 

For men, an insight of the importance of dodemiwan appearing to stem from ceremony 

is indeed illuminating of this teaching. 

It is clear in the findings of this chapter that Anishinaabe Values is a significant 

predictor of support for dodemiwan, making an inextricable link between lived 

Anishinaabe ways of life and the support for Anishinaabe political order. In the next 

chapter, I will explore the felt knowledge of what it means to intensely dream for a 

present and future that centers Anishinaabe aadziwin. 
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CHAPTER 6 // ANDO-BAWAAJIGEYIN, MIIZNIBIGEWIN (COLLECTIVELY 
DREAMING, LEAVING OUR MARK): ARTS-BASED RESEARCH 

 
“My people will sleep for 100 years and when they awaken, it will be the artists who give 

them their spirit.” –Louis Riel 
 

What does it mean to create a future that centers Anishinaabe dodemiwan? It 

means to think beyond the confines of a settler-colonial futurity, to dream and imagine 

with purpose—that is, intensely, radically, and creatively. This chapter features works of 

art that do just that—they connect dream and concept to imagery, and for the makers, 

hold special meaning in their perspectives and individual life journeys. In these works, 

produced at the 2016 Clan Gathering held in Deshkan Ziibiing, the makers expressed 

their visions of a collectively experienced moment where elders and respected 

Anishinaabeg imparted their knowledge and insight of dodemiwan for the path of 

resurgence. 

In the endeavor to revitalize Anishinaabe gimaawin by way of dodemiwan and 

other gikendaasowin principles, the Governance Committee held a series of events, 

lectures, and information sessions to enhance community knowledge on political topics. 

As the Governance Committee was tasked with building governance capacity for the 

Nation by developing foundational documents, policies, and codes that govern various 

aspects of the Nation such as membership, leadership selection, and law-making 

power; community involvement in discussions regarding the context for governance 

development is seen a necessary aspect of Community Inclusion. Onaubinisay (Jim 

Dumont), Sharon Venne, Gordon Waindubence, Alan Corbiere, Isaac Murdoch, John 

Borrows, Lindsay Borrows, Heidi Stark, and Nick Deleary were just some of the 

Anishinaabe intellectuals and knowledge keepers who have been invited to speak in our 
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community in the past 10 years by the Governance Committee. Through lectures, 

seminars, and teachings, these guests to our community among others have helped 

fulfill the vision of the Governance Committee by involving the people in important 

discussions about political issues, governance development, and constructing the 

systems that will best serve our community and future generations. 

In the summer of 2016, the Governance Committee began planning for a Clan 

Gathering featuring Dodem teachings by respected elders and knowledge keepers as 

well as a feast for the Dodemiwan. In our planning discussions, I asked the Governance 

Committee if collecting information from attendees regarding their experience with the 

teachings given that day would be helpful for our dodemiwan work. They agreed, and 

we considered what type of information could be gathered from community members—

what would be the research objective at such an event? Knowing that community would 

be immersed in the teachings and being respectful of that space, it was important that 

we approached with a methodology that is compatible with this space.  

Arts-based research. 

The art table at the Clan Gathering had over 20 participants, many of whom were 

youth and children. Of the participants, around ten individuals consented to participate 

in this research. I collected testimonies from seven individuals regarding their pieces. 

They created works during the teachings and then shared with me a short testimony 

reflecting what their piece meant to them and how it related to the Dodemiwan 

gathering. This chapter features the qualitative data collected from these participants on 

October 29, 2016 at the Chippewas of the Thames First Nation Clan Gathering, as well 

as subsequent comments on my part, only to connect emergent themes to themes that 
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occur elsewhere in this dissertation. My purpose here is to feature how dodemiwan and 

engagement with Anishinaabe aadziwin is expressed amongst those in our community26 

in their own words and images. 

Aadzokanan (The teachings) 

 In this section, I’ll summarize some main points of the teachings from the Clan 

Gathering. This is not meant to be a substitution for the actual teachings, but they 

provide insight into the images that are featured in this chapter, as the makers of those 

images listened to the following teachings. I introduce them in the order in which they 

spoke, but I bring their points into conversation with one another. 

 

Figure 37: Onaubinasay speaking about the dodem order 

 

Onaubinasay (Jim Dumont) of the Marten clan is a revered teacher and 

Midewiwin (Anishinaabe medicine society) leader from Shawanaga First Nation. He is 

                                            

26 A few of the participants are not specifically band members of Chippewas of the Thames First Nation, 
but are community members as they are dodem relatives of our community.  
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often sought by our community to provide teachings on Anishinaabe intelligence, the 

origin story, and dodemiwan. In addition to his many visits to give teachings in our 

community, Onaubinasay developed “What Was Never Told”, a community-based 

curriculum that centers an Anishinaabe perspective on colonization that was delivered 

in Deshkan Ziibiing 2013-2014. Onaubinasay is thus very well known and adored in our 

community for his profound teachings, humour, and easy-going speaking style. For the 

2016 Clan Gathering, the Governance Committee asked Onaubinasay to come speak 

and provide teachings on dodemiwan and what it means to center dodemiwan as our 

governance method again. 

 

Figure 38: Mary E. Deleary describing the seven stages of life 

 

Mary E. Deleary of the Wolf clan, whose teachings appear throughout this work 

and in chapter 2, is a respected teacher, Midewiwin leader, and community member 
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originally from Kitigan Zibi. She was asked by the Governance Committee to provide 

dodem teachings from her perspective as Anishinaabekwe and as they are related to 

gender. As described in chapter 2, this was to give insight to the patrilineal nature of 

dodemiwan and to provide clarity on the role of gender in dodemiwan. 

 

Figure 39: Bomgiizhik (center in blue) with participants at the 2016 Clan Gathering art table. 

 

Bomgiizhik (Isaac Murdoch) of the Pike clan is from Serpent River. Bomgiizhik, 

along with Métis artist Christi Belcourt, is a founder of the Onaman Collective, a group 

of artists who support and teach resurgence practices throughout Turtle Island. The 

Onaman Collective’s Nimki Aazhibikong—has become an important site of practiced 

Anishinaabe aadziwin through the mantra “Culture Camp Forever”. Bomgiizhik is an 

ardent detractor of the Indian Act, and has voluntarily relinquished his status because of 

his fierce opposition to its grip on our Nations. 
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To begin, Onaubinasay preluded his talk by describing the importance of our felt 

connection to our dodem: 

What I want to do in the limited time that we have is to talk about the clans in such a way 
that it helps for us to identify personally with our clan. I’ll try and say a little bit about the 
clan system as the foundation for the original way of governing ourselves, but in order for 
that to work, we have to have a true identification with our clan at a feeling level and we 
have to have a connection to our clan as our true family, how we belong in the world; this 
great family we are a part of. And for our original system of governance to work truly as a 
system of government, we need to have a connection with that clan, and we have to get 
together as clan families to become acquainted with our clan, clan strengths, and our 
clan responsibilities. 

 

Through Anishinaabe gikendaasowin, Onaubinasay described the power of affect and 

felt knowledge that is essential to dodemiwan and its resurgence, a point not unlike 

Million’s Felt Theory presented in chapter 3. Onaubinasay mentioned that it was difficult 

to impart the importance of dodemiwan and our necessary affective relationship to it 

without first recounting the creation story—a fact that elucidates the importance of 

aadzokanan to Anishinaabe politics, governance, and life in general. To provide more 

insight on the genesis of this affective relationship, Onaubinasay recounted a small part 

of aadzokanan, specifically in the origin story when the first Anishinaabe is being 

lowered onto Earth27 to remind the attendees about the Anishinaabeg connection to 

dodemiwan: 

And he knew that he belonged to this earth because he was of this earth, and yet he was 
a spirit. And at some time in that lowering he was suspended there in the sky world and 
it’s said that was a recognition that each one of us in our own way, we come to that point 
in our lives where we realize that we are both physical being and spiritual being at the 
same time. And in that however long he was hanging there, that he was suspended 
there…All of the spirit realm is reaching out to him. Saying that you are one of us, you are 
a spirit too, we care about you as a relative, you are related to us because you are a 
spirit. And at the same time, all of the trees, all of the plant life they look up. And all of the 
animals wherever they were, whatever they were doing, they looked up and they saw 
someone approaching. They saw him suspended there in the sky realm, and each one of 

                                            

27Onaubinasay uses the pronoun “he” to describe the first Anishinaabe because this is a subjective 
pronoun. Anyone with different pronouns would use their own pronouns when recounting or hearing this 
story. 
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them in their own way, they too said the same thing. “You are part of our family, of the 
earth. You are our relative. We care about you, we love you as our own relative.” 

 

First, it’s important to note that Onaubinasay alludes to the work of ando-bawajigeyin 

(Stark in Doerfleur, 2013; Johnston 1976), where one seeks their purpose, role, and 

meaning in life through dreaming and visioning, ceremony, and the recognition of their 

own spirit as an integral part of their being. In this reckoning with the 

interconnectedness of her spiritual being with the other spirit beings on earth, the first 

Anishinaabe was recognized as a relative. Mary points to this instance as well: 

[T]he clans stood up in response to the spirit counsel that was called by our creator… the 
clans responded to the call to determine what was going to be done for the children of 
creation—the earth’s second people—to help them to live life. 

 

The dodem relationship is, in its genesis, affective. The very reason for dodemiwan is 

sourced from the connection and solidarity that the Earth beings shared with first 

Anishinaabeg. Dodemiwan is relational and relies on aadzokanan to recall the moments 

in origin where the animals declared their support for Anishinaabeg and pledged to the 

spirit world that they would teach Anishinaabeg how to live a good life. Bomgiizhik also 

describes this relationship in his call to those at the Clan Gathering to leave the Indian 

Act: 

So as Anishinaabe, are we really going to feast our dodems? What does that mean? It 
means that there has to be an action that goes with it. It means saying “You know what? I 
am Anishinaabe. I am pike, and this [Indian Act status] card is not mine! The government, 
the zhaagnash, they cannot tell me who I am. Because I am this fish, I know who I am.” 
…I’m going to exchange [the Indian Act] with this fish. I’m going to exchange it with this 
bear. I’m going to exchange it with this otter. That’s what it’s really going to take. And if 
there’s ever a time to do it, it was yesterday. Because right now, [the zhaagnash] are 
destroying everything. So when are we going to rise up? It has to be today. We can’t 
wait. It will be okay because the fish are with us. The bears are with us. They really are, 
we have to believe it and we have to move forward and walk that path. 
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Bomgiizhik’s call to Anishinaabe to abandon the Indian Act and take up dodemiwan 

asserts that colonization’s continued occupation of Anishinaabe aki and other 

Indigenous peoples’ territories is destroying what is for Anishinaabeg to be responsible 

for—the land. The Indian Act, in this way, contributes to climate change. While resource 

development occurs in Indigenous territories throughout Canada, First Nations are 

entangled in the Indian Act and have turned away from their original governance orders, 

which maintain protection for the land and all life. 

 Onaubinasay makes the link between personal felt knowledge, inward reflection, 

and aadzokanan: “…there is a [dodem] story, and for each one of us it is a personal 

story, a personal connection, that goes back to the very first adoption the very first way 

that that clan family was created.” He calls upon Anishinaabe to intimately understand 

their dodem: 

Learn everything that you can [about your dodem]. There’s a certain kind to the animals, 
there’s a certain way that they live, there’s a certain environment in which they live, 
there’s certain things that they prefer, there’s a time when they have young, there’s a 
time when they raise their families, there’s a food that they eat, the way that if you watch 
that animal you can find out what their medicine is that’s specific to that clan. That’s 
something anyone can do, something any individual can do. Whether you have to Google 
it or ask an elder. Find out as much as you can about that animal being that is your clan. 
And as you do that, you’re finding out something very personal about yourself. 

 

Onaubinasay urges Anishinaabe to reignite that connection to their dodem, even in the 

absence of land-based experience. 

 An important question that always comes up at teachings and community events 

where dodemiwan is discussed is: what occurs when one does not know their dodem? 

Clan certainty was a significant factor in the Gimaadaasamin data, particularly amongst 

women, and remains to be a topic of much importance as we set out in the work of re-
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centering dodemiwan in our community. Onaubinasay described his own journey of 

finding his dodem, and the uncertainty that people feel about dodem: 

I have a special relationship with giigonh [fish], because while I was looking for my clan, 
they adopted me. And I actually raised my children by the fish clan. And eventually I 
found out my true clan. And that was quite a time, because my whole identity was 
wrapped up in the fish clan. So I don’t have any trouble boasting about them. Because I 
know them. 

 

 “Everyone has a Clan” is a saying that addresses this concern, and it actually became 

the headline of the Governance Committee’s 2016 Clan Campaign (Appendix D). So 

how does everyone have a clan, if for whatever reason, they are unsure of their father’s 

clan? In Anishinaabe dodemiwan teachings, the Marten clan adopts those who are 

without a clan, and as a dynamic system, has evolved to add more dodemag as Nations 

intermarry. As Alan Corbiere has described, there are even dodemag ascribed to 

European Nations based on their heraldry as Anishinaabeg intermarried with settlers. 

For those Anishinaabe with English in their paternal line: 

I asked my mom what her clan was and she didn’t know so we went and asked her aunt, 
so she was telling us. When she was a kid—her half-brother is my granddad. And she 
said that she was playing around and it came up that my grand-dad’s clan was a 
zhaa’gezhii so then my great aunt says to her grandmother who raised her, “Oh that must 
be my dodem too, then!” And then, Miimaandaagakida dimooyenh, the old lady says this, 
“Kaa gaawiin. Zhaagnash goos.” Your father is a zhaagnash. “Mizhibizhii g’dodem.” Your 
clan is a Lion. But that was specifically for English. And if you look on anything with the 
British heraldry, they always have that Lion on there, eh. So that’s what they took for that.  

 

Further, in Alan’s teachings, he describes the dodem for those Anishinaabe with 

American or French in their paternal line:  

If your dad’s a chi-mookman [American], it’s an eagle, [because the Americans put an 
eagle on everything]. And so, if you went back in time, when the French were here, 
everything would be stamped that it came from France, it would have a Rooster on there. 
They don’t say dodem, but their heraldic mark… I have another document [from] 
Sagamok that said…‘anyone of the French persuasion, [Chicken is] their dodem’. 
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This is all a reminder that our gikendaasowin can and will change with new situations, 

and we can adjust our systems to reflect and fit our circumstances. As Mary stated,  

[T]here would come a time, that there would be those other colours of people [who] would 
come to this Turtle Island…there would be intermarriage. And in that clan system, in the 
vision for the clan system, that too is provided for. There is an answer for that in our clan 
system. Because everyone has a clan. 

 

Finally, it’s important to note that Anishinaabeg humour around dodemiwan is a 

central feature of the system itself—I perceive it as a means through which we are able 

to express our pride in our dodem. This is important in our affective connection to our 

dodem and to each other as we relate in dodemiwan. Throughout his teachings at the 

Clan Gathering, Onaubinasay demonstrated that teasing and pride of our dodemiwan is 

a fun, yet important feature of dodemiwan life: “Any waabizhezhiis in the crowd? I 

should hear a thunderous applause”; “I can tell [the story of] waabizhezhi. But… I don’t 

want to lessen anybody else’s affection for their own clan by talking too much about 

how great we are, so I won’t tell that story”; “I won’t go on and on about waabizhezhi. In 

spite of what Shkawbewis28 was saying, the handsomest men are waabizhezhi. Here I 

am. Look at me. We’re the most intelligent people in all the land”; “[Being strategic] was 

waabizhezhi’s bill, besides other obvious ones that I talked about, we’re good looking”. 

Mary also expressed this humour in her talk, “Maiingan, we have many claims to fame, 

way too many to cite”. Bomgiizhik expresses his love of his clan when describing his 

experience gazing into the water at a Pike:  

And there it was. The largest pike that I’ve ever seen. This thing was so big that there 
was other pikes spawning on its back. There was 20 pounders on its back, that’s how big 
this fish was! And so I knew that it was like a boss of some sort. And I got scared and—I 
was an avid spearman. Like I would spear everything when I was a teenager, you know 
how boys are. And I thought, well I can’t spear that, because that’s spiritual. So I put 

                                            

28 Shkawbewis, Loon clan, opened the session by saying Loon clan has the most handsome men. 
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tobacco on the backs of all those fish that I seen. And at that moment I kind of realized 
that maybe pike is kind of cool. And they do have sharp teeth by the way. The big ones 
do eat ducks.  

 

In the threads of Onaubinasay, Mary, and Bomgiizhik’s teachings, we see that through 

humour and teasing, we express the importance of our felt connection with our dodem. 

Mary expresses this succinctly: 

I love the fact that we can see and celebrate this way. It’s really important for our children 
especially to be able to see the image [of the dodem]. And doesn’t it cause us to feel 
good? We can see these beautiful dodem images and it makes us feel good. That’s the 
personal connection that Onaubinasay was referring to. And it’s that same way, you 
know, it’s real for me when I say “are there Maiingan in the house?” And I can hear that 
there are. And I look at my relatives, and they are my relatives, and I feel good.  

 

For Anishinaabeg, acknowledging the felt knowledge in making our relationships real 

and tangible with our dodem is an important aspect of resurgence. Through 

acknowledging the importance of our felt knowledge and encouraging it through 

humour, we are able to create meaning and sense of our belonging in dodemiwan, 

particularly as it is a system that has been marginalized for so long. It reminds me that 

the resurgence of dodemiwan can never be a theoretical, abstract, or written exercise. 

Tools like academic research and Gimaadaasamin can assist us in understanding the 

ways that systems of power have affected our dodemiwan, but it is only through the felt 

expression of our Anishinaabe aadziwin that we can make dodemiwan a reality. In the 

next section, the creative works of eight individuals express their engagement with 

these teachings. 
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Miiznibigewin (Drawing, leaving a mark) 

Emmaline. 

 

Figure 40: Emmaline’s painting 

 

Emmaline: Ahnii, Mshkogaabwedkwe n’dzhnikaaz, zhaagnaashidinoozwin 
Emmaline, Mkwa n’doodem. I have the bear inside of the lodge because 
that’s where we do all of our healing and I’m bear clan and that’s part of 
what my clan is responsible for—is the healing of the people. And so I just 
put him inside the lodge there. And then here’s a copper vessel full of 
water because women are the givers of life. And so she’s kind of like 
breathing onto the water there and there’s a baby, like a fetus you can 
see, because we’re the givers of life that was when [Mary] was talking 
about how that’s our responsibility and at that time what we’re given and 
taught. And then Turtle Island and the messages that…um I can’t 
remember his name now… 
Eva: Onaubinisay? Jim Dumont? 
Emmaline: Enh, Yep. And so I just put down when he was talking what the 
different clans—I was trying to show all—he was basically giving the story 
on how they came about and everything, and so I wanted just to include 
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his grandson that he was talking about because it was just such a 
prominent moment—when he was talking—because that’s the whole 
reason why we do this, is to give it to our children. And they’re the ones 
who give us the good medicine that help us motivate to live that way. I 
really liked how…Jim Dumont was talking about it’s important for us to find 
that connection and that feeling within our clans first. So it’s our 
responsibility to go and develop those relationships so that we can then 
take it and bring it back. Because there’s a pride that comes in governing 
ourselves and especially when we know who our clan are and what our 
responsibilities are, there’s clarity and then we know what we need to do 
and that’s something that comes from within and from the heart. I can see 
it only working a successful way because it’s coming from inside and from 
what we want and not from what we’re being told. So I think…well I think 
that this is the way it should be and that this is how we should start to give 
responsibility to one another because we really have to depend on that 
dynamic right? There’s not too much about the clans in this one because 
it’s just all the teachings I was given today, and a lot about the eagle 
feather because he was talking about the chief and how that’s such a 
prominent part of the ceremony and smudge and everything, so the 
feather’s there too. 

Mike. 
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Figure 41: Mike’s drawing 

 

Mike: Mike, Crane Clan…I don’t really have any background in the clan 
system so that’s why once I seen this event happening I wanted to come 
out to it. So I was listening to the elders speak and the importance of that 
connection and the backstory about it. So I just visualized an Anishinaabe 
man, maybe myself, kind of searching for himself, and trying to figure it 
out. And without even knowing that he has that connection to the Crane 
and to spirit, that’s what that little circle represents. I think [resurgence is] 
a beautiful thing because even for me, I’m on that spiritual path right now 
trying to find myself as Anishinaabe. And it took a while for me to get 
there. But I think it’ a beautiful thing and I’m very excited to kind of, explore 
it a little more because I know he just touched on—just the tip of the 
iceberg. But to learn more personally for myself, is a beautiful thing. And it 
just opens up that much more because I think the thing that stood out for 
me the most was like…everybody always talks about community, 
everybody has to come together and stuff like that. And when he’s talking 
about the connection with all the cranes, and all the ma’iingans [wolves], 
and all the bears and stuff like that, that’s just another way that we are so 
connected. And for people to know their clan and the reason behind it and 
why everything came to be because of the clan system they had, I think 
just reinforces that connection. And if we’re trying to build that as a 
community, that clan system is a perfect way to go about it. I just want to 
say miigwech for hosting this to…whoever. And the arts stuff, because I 
love doing art, obviously, it gives me something to do, because I need 
something to do with my hands when I’m listening.  
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Michael. 

 

Figure 42: Micheal’s painting 

 

Michael: My name’s Michael and I’m Bear clan. I’m born and raised in 
Toronto. I had a dream last night about a river before I came here and so I 
put a river and I put Ohsweken is life, Thames29 is life, and Nibin is life. 
And so I live at Six Nations with my partner or Ohsweken, and that’s the 
place of the willows, on the Grand River, and then here at the Thames, 
Chippewas of the Thames River, we just drove by it on the way in, and 
then water is life, Nibin is life, because that’s where all life comes from is 
the water. And then I guess the rest of the drawing came from there. 
Because I thought it was the most important thing for me, thinking about 
right now. I think it’s very important, especially for marriage, to know who 
is your cousin and your relatives so you don’t marry your cousin. And for 
the organizing and governance of who’s responsible for what, I think that’s 
very important too so we aspire to be like our clan and then we all work 
together instead of all trying to do the same thing. We can cooperate 
better. I think it’s really great and the food was really good too, and it was 
fun to come. 

                                            

29 Deshkan Ziibiing 
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Michelle. 

 

Figure 43: Michelle’s drawing 

 

Michelle: My name is Michelle and our clan is turtle. And this was basically 
about our journey here. This is near my house, and on the way we saw 
the sunrise and I was talking to my dad about talking to the Creator and 
when he’s most alert and ready to listen to us at the sunrise so I talked 
about that to him. And then when we were driving we saw an Eagle. And 
then just all the beautiful fall colours. It was amazing. I’m glad we came. I 
think it’s really important because it’s part of our identity, right? If we don’t 
know ourselves, how can we live, right? You know what I mean? And 
when recently over the summer I was listening to the creation story and it 
just—it made me realize myself, you know what I mean? I never felt like I 
was out of place. But then when I heard it I felt like, this is where I’m 
supposed to be. 
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Aiyana. 

 

Figure 44: Aiyana’s drawing 

 

 
Aiyana: My name’s Aiyana, I’m bear clan and bird clan. I drew this 
because I really like feathers, and this is a design on a wampum belt from 
Six Nations from where I live, and just all of the things that the people said 
really just made me think about things and this is what I drew and felt like 
while I was thinking. [M]y clan makes me unique and who I am and also 
tells me the responsibilities and roles I have as a person in my community. 
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Chelsey. 

 

 

Figure 45: Chelsey’s painting 

 
Chelsey: [I’m] Chelsey…I’m Wolf clan. I can’t remember who was talking, 
but they were talking about—I think it was Mary? But they were talking 
about how in Anishinaabe culture the man gives the baby the clan but the 
woman who carries the baby and that our waters give our babies their 
memories. And that the man’s clan is like a fire inside of the baby. So, 
that’s why I did a baby with fire, and then the pink is like the sac and the 
umbilical cord, and then that’s the mother’s water giving her memories to 
the baby. And it’s one mother, but I wanted to paint it but I just did it with 
crayons, and did generations of mothers. It’s kind of…yeah. That’s 
basically it. I think it’s important to not just accept the clan that you’ve 
been told that you are. Because the way that the patriarchal system was 
enforced, it resulted in people ending up with a clan that didn’t belong to 
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them. And that’s the thing, is my mom is Mohawk and Ojibway from Six 
Nations, so we took my grandma’s side, she’s a Mohawk wolf, and my 
grandpa is an Ojibway bear. And do we know that my grandma was really 
a wolf clan or was she someone else? And that’s the thing, is that’s who 
I’ve been identifying with my whole life, but as I get older I’m feeling like I 
should—should I question that? And should I research that more to see if 
that’s truly what my clan is? And at this point in my life, yes, but who 
knows in the future—that might change for me. And I think that’s important 
is for us to connect with people in our community who know these things. 
So that we can find out our own truths on our own, and not because of 
what is on our status cards.  

Bomgiizhik30. 

 

                                            

30 In lieu of an interview, Bomgiizhik asked if I would record his short talk at the gathering and use that as 
his spoken contribution with his art. Isaac is Pike Clan from Serpent River. 
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Figure 46: Isaac’s painting 

Bomgiizhik: So when I was trying to understand what [being Pike clan] 
meant, I started to ask old people, “What does it mean to be a pike?” They 
said oh years ago, the enemy would come up here and try to fight. But our 
people they knew how to turn into those fish. And during times of battle, 
that’s how they were able to maneuver around the enemy. Is that they 
would turn into their dodem. And I thought that was pretty cool. And I 
started to think, the dodem that we have, it’s really inside of us. My 
grandfather, when he was alive, he told me he said, “my dad told me, 
inside the stomach, he felt a fish swimming inside there. He said that fish 
was in his stomach his whole life, swimming inside. He could feel it, and 
every once in a while he’d see it bulge out.” So they believed that their 
clan was inside of them. And that they were that—whatever it was their 
clan was.  
 
Today, it’s hard to believe some of those things. It’s hard to believe that 
because, just like when the elder was talking about before, we’ve been 
deadlocked into a system for over 150 years. The Indian Act, of course as 
we all know, was put in place to control First Nations on the reserve so 
that there could be an absolute free-for-all in resource extraction. And 
there has been. And as a result, our lands and waters have been 
devastated. This is the first time in the history of the world when it’s been 
like this. And as Indigenous people, we’re still stuck in the Indian Act. The 
two-legged are on a quest to destroy this whole earth. And we all know it. 
But yet we all have an Indian Act status card and can’t let it go. What’s 
going on? Because if the fish is really swimming in our stomach, then we 
don’t need a card. If this path from east to west is for real, what does a 
card have to do with it? Nothing. It happened here [pointing to his head], 
we’ve been brainwashed. We got brainwashed. Even the most hardcore 
traditional, spiritual, shape-shifting medicine man out there—most of them 
have their status cards! We can’t let it go! Why? Because we’re dependent 
on the system. We’re deadlocked in the system—it’s designed that way.  

 
And to leave you with one thought: in a thousand years from now when 
they look back at this time, when the two-legged tried to destroy 
everything. They’re going to be telling this story. They’re going to be telling 
the story of when the two-legged tried to destroy everything. So what is 
our part in the story? I want to believe that this is a time when we let go of 
the Indian Act and we find our way back to our true governance, to our 
true communities of who we are. And that we align ourselves with the 
animals, so that we can walk those sacred trails again. That’s gotta be the 
next part of the story for us. But it’s going to take courage. It’s going to 
take people to actually say, you know what? I’m done with the Indian Act! 
I’m going to exchange it with this fish. I’m going to exchange it with this 
bear. I’m going to exchange it with this otter. That’s what it’s really going to 
take. And if there’s ever a time to do it, it was yesterday. Because right 
now, they are destroying everything. So when are we going to rise up? It 
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has to be today. We can’t wait. It will be okay because the fish are with us. 
The bears are with us. They really are, we have to believe it and we have 
to move forward and walk that path. So I’m going to ask all of you, like I 
always do: Get out of it. Walk away from it. Do it right away. We’re not 
going to process our way out of this or we’d have did it already. The time 
is now.  

Christi. 

 

 

Figure 47: Christi’s painting: “The Memory of Water” 

 

Christi was not able to provide a testimony to her painting, but she provided permission 

for it to be featured here. I suspect that Mary’s teachings of women’s water 
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responsibilities and the connection to how water holds memory (featured in chapter 2) 

was influential in this piece as evidenced by the title. 

 Each of these pieces is inspired by the teachings and expresses the maker’s felt 

connection to dodemiwan. For many, dodemiwan provides a profound sense of 

belonging in kinship. Dodemiwan provides instruction on living a good life that honours 

our kinships, land, elements, and all living beings. It provides a powerful sense of both 

autonomy and responsibility, of interconnectedness and individuality. Its kinship order 

ties far-reaching Nations together through common origin, remembered in the powerful 

aadzokanan that elders and knowledge keepers like Onaubinasay, Mary, and 

Bomgiizhik hold. These visual expressions of their teachings and the testimonies of their 

makers are important connections to how dodemiwan knowledge is understood and 

expressed in our contemporary lives.  
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CHAPTER 7 // CONCLUSION 

“If you do not know your clan—take solace in the fact that your clan knows you.” –Alan 
Corbiere 

 

In our resurgence, in all of our labour of recovering, articulating, re-centering, and 

practicing Anishinaabe aadziwin in our communities, it is important to consider that 

there are many avenues that can lead us to a futurity of dodemiwan. We all have a part 

in this movement, and all of our gifts and contributions to this work emerge “gawiin 

inishaa, not for nothing” in the words of Mary. In this work, I demonstrated that research 

methodologies informed and employed in an Anishinaabe gikendaasowin approach can 

produce meaningful information that is useful for Deshkan Ziibiing specifically in our 

work of biskaabiiyaang.  

This work began by exploring the profoundly insightful teachings of aadzokanan 

coupled with the works of Anishinaabe intelligentsia in contemporary literature. Through 

an examination of biopower and its creation of a neoliberal citizen, I surveyed the deep 

impacts of colonialism via gender violence and its cisnormative heteropatriarchal mores 

that are inscribed in the Indian Act. Using literature on institutional theory, I gestured to 

the current legitimacy norms in our communities. Positioned as Deshkan Ziibiing 

Anishinaabekwe of the Wolf clan, I thought about how we might seek to better 

understand these shifting legitimacy norms amongst people in our Nation. I produced 

this work with an Anishinaabe ethico-onto-epistemology, recognizing that seeking 

knowledge and creating it is a deeply situated practice. 

In partnership with my Nation’s Governance Committee, we thought about which 

questions we could ask to better understand the current dodem knowledge in our 
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community. It was important for us to explore the current knowledge and circumstances 

of our community as it pertains to Anishinaabe aadziwin, and how these factors might 

have an impact on support or non-support for dodemiwan resurgence in Deshkan 

Ziibiing.  In doing so, I employed a Participatory Action Research methodology that 

sought to provide support for my Nation’s aspirations to structure a governance system 

that reflects our Anishinaabe aadziwin. Within the Participatory Action Research 

methodology is a mixed method approach to collecting and analyzing data on the topic 

of customary governance in Deshkan Ziibiing. In the future of this work, I aspire to meld 

these two methods in a way that better triangulates the implications of the knowledge 

emerging from both quantitative and qualitative approaches, and how this might be 

applied again in our Nation for future research needs. 

Making use of my access to academic resources, the Governance Committee 

and I employed a Governance Survey to seek out this information. In the wake of 

COTTFN’s refusal to be enumerated in the 2016 Canada Census, we reclaimed the 

“research terrain” (Walter & Andersen, 2013, p. 136) of our community via 

Gimaadaasamin. This Anishinaabe approach to quantifying counts/accounts for our 

people, an act that our gimaag not so long ago in dodemiwan. Though our methods 

necessarily differ from those of our ancestors’ to reflect our tools and practices at hand; 

I show how the intent, approach, and methodology of Gimaadaasamin is rooted in 

Deshkan Ziibiing Anishinaabe gikendaasowin. Gimaadaasamin is an Anishinaabe 

methodology; it centers Anishinaabe knowing and practices, it is intended to be 

localized and community-based, and it seeks to provide access to accountability and 

better understanding for Nation-based practices. I employed Gimaadaasamin in the 
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spirit of Gezhizhwazh, who learns the strategy of the windigoog in order to sever its grip 

on her people. Our findings from Gimaadaasamin illuminate the role of identity, spirit, 

and affect. We observed that higher reported Anishinaabe Values is the most significant 

predictor of probability for support of dodemiwan amongst the respondents of the 

Governance Survey. 

Amidst Gimaadaasamin, this research emerged from appreciation for space to 

intensely dream, creatively express, and celebrate the role our felt knowledge has in 

this movement/moment of resurgence. This felt knowledge as described by 

Onaubinasay, Mary Deleary, and Bomgiizhik, along with the visual expressions of the 

makers in chapter 6 reminds us of the depth, complexity, and beauty that affect and 

spirit has in our work. To truly understand this is to feel it—it cannot be quantified.  

Million reminds us that “The abject heart of colonialism and neocolonialism, and 

their practice of capitalism, is gendered violence” (2013, p. 177), “it is the integral 

technique of Western knowledge production to fragment, decontextualize, 

recontextualize, and ‘spin’…How are we or how do we become conscious subjects 

rather than objects of these discursive strategies…?” (2011, p. 320). Million calls on us 

to think deeply about the implications of continuing colonial structures as a futurity for 

our Nations, urging us that if we continue to accept the legitimacy of colonialism and its 

violence, we will continue to be objects of the violent system through reconciliation 

rhetoric. Coupled with the urgency of the prophecies to return to Anishinaabe aadziwin, 

to apply our Anishinaabe gikendaasowin in the aspects of our life ways that matter 

most—how we assemble, govern, and seek justice amongst/for ourselves; this work 

simultaneously supports and calls to action the work of biskaabiiyaang.  
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The continuing violence that the Indian Act supports, and its dubious discourse 

that keeps us immobilized or unwilling to change it, must be interrupted and challenged 

in order to reclaim our rightful role as the makers of our own systems and futures. In this 

work I challenge colonial systems with a mind of the legitimacy norms that create 

barriers in our own minds to our will for resurgence; those very same that even my dear 

loved ones are invested in. But in my humble offering to an Anishinaabe future, I hope 

that we can call our systems of knowing, being, relating, and governing a bit closer for 

the Oshkimaadiziig who will undoubtedly embody them again one day.  
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APPENDIX B: LETTER OF INVITATION/INFORMED CONSENT FORM 

This informed consent form is for a Research Project by Eva Jewell, doctorate candidate at Royal 

Roads University. I am inviting you to participate in this research, titled "Honouring Anishinaabe 

story as Strategic Vision31.”  

 

Eva is supervised by Dr. Dian Million at University of Washington. Dr. Million can be reached by 

telephone at 206-616-8032 or by email at dianm@uw.edu. If you require authentication of this 

research project, you may contact Dr. Bernard Schissel, chair of the Doctor of Social Sciences 

program at Royal Roads University at 250-391-2600 Ext 4753. 
 

This Informed Consent Form has two parts:  

 

• Information Sheet (to share information about the study with you)  

• Certificate of Consent (for signatures if you choose to participate)  

*You will be given a copy of the full Informed Consent Form.  

 

Part I: Information Sheet  

 

Introduction  

I am currently conducting research to write my final doctoral dissertation at Royal Roads University. I am 

interested in how Anishinaabe knowledge shows up in everyday life of Chippewas of the Thames First Nation 

members. I am conducting this research as an independent scholar with permission by Chippewas of the 

Thames First Nation leadership Band Council Resolution. 

 

Purpose of the research  

I am interested in exploring more about how people perceive their Anishinaabe identities through their own 

artistic expression.  

 
Type of Research Intervention 

This research will involve your participation in a short interview that will take only a few minutes. 

 

Participant Selection  

You are being invited to take part in this research as an attendee of Chippewas of the Thames First Nation’s 

Clan Gathering and Feast, October 29, 2016.  

 

Voluntary Participation  

Your participation in this research is entirely voluntary. It is your choice whether to participate or not. If you 

choose not to participate, there is no consequence. You may change your mind later and stop participating 

even if you agreed earlier. 

 

Procedures  

I will ask you to describe your artistic expression, and how it is connected to your thoughts and values of your 

clan knowledge and/or identity. 

 

Duration  

                                            

31 This consent form featured the previous title of this research project. 
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This research has been occurring over several months, and your participation will be for one time only, unless 

follow-up is otherwise arranged between you and the researcher. 

 
Risks  

There are no known risks in this research. 

 

Benefits  

Your participation will help in understanding and describing how Anishinaabe governance knowledge is 

valued and practiced by individuals. 

 

Reimbursements 

You will not be provided any incentive to take part in the research. However, I am willing to provide you with 

the audio recording of our interview and any resulting transcripts I make from this interview.  

 

 

Confidentiality  

I will not be sharing information about you to anyone outside of this research. Any information about you in 

the final text will show either your name (English or otherwise) or if you choose, will be indicated as 

anonymous. Should you choose to remain anonymous, only the researcher will know your attributed 

information; and this will not be revealed to anyone else. 

 

Sharing the Results  

What you tell me today will first be considered as part of a larger narrative. You will have the opportunity to 

review how your information is used once it has been finalized into a public dissertation. Following this, the 

results will be presented to the community in an oral presentation by the researcher. 

 

Right to Refuse or Withdraw  

You do not have to take part in this research if you do not wish to do so, and choosing to participate will not 

affect you in any way. You may stop participating in the interview at any time that you wish without being 

affected.  

  

Who to Contact 

If you have any questions, you can ask them now or later. If you wish to ask questions later, you may contact 

me at the following: Eva Jewell, 519-280-2709, odaymin@gmail.com  

 
This proposal has been reviewed and approved by Royal Roads University Research Ethics Board which is a 

committee whose task it is to make sure that research participants are protected from harm. If you wish to find 

out more about the Royal Roads University Research Ethics Board you can contact the Ethics Coordinator, 

Office of Research, 250-391-2500. 

 

This research has also been approved by the Chippewas of the Thames First Nation Council by Band Council 

Resolution 2015-2016-41 on January 26, 2016. 

 

 

Part II: Certificate of Consent  
 

I have been invited to participate in research about Anishinaabe knowledge and practices. I 

understand that by consenting to participate that I may withdraw at any time with no consequence. 

I have read the foregoing information, or it has been read to me. I have had the opportunity to ask 

questions about it and any questions I have been asked have been answered to my satisfaction. I 
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consent voluntarily to be a participant in this study. 

 

 

Print Name of Participant_______________________  

    

Signature of Participant ________________________ 

 

Date ___________________________ 

 DD/MM/YYYY    

 

Statement by the researcher/person taking consent 

 

I have accurately read out the information sheet to the potential participant, and to the best of 

my ability made sure that the participant understands the nature of the research. 

 

I confirm that the participant was given an opportunity to ask questions about the study, and 

all the questions asked by the participant have been answered correctly and to the best of my 

ability. I confirm that the individual has not been coerced into giving consent, and the consent 

has been given freely and voluntarily.  
   

 A copy of this Consent Form has been provided to the participant. 

 

Please indicate if you wish to remain anonymous in this research___ 

 

Print Name of Researcher ________________________     

Signature of Researcher taking the consent__________________________ 

 

Date ___________________________    

                 MM/DD/YYYY 
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APPENDIX C: QUESTIONNAIRE 

Chi Miigwech for participating in this survey! 

PURPOSE 

This survey consists of up to 30 questions and should take about 10-15 minutes to complete. Your identifying information is confidential 

and you can be sure that your name will not be attributed to the information you share. The information you provide in this questionnaire 

is important because it will help us with insight into what members think about their identity, how they engage in culture, their ideas 

about governance, as well as related information such as general household and cultural information. 

The Governance Committee is interested in exploring alternative forms of governance, and wants to understand the community’s 

values and knowledge of Indigenous governance customs. 

This survey will help us to see how members understand and support custom governance in Chippewas of the Thames First Nation. 

PROCEDURE 

This survey is a joint effort between the Governance Committee and Doctoral Candidate Eva Jewell, who has been approved by the 

Chippewas of the Thames First Nation Council BCR #2016-2017/41 to conduct research in the COTTFN community. Eva Jewell is a 

Chippewas of the Thames band member and is supervised by Dr. Dian Million at University of Washington. Dr. Million can be reached 

by telephone at 206-616-8032 or by email at dianm@uw.edu. If you require authentication of this research project, you may contact Dr. 

Bernard Schissel, chair of the Doctor of Social Sciences program at Royal Roads University at 250-391-2600 Ext 4753. 

RESULTS 

The results of this survey will be featured in Eva Jewell’s completed Doctoral dissertation as well as a report for the Chippewas of the 

Thames First Nation. This survey does not collect identifying information and your answers will not be directly attributed to you.  

The results of this survey will be presented at a validation meeting scheduled on January 27th 2017 at 5 PM at the Antler River Seniors 

Complex, 20723 Muncey Road, Muncey, Ontario, N0L 1Y0.  

BENEFITS 

Your participation will help in understanding and describing how custom governance knowledge is valued and practiced by individuals. 

Your participation will provide key primary insight into customary governance knowledge. 

REIMBURSEMENTS 

You will be provided with an incentive of $10.00 to take part in the research.  

CONSENT 

I have been invited to participate in research about governance. I understand that by consenting to participate that I may withdraw at 

any time with no consequence. I have read the foregoing information, or it has been read to me. I have had the opportunity to ask 

questions about it and any questions I have been asked have been answered to my satisfaction. I consent voluntarily to be a participant 

in this study. 

Print name of participant____________________________ 

Signature of participant_____________________________  December 3, 2016 
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Section 1 – General Questions 

The following set of questions is for general purposes, and will assist us in understanding basic characteristics of our 

community. 

Check all that apply to you: 

Q1. □   Male □   Female 

Q2. What is your date of birth? MM/DD/YYYY 
 
_______/________/_________ 

 
Q3. □   On-Reserve Member 

 
□   Off-Reserve Member 
 

Fill out questions 3a-3c only if you are an Off-Reserve member. 
 
Q3a. Have you ever lived on a reserve (COTTFN or otherwise)? 
□   At many points in my life  
□   At one point when I was 16 or older 
□   At one point when I was younger than 16 
□   Seasonally (summer holiday, winter holiday) 
□   I have never lived on reserve 
 
Q3b. Do you have relatives that live on a reserve (COTTFN or otherwise)? 
□   Both my immediate and extended family live on reserve  
□   I have immediate family who live on reserve  
□   I have extended family who live on reserve 
□   I have only distant relatives who live on reserve 
□   None of my relatives live on reserve 
 
Q3c. In the past year, how often have you visited the Chippewas of the Thames First Nation 
         reserve? 
□   Weekly or more  
□   1-3 times a month 
□   6+ times  
□   1-5 times  
□   Less than once 

 

Q4. What is the highest level of formal education that you have attained? 

□   Elementary  
     School 

□   Some  
     Secondary  
     School 

 □   Secondary 
      School  
      Graduate 

□   Some  
     Trade    
     School 

□   Some  
     College 

□   Some  
     University 

 
□   Diploma,  
     Certificate: 
     Trade 
     School 

 
□   Diploma,  
     Certificate: 
     College 

 
□   Bachelor  
     Degree 

 
□   Master’s  
     Degree 

 
□   Degree in  
     Medicine 

 
□   Earned  
     Doctorate 

 

Q5. Including yourself, how many people live in your household? 
 
_______________ 
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Q6. What is your relationship to the persons that live in your household? Check all that apply. 

□   Spouse or Common  
     Law partner 

□   Daughter(s) □   Son(s) □   Cousin(s) 

□   Mother □   Father □   Sister(s) □   Brother(s) 
□   Step Mother □   Step Father □   Step Sister(s) □   Step Brother(s) 
□   Step daughter(s) □   Step son(s)   
□   Grandmother □   Grandfather □   Granddaughter(s) □   Grandson(s) 
□   Great-Grandmother □   Great-Grandfather □   Great Granddaughter(s) □   Great Grandson(s) 
□   Foster Mom □   Foster Dad □   Foster daughter(s) □   Foster son(s) 
□   Aunt(s) □   Uncle(s) □   Niece(s) □   Nephew(s) 
□   Great Aunt □   Great Uncle □   Great Niece(s) □   Great Nephew(s) 
□   In-Law(s) □   Room mate(s) □   Friend(s) □   Other non- 

      relative(s) 
 

Q7. What statement best describes your household? 

□   Two-generation household  
     Example: Parent(s) and children  
     only in one house 

□   Three-generation household  
     Example: three direct  
     generations: grandparent,  
     parent, and child in one 
     house 
 

□   Four-generation household  
     Example: four direct  
     generations: great- 
     grandparent, grandparent,  
     parent, child in one house 

□   Skip-generation household  
     Example: Grandparent with  
     grandchildren in one house,  
     parent elsewhere 

□   Other multi-generation  
     household type  
     Example: Foster parents,  
     aunt/uncle caring for  
     niece/nephews 

 

 
□   Two or more person household  
     (siblings, cousins, room mates,  
     couple; No children) 

 
□   One person household 

 
□   Other household type 

 
Section 2 – Engagement with Culture 

The following set of questions will ask about your involvement with Indigenous language and cultural activities. 
 

Q8. Do you speak or understand an Indigenous language? (Anishinaabemowin, Oneida) 

□   Fluently □   Moderately  
     (conversational) 

□   Able to  
     read & 
     write  

□   I speak a  
     few words 

□   Understand  
     some but can’t  
     speak 

□   Not at all 

 

Q9. How often are you exposed to an Indigenous language inside of your home? 

□   Very often □   Often □   Sometimes □   Rarely □   Never 
 

Q10. How often are you exposed to an Indigenous language outside of your home? 

□   Very Often □   Often □   Sometimes □   Rarely □   Never 
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Q11. Have you ever participated in any of the following creative cultural activities? Check all that apply: 

□   Beadwork □   Regalia making □   Leather work □   Quillwork 
 

□   Tanning/Processing  
     Hides 

□   Dancing □   Carving □   Sewing/  
     Embroidery 
 

□   Drumming □   Singing □   Storytelling □   Drawing/Painting 
 

□   Other creative cultural activity (Please Specify): 

___________________________________ 
□   None 
 

 
Q11a. If yes, how often have you participated in any of the creative cultural activities in the past year? 

Frequency Spring Summer Fall Winter 
6+ times     
2-5 times     
Once     
Not at all     

 
Q12. Have you ever participated in any of the following land-based activities? Check all that apply: 

□   Hunting □   Fishing  □   Gardening 
 

□   Food Storage-preservation □   Gathering medicines □   Gathering wild foods (nuts,  
     berries, mushrooms,  
     vegetables, etc.) 

□   Other land-based activity (Please Specify): 
___________________________________ 

□   None 
 

 
Q12a. If yes, how often have you participated in any of the land-based activities in the past year? 

Frequency Spring Summer Fall Winter 
6+ times     
2-5 times     
Once     
Not at all     

 
Q13. Have you ever participated in any of the following ceremonial activities? Check all that apply: 

□   Lodge Building □   Sweat lodge  
     ceremony 

□   Moon Ceremony □   Smudging 

□   Fasting □   Canoe building 
 

□   Long House  
     Ceremonies 

□   Seasonal  
     Ceremonies (Sun  
     Dance, Midewiwin  
     Lodge, etc.) 

□ Other ceremonial activity (Please Specify): 
____________________________________ 

□   None 
 

 
Q13a. If yes, how often have you participated in the ceremonial activities in the past year? 

Frequency Spring Summer Fall Winter 
6+ times     
2-5 times     
Once     
Not at all     
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Section 3 – Identity 
The following set of questions will ask questions that relate to your Indigenous (Native) identity. 

 
Q14. Chippewas of the Thames First Nation are Anishinaabe people. How important would you say that Anishinaabe 

(Native) teachings and values are in your everyday life? 

□   Very Important □   Important □   Fairly Important □   Somewhat  
     Unimportant 

□   Not at all  
     Important 

 
Q15. Anishinaabe systems of governance have been around for thousands of years in the form of the clan system. Our 

teachings state that we all have a clan. How familiar are you with the Anishinaabe clan system? 

□   Very Familiar □   Familiar □   Somewhat  
     Familiar 

□   Somewhat  
     Unfamiliar 

□   Very Unfamiliar 

 
Q16. It is possible to use our traditional customs as a guide to shape laws and policies for our First Nation. 

□   Strongly Agree □   Agree □   Neutral □   Disagree □   Strongly  
     Disagree 

 
Q17. How certain are you of the clan to which you belong? 

□   Very Certain □   Certain □   Somewhat  
     Certain 

□   Somewhat  
     Uncertain 

□   Very Uncertain  

 
Q18. If you know your clan, whose clan do you take after? 

□   Mother □   Father □   Adopted into a clan  
□   Maternal Grandmother □   Paternal Grandmother □   I don’t know my clan 
□   Maternal Grandfather □   Paternal Grandfather □   Other (Please Specify): 

_______________________ 
 
Q19. What is the name of your clan? 

□   Loon □   Crane □   Bird □   Bear 
□   Marten □   Deer □   Turtle □   Fish 
□   Wolf □   Turkey □   Otter □   Lynx 
□   Other, Please Specify: 
____________________________________________ 

□   I don’t know 

 
Q20. Where have you received information about your clan? Check all that apply: 

□   Parents □   Grandparents □   Siblings  □   Children 
□   Aunt/Uncle □   Cousins □   Niece/nephew □   Grandchildren 
□   Oral stories □   Medicine  

     person/seer 
□   Elder(s) □   Ceremony 

□   Written record  
     or archives 
 

□   Book, Internet  
     research 

□   Culture  
     programs 

□   I don’t know about my  
     clan 

□ Other (please specify): 
____________________________________________ 
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Q21. How important is your clan to you in your overall identity as a Chippewas of the Thames First Nation member? 

□   Extremely  
     Important 

□   Very Important □   Somewhat  
     Important 

□   Somewhat  
     Unimportant 

□   Not at all  
     Important 

 

Q22. How interested are you when it comes to learning about which clan you belong to? 

□   Very  
     Interested 

□   Interested □   Somewhat 
     Interested 

□   Somewhat  
     Disinterested 

□   Very  
     Disinterested 

 

Q23. Under the current Indian Act regulations, the membership of Chippewas of the Thames First Nation could be 

depleted in the future. For this reason, the Governance Committee is beginning to think about alternatives to the Indian 

Act.  

On a scale of 1-7, how supportive would you be of a custom government structure (including membership, leadership 

selection, and governance practice) in Chippewa that has elements of our traditional clan system? 

□   7 □   6 □   5 □   4 □   3 □   2 □   1 
Very supportive            Moderately supportive    Not at all supportive

 
Section 4 – Values 

This is the last question and will ask you about your values when it comes to voting in a community decision-making 
process. 

 
Rank the following on a scale of 1 to 4, with 1 being most important and 4 being less important. 
 
Q24. When voting in leadership elections or in land claim referendums, what’s most important to you? (If you’ve never 

voted that’s okay, answer based on what you think is important) 

[    ]   My own well being 

[    ]   My immediate family’s well being 

[    ]   My extended family’s well being 

[    ]   My First Nation’s well being 
 
Q25.  Is there anything else you would like to share with the Governance Committee on any of the topics  
          in this questionnaire? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Chi Miigwech for taking the time to fill out this survey! 
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APPENDIX D: GOVERNANCE CAMPAIGN MATERIALS 
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APPENDIX E: CONFIDENCE INTERVALS 

Confidence Intervals converted to probabilities 

P.P=Predicted Probability 

Logistic Regression Full Model 

 B S.E. Sig. 

Odds 
Ratio 

Exp(B) 
P.P 

95% C.I.for 
EXP(B) 

95% C.I.for 
P.P 

Lower Upper Lower Upper 
Step 0 Constant 1.001 .150  2.721     
Sex .174 .371 .639   .576 2.460   
Age .025 .012 .041  0.506 1.001 1.050 .500 .512 
Location .761 .370 .040 0.506 0.681 1.036 4.421 .508 .825 
Education -.065 .130 .617 0.681  .725 1.210   
Household number .111 .109 .309   .902 1.384   
Language  .048 .235 .839   .662 1.662   
Anishinaabe Values  1.139 .280 .000  0.757 1.804 5.411 .643 .843 
Frequency of Cultural 
Creative Activity 

-.131 .161 .415 0.757  .640 1.202   

Frequency of Land-Based 
Activity 

.097 .145 .503 1.102  .830 1.462   

Frequency of Ceremonial 
Activity 

.209 .149 .162 1.233  .920 1.652   

Clan certainty .415 .355 .243 1.514  .754 3.039   
Constant -6.274 1.488 .000 .002     

 

Significant Interactions in the Full Model 

 B S.E. Wald 

Odds 
Ratio 

Exp(B) P.P 

95% C.I. for 
EXP(B) 95% C.I.for P.P 

Lower Upper Lower Upper 
Sex x Education  -.606 .294 4.256 .546 0.353 .307 .970 .234 .492 
Sex x Frequency of 
Cultural Creative 
Activity 

-.600 .280 4.589 0.353 0.354 .317 .950 .240 .487 

Sex x Frequency of 
Ceremonial Activity 

.761 .351 4.710 0.354 0.681 1.077 4.255 .518 .809 

Sex x Clan certainty -1.727 .843 4.199 0.681 0.151 .034 .928 .032 .481 
Age x Anishinaabe 
Values 

.054 .022 6.193 0.151 0.513 1.012 1.102 .502 .524 

Age x Frequency of 
Ceremonial Activity 

-.031 .012 6.936 0.513 0.492 .948 .992 .486 .497 

Location x Frequency 
of Cultural Creative 
Activity 

-.700 .288 5.913 0.492 0.331 .283 .873 .220 .466 

Location x Frequency 
of Land-Based 
Activity 

-.642 .294 4.773 0.331 0.344 .296 .936 .228 .483 

Household number x 
Frequency of 
Ceremonial Activity 

.227 .109 4.292 0.344 0.556 1.012 1.555 .502 .607 
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Clan certainty x 
Anishinaabe Values 

1.769 .723 5.988 0.556 0.854 1.422 24.200 .587 .960 

     0.854      

 

Logistic Regression Full Female Model 

 B S.E. Sig. 

Odds 
Ratio 

Exp(B) P.P 

95% C.I.for 
EXP(B) 95% C.I.for P.P 

Lower Upper Lower Upper 
Step 0 Constant .997 .190 .000 2.711     
Age .019 .017 .257 1.019  .986 1.053   
Location .626 .516 .225 1.871  .680 5.148   
Education .138 .171 .419 1.148  .821 1.606   
Household number .001 .148 .994 1.001  .749 1.338   
Language  .233 .309 .451 1.262  .689 2.312   
Anishinaabe Values 1.324 .384 .001 3.758 0.789 1.770 7.978 .658 .888 
Frequency of Cultural 
Creative Activity 

.198 .217 .360 1.219  .797 1.865   

Frequency of Land-
Based Activity 

.098 .180 .587 1.102  .775 1.568   

Frequency of 
Ceremonial Activity 

-.094 .192 .625 .910  .624 1.327   

Clan certainty .969 .462 .036 2.634 0.724 1.065 6.513 .515 .866 
 Constant -7.940 2.117 .000 .000      

 

Table X: Significant Interactions in the Female Model 

 B S.E. Sig, 

 Odds 
Ratio 

Exp(B) P.P 

95% C.I.for 
EXP(B) 95% C.I.for P.P 

Lower Upper Lower Upper 
Age x Frequency of 
Ceremonial Activity 

-.053 .018 .003 .948 0.486 .915 .982 .477 .495 

Household number x 
Frequency of 
Ceremonial Activity 

.410 .170 .016 1.507 0.601 1.079 2.103 .518 .677 

 

Table X: Logistic Regression Full Male Model (adjusted) 

 B S.E. Sig. 

Odds 
Ratio 

Exp(B) P.P 

95% C.I.for 
EXP(B) 95% C.I.for P.P 

Lower Upper Lower Upper 
Step 0 Constant 1.008 .244 .000 2.739      

Age .024 .020 .228 1.024  .985 1.065   
Location .946 .674 .161 2.575  .687 9.656   
Education -.265 .251 .292 .768  .469 1.255   
Household number 
(squared) 

.018 .029 .539 1.018  .961 1.078   

Language -.156 .440 .723 .856  .361 2.027   
Anishinaabe Values 1.181 .478 .013 3.257 0.765 1.277 8.310 .560 .892 
Frequency of Cultural 
Creative Activity 

-.483 .320 .131 .617  .330 1.155   

Frequency of Land-
Based Activity 

.076 .311 .807 1.079  .587 1.984   
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Frequency of 
Ceremonial Activity 

.664 .293 .023 1.943 0.660 1.094 3.450 .522 .775 

Clan certainty -.102 .684 .881 .903  .237 3.447   
 Constant -4.819 2.374 .042 .008      
 

Table X: Significant Interactions in the Male Models (adjusted) 

 B S.E. Sig. 

Odds 
Ratio 

Exp(B) 
Predicted 
Probability 

95% C.I.for 
EXP(B) 

95% C.I.for 
P.P 

Lower Upper Lower Upper 
Age x Anishinaabe 
Values  

.122 .045 .006 1.129 0.530 1.035 1.232 .508 .551 

Age x Language  -.078 .039 .047 .925 0.480 .857 .999 .461 .499 

Age x Frequency of 
Cultural Creative Activity 

-.059 .030 .048 .943 0.485 .889 1.000 .468 .500 

Age x Frequency of 
Land-Based Activity 

-.100 .051 .049 .904 0.474 .819 .999 .450 .499 

Location x Anishinaabe 
Values  

-3.361 1.556 .031 .035 0.033 .002 .732 .001 .422 

Location x Frequency of 
Cultural Creative Activity 

-1.824 .716 .011 .161 0.138 .040 .656 .038 .396 

Location x Frequency of 
Land-Based Activity 

-3.258 1.479 .028 .038 0.036 .002 .698 .001 .411 

Education x Anishinaabe 
Values  

1.122 .510 .028 3.070 0.754 1.129 8.349 .530 .893 

Education x Frequency of 
Cultural Creative Activity 

.785 .319 .014 2.193 0.686 1.173 4.101 .539 .803 

Education x Frequency of 
Land-Based Activity 

1.445 .610 .018 4.242 0.809 1.283 14.025 .561 .933 

Language x Frequency of 
Ceremonial Activity 

-1.860 .748 .013 .156 0.134 .036 .674 .034 .402 

Anishinaabe Values x 
Frequency of Cultural 
Creative Activity 

-1.137 .478 .017 .321 0.242 .126 .819 .111 .450 

 


